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The Worning Star,
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1878.

Christ, feeds
naked, visits

A PINE TREE.
The ice and snow they swathe it.
As it sleeps-there, all in white,
dreaming of a palm tree,
a far-off Eastern land,
mourns,alone and silent,
a ledge of burning sand.

him, quickens his own

THE ANNIVERSARIES.
anniversary . exercises

of

the

So, if the cold, lifeless

Maine.

After

in the

absence

of

Morrill,

of

P.

prayer by

Prof.

J. A.

of N. H., were presented; also the Committee of Arrangements reported, submitting substantially the programme already printed in the Star.
Revs. J. W.

on Closing Resolutions.

On

Stewart, of N.

. a committee consisting of I. I).
C. A. Hilton, of N. Y,,

and

H.,

Stewait,

Silas

Curtis

was appointed to consider the question of
revising the Constitution of the Anniver-

_ sary Convention,

and report one year |

hence.
At eight o'clock, Rev. P.

hood, and may be the means of producing many better pictures in the “future.
The ability tomake the watch, is worth
more than the watch, and the mental discipline of the college course is more valuable than all the knowledge acquired.
So the discipline of Christian work is
worth more than all its outward results.
And what is true of man’s labors is also
true of his sacrifices and sufferings. These
are included in life’s work and they develop certain phases of character which

|

;

W. Perry,

of

stiff-

artistic powers, the enlargement of" man-

Scribnerand
Silas Curtis, of N. H., and
C.F. Penney, of Me., were appointed a
motion of Rev. 1. D.

Christian,

find his spiritual pulse (uickened and his
soul all aglow with the love of Christ.
New life would pervade his whole moral being, and he would be thrilled with
‘ a joy unspeakable and full of glory.”
What a wise and benevolent arrangement this, the very work we are required to do for others is the greatest possible blessing to ourselves, : For the
- discipline of labor is worth more than all
its outward products.
The skill acquired in painting the picture is worth very much more than the
picture itself. It is the developmentof the

Howe, of Maine, the reports of the Secrotary and Treasurer, Rev. E. W. Ricker,

Committee

causes

ed work of saving the lost,he would soon

to order by Rev. A. L. Gerrish, of Rhode
S.

and

ened by pride and benumbed by. selfishness, would earnestly engage in the bless-

held this year with the flourishing church
in this village. They began this even_ ing, a prayer and praise meeting fittingly
opening the services. It was led by Rev.
Silas Curtis, of N. H. At half-past seven
the Anniversary Cenvention was called

Rev.

pulse

a glow of warmth to pass over his whole
system, Thus, by warming and saving
another, hé warms and saves’ himself,

Freewill Baptist Benevolent Societies are

who presided

the
hungry, clothes the
the sick, comforts the af-

upon the work of warming and saving
the unfortunate man. But the labor and
excitement of arousing and resuscitating

LyxDON CENTER, VT., Oct. 1, 1878.

President,

nu

are excited,
and he dismounts, lays aside
his furs and robes, and enters vigorously

— Heine.
EEE
4. fin, 2.5 JNEEEES ET

Island,

deeds.

flicted, teaches the ignorant, and rescues
the perishing, will receive a moral disciline and culture which will enlarge bis
pao and ennoble his manhood. A traveler benumbed and perishing with the
cold, sees a fellow-traveler lying by the
way-side almost frozen. His sympathies

A pine tree stands alone on
A bare, bleak northern hight:

the

and

It faithfully indicates all the mental
and moral changes which transpire in
tour hearts. Thus it is that the work of
our hands is ‘being wrought within us,
and established upon us.
By doing
good, we receive good; by
laboringto bless others, we bless our-.
selves.
*
He who, animated by the love
of

per year 5 Af paid strictly

IN ADVANCE, $3.50. See the Sth page of

The

i

istering power which records with unerring precision,on the delicate, enduring
tablet of our souls,all our thoughts, words,

should be addressed to the Editor.

"Tis
In
That
On

faithfully record all

of revelation.
it cess !
i

So God has placed in our souls, as
it were, a Moral-Meteorograph,a self-reg-

Publisher,

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H,
All communications designed for publication

Terms 1—$3.00

position,

the atmospheric changes.

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
Rev. I. D, STEWART,

‘When 'properl

in any

The trials, persecutions

and afflictions

of life are all designed

to be so many

N; H., was introduced as the preacher of fuctors entering intothe product of a wellthe Anniversary sermon. The subject of
his discourse, which - was founded on
Psalms 90: 17, was The Diseciplioe of
Christian Work, and its Iniinence upon
the Worker.” We commend it to the attention of our readers. Rathet, it’ commends itself. We trust that none of them
may ‘miss ‘its’ excellent suggestions, or
9

Li

0

OW

My

em

Perry

spoke

a8

follows :
We are Wontto look upon work as a
ourse pfonouwncéd wpon Adam fer ‘his
transgression,

but Af it was

vertiinly.had a blessing in it.

a punishment, it was

a

curse,

but | the

alsoa remedy for

race (thanto bave the necessity of labor

removed. Man's struggle for existence,
the elements strengthens
his thuséles, quickens his intellect, and

his battle with

There slumbers

chiseltngs fu

These
areAL
Sars”

prongs

va

gods etintie Band |in Garvin ou, chatacef and giving it beputy and radiance.
hes © iA TOA the alloy of selfishntss and pride
out for us ** a
eternal weight
Then let us

from our hearts, and work
far more exceeding and
of glory !”
not shrink from the toils

and struggles, the sacrifices and suffer-

ings

of the

Christian

life,

but work’

on

It is the only road

Again we learn from

to suc-

ennoble

his

character

an hundrec

and lay up for himself a
heaven. Besides ' this; the

that Christian

de-

templating the results of well spent efforts.
4
The satisfaction felt by the architect
when he gazes upon the beautiful and
grand temple he has erected, the rapture
which glows in the heart of the artist
when he looks at the life-like statue or the
masterpiece of painting he ‘has wrought,
and the joy which fills the mind of the
suceessful poet or orator, are the highest
and most lasting earthly pleasures which

for

destiny m

is a Fribe

sy which thrills the soul of the

We can not now comprehend the farreaching results and glorious consummation of our work! We are like the workmen preparing the materials for Solomon’s
Temple. They had no just eonception of
the beauty and magnificence of the building they were helping to construet.

The carpenters in the forest hewing out
timbers, the stone-cutters in the quarry
splitting out rough bloeks of marble, and
e workers in brass, silver and gold
could none. of them see the importance of

Christian

worker, on seeing the fruits of his toil, is
holier, sweeter, and more enduring. Since
then, there is a double reward, not only

their humble toil, nor comprehend its re-

that which is present and visible, but that
which is future and hidden, therefore,

lationto the grand
erecting.

we

should not estimate the value of any work

But

also by those which are indirect, invisible
and future. We should take into the account its reflexeffect upon ourselves, and
its far-reaching influence upon others.
We should not measure the success of our
mission in India merely by the number of
heathen who have been converted, neither
should we estimate the value of our
schools and colleges merely by the number of graduates they have sent out, but
we should also take into consideration the
influence they have exerted upon us as a
denomination,and the grand results which
they may produce in the future. All the
results of Christian labor do not appear in
If we had not succeeded

written
:

and

a

ed. anG te, pracolS 4nd tearsit has

spiritu-

al discipline and culture which amply. repay us for all the money and labor we
have put into it.
worker

can not be cheated out of his reward. - No

one can wrest it from him. It is sure.
This appears from two considerations. .
First, the reward of his labor, as I have

It is said? ** Viitue 18 its own reward;”

elid once said to his king:

like statue which has cost the artist years,

100s

jaaiod

a

The clture ig brings to us is as ;lastin, g
as our souls. And no man can snatch it
Christe i
wotad
vlvereos
dad
w ain
This. is; a general law. The student: from us; as well might he expect to take
we have eaten and
can not
get mental FF ilure without pa- our ‘food fromus after
tient and protracted study: his teacher digested ‘it, andit' has’ become a part of
can not inipiwtit Me Thii ; nothing but our physical beipig,«a partof out: bones,
earnest application will bring it.. Fa- muscles, aml: nerves, Though. the life-

énce the labor that life requires, the
burdens it ‘imposes, the sacrifices it
brings,

and the pain

it inflicts, ave all

like qualities and give
character.

us. symmetry
-of
.

adapted to. call out and develop our. GodTherefore,

we dee that work

produces

two good results ;one upon the world, and

the: other upon ‘the worker.” He who
learns to make a wateh ‘not only: gives
his fellow-men a time-keeper, but also
increases his own mechanical ability, and
he who paints a picture not only furnishes
the world a work

of art, but also acquires

artistic skill.

The same law holds

‘good

and religion,
rapid
The Christian Workye

:

in

morals

erform for the

benefit of others alsob hehis ourselves by

its reflex influence upon our own hearts.
Itis a well-known law of physics that
action: and. reaction are equal. This is
true in morals as well as. in mechanics.
The acts we perform

upon

produetof the

I mean, of course,

upon ‘ourselves.

The

life.

others,

character

react

is the

the whole life, its thoughts, words, déeds

and experiences,
for all these are includ-

of

labor

and

us,

nor

sacrifice,

through
the Holy Spirit * working in us
both to will and to do His good pleasure.”
There are a great many unsymmetrical
Christians; they are not well-proportioned, they are rickety. They are strong in
some points and weak in others; they are
well-rounded on one dide and badly
shrunken onthe other. Seen from one

stand-point they are beautiful and charm-

3

dome

glitter-

ah, then they begun to comprehend the
dignity and glory of the work in which
they had been engaged!
So when God's transcendently glorious,
spiritual temple shall be completed and
shall be seen standing on the }oly Hill of
Zion, sparkling with beauty and glowing
with radiance In the blazing light of eternity, then shall the humblest Christian
toiler begin to realize the importance and
grandeur of the work he has been helping to accomplish ;.and then shall he be

aspired to reach.

Fs

:

;

the Christian worker may be robbed
of the honor due him for his toil,

or

evil

influences may
counteract and hold in
check the good effects of his work upon
others, yet no one can take from him the

discipline of his toil or the ecstasy which
thrills his soul at the remembrance of
having done his daty.
Hence, the more work we put

into the

vineyard of the Lord the more reward we

will get out of it. It is like a productive
farm, the more it is cultivated the more it

"Thereis where

.

.

it is equally true, as a man liveth

50 is he.

Every thought,

feeling,

and act: of our livesis making

word

an im-

temperance ; and to temperance patience ;
and to patience godliness; and to godli-

ness brotherly kindness, charity, *¢ the
cap-stone” of the’ pyramid of Christian

in the skies, our inheritance incorruptible, undefiled and that fadeth not away.

upon

characters,

our

souls, a

and shaping

‘our

ies

our

destiny,

graces.”

dents, Revs, O. E. Baker and C.F. Penney ;
urer,
H. ¥.
C.D.

Secretary, Rev. H. F. Wood ; TreasA. A. Harrington; Ex-Com., Revs.
Wood, C. A. Hilton, J. Mariner,
Dudley, G. S. Ricker.

The President stated that the gentlemen announced on the programme were
not present, and that Revs, G. M. Park,
A. C. Hogbin and C. A. Hilton had been
appointed in their stead. He then presented Mr. Park, who spoke incidentally
of the importance of the temperance
question and of the evils of intémperance,
quoting Ex-Sentitor Morrill’s characterization of it as ‘‘ the gigantic crime. of

crimes.”

He then spoke at length of

the mistakes that had been made in the
work, mentioning the easy attitude
of the

Government toward the manufacture ‘and
use of drink, the recognition of the business by collecting revenue on the proceeds
of the still,

the

enactment of license in-

stead of prohibitory laws, the little that
is done to arouse public sentiment against
it, the alienations and jealousies among
temperance organizations, the inactivity
of the church, the dereliction of the

pul-

pit,and the use of intoxicating wine at the
communion table.

Each of these

points

was elaborated, and numerous illustrations, drawn from the speaket’s experience, enforced the argument. He then

referred

to the

encouragements

in the

work, such as the influence of those

who

were recently in the gutter

now

but. are

strong workers, woman's work,and the uni-

ty among Christian and temperance laborers. A strong point was made when the
speaker discussed the relations of the
traffic to the nation, showing how it
never benefited but always positively injured both, individuals and the nation.
He urged greater activity among all
friends of temperance and especially in
the church.
Vote as you pray.
That
touches the politicians, and will effect a

among the clergy and the churches. With
85,000 churches in the country and ower
200,000 grog-shops, and with the Kisle

proclaiming’ that drunkards, shall not im
herit the kingdo
of, m
God, there is we
excuse or apology for inactivityor indif-

ference on the part of any lover of hw
manity. The rum traffic is mercenary.
It is a power in politics. It benefits society neither socially, industrially, physi

cally nor morally. It ought to be preached
against, No man can fairly charge thet
temperance is ‘ lugged” into the pulpit.

It belongs there by right, and every mie

ister ough to feel the duty upon hima to
preach it. Mr. Hilten spoke forcibly «of
the remedial power of the ballet fm
temperance work.
“If we pray ageimsc
it,” he said, *‘ let us also work against #6.

Only so will God answer our prayers. ¥
is the nation’s duty to kill the business.
Otherwise'it will kill the nation.”
On motion of Rev: J. Mariner (he suience expressed thanks to the speakers Sor
their excellent speeches, and brief disemssion of means to make the Temperamoe
Union more eflicient followed. It ought4s
be exerting a more marked and benefieio!
influence on our churches and Sunday:
sehools. .
{tir
A¥TERNOON,
The devotional meeting was. conducts
by Rev. Jonathan Woodman, with olditime vigor and earnestness, and be it
remembered that he is the only surviviag
member of those enterprising men, wha
established the Morning Star more than
fifty-two years ago. The Foreign Mission
cause was made a special subject ef
prayer.
FOREIGN MISSIONS.

At 2.30,the anniversary of the Foreigm
dent of the Society, Rev.

pied the chair.

J.

Presioces-

The call for the meefisg

and the hymn,

was read,

The
Rand,

held.

Mission Society was

of Ages,”

‘Rock

by Rew.

Prayer was offered

wassung.

records of

The

A. L. Gerrish, of R. I.

the last meeting were. read and approwed. A committee of five was chosen azo
nominate officers for the ensuing. year.
It consisted of Revs. C. F. Penney, W.
H. Bowen, A. L. Gerrish and Bros. E. W..

Page and R. Deering.
:
The Treasurer then read and submitied
reform the quickest. His appeal to Freewill Baptists to make the same honorable | 118 Annual Report. This report
was @s- =
record in this work that they already had cepted. The receipts foot up $18,345.98.
in the anti-slavery struggle, we hope will

fundamentals, or the logic, of temperance

The expenditures amount to .the -same
sum. ‘The gross debt -of the Societyis
$8,000.97. . There is. due the Seciefy
$2,980.88, making the net indebtadmess

$5020.09.

This is $1026.34 less than last

action.

Thereis gratifying attendance at the

and anticipations.

The village itselfis a

charming ong. . We hardly, saw it uatil
this morning.

It is situated upon the

Passumpsic river and railraad,and is flank-

fine brick building, and an:

honor

to the

‘educational enterprise of Vermont Freewill Baptists,
" The prayer-meeting this morning was
led by Rev. A, H. Milliken, of Vt., and
was full of the Spirit's peace

and

power.

THE TEMPERANCE UNION.

the Bible... When

Paul, in 1 Cor. 13, cov=

eted a certain gift that he might: thereby:

will'send a lady missionary next yest
For the Bible school there have been suib-

benefit his brethren, it warranted him in scribed $26,520.00"

coveting the practice

and

prevalence

of

totdl abstinence principles, that he might
also benefit bis brethren. Whether the
Bible specifically teaches those principles
or not, common and brotherly love teach
them, and that is enough for him. The
right to demand prohibitory legislation is’
founded on a duty that every man as well
as the state owes to society. No man had
any right to display obscene pictures he-fore his child,

morals.

or

othérwise

corrupt

-It was the parent's duty

his

to see

Of this sum, ever

$25,000 have Been secured’
by payimest and interest-bearing notes.” The schesl
“hud
+

will be opened next March.

burg,

Pa.,

Miss

Hattie

Penney, ‘of Me., occupied the chair.
Prayer was offered by Rev. H. F. Wood,

officers

the right and duty to legally prohibit him
from doing it was as. strong in the one
case as in the other. The speaker referred to his own experience in Europe as
bearing on a recent statement by Rev.

Bowen,

it appéaring that no menbers of the UnSince

no one in

the

hotise had pald the constitutional fee of
meniBership, ‘recruits were called, resulting in a good membership to the Unfon, as “well as the replenishing of tha
treasury. “Revs. Wood, Perry and Marider were appointed a Committée to reed a Committee to report on the relations
of F. Baptist churches to the Union.

Phillips,

of

and Miss Jessie Hooper, of New Bruaswick. This is a needed re-inforcenmmmst.
Unless our mission is a growing mission,
it must be a dying one. The report clos-

to thddee his son into a liquor saloon, and

jon ‘were present,

P.

Chicago, Miss Frankie Millard, of Mich,

ed with a strong appeal.

'The constitution Was read, and

gob

The new missionaries who sailed Oct.
5, are Rev. T. W. Burkholder, of Harris

that his child was shielded by Igiew from
such influences. 80 no man had ® right

of N. H.

‘Great bless

ings will result from it.

The anniversary of the Temperance
Unioh was held during’ the forenoon, In
the absence of the President, Rev. C. F.

Then,my Christian brethren,let usgoin- | After. consultation, the. committee preto the vineyard of the Lord and work,and sented the following report? =
whatsoever is right the Master will give
justas surely as the strokes of the sculptBut in order to produce these results us. Perhaps there never was a time when
That we recommend that the constitution
or's chisel are fashioning the statue.
And even the little, : csaual and ever- and acquire this discipline, Chnstian the people of New England could more of the Temperance Union be so changed
work must be performed regularly,systemvarying experiences of life are help- atically, not spasmodically. No man fully appreciate the importance and value thatthe initiation fee be abolished, and
that all. persons belonging to our religof lubor than at the
present. Thousands
ing to round up and complete our
ever became a scholar, or a musician, or
thrown out of employ- ious societies, who sign the pledge of
‘characters, as the gentler touches
of an ‘artist, or an orator by spasmodic ef- have recently been
ment and their families are in danger of total abstinence, be considered memthe painter's brush are giving the more
hd
:
How they would rejoice bers of this Union.
delicdte shades and exquisite expressions forts. Patient, persistent toil is the price coming to want.
That we recommend
that all = our
it they could find something to do! And
to the picture.
: paid for these attainments.
Hence experience, as well as the Bible,
hundreds of the more: ignorant, vicious churches have auxiliary: societies: or temIn the Swedish school-house, on the
Centennial growids at” Philadelphia, I teaches us that the best way to do our and fanatical of these idlers gather in our perance committees who shall circulate
public halls, or swarmat the corners of temperance pledges through the congresaw a’very curious and complicated in- work'is do it systematically.
strument ‘called ‘the Meteorograph,
That method will bring more money our streets, where they may be heard dis- gations and Sunday-schools.
It
"We fartliér recommend that the Secrewas so constricted: that it registered the ‘into our treasuries, and more culture into cussing the’ greenback heresy, talkin
day of ‘the month, and the bourof the ‘our souls. than any other. It is Ged's communism, denouncing capitalists, and tary be: instructed to carry out this: rec
staday, the direction andthe rapidity'of ‘the method of werk ; and he has written it on ‘demanding work. They seem to ignore ommendation, . collect, all ;, the
wind, the ‘weight, the temperature and oir natures and jecordeéd in on the pages: the fact that this state of things has been tistics relative to this work, and report at
pression

the anniversaries of the Temperance Union.’
The report, was adopted, the first item
being then referred to: the Committee
|.on revision of the Constitution.
The report of the Committee to nominate officers was adopted as follows : .President, Rev: A. L. Gerrish; V ice-Presi-

lofi
wm
rkgm $0
moka
A man can nct be a temperance | year.
know your labor is not in vain’in the man and still a moderate drinker. Hence, |
The records of the Executive -@emmitLord,
total abstinence is the only logical doc- tee were read and approved. These were
At the close of the sérmon, which was
trine. But the authority for total absti- of considerable length,and ocoupied
Ju 4 "
listened to by a large audience, the Com. nence does not, in his opinion, come time in reading. ,
mittee on nomination of officers of the
The Corresponding Secretary, ‘Rev. di
Convention
for the coming year reported, much of a teetotaler that he drinks neither L. Phillips, then gave: a synopsis of kis
and the report was adopted, as follows: tea nor coffee, But he gets no specific annual report. The home field - occupied
President, W.H. Bowen, D. D., of Me., authority for it from. the Bible., Christ a prominent place in" it. - A -due.recogeiVice-President, E, JW. Page, Esq., of himself did not teach: total abstinence in tion was given to the efforts ofthe memN.Y., ' Sécrétary and Treasurer, Rev. set terms. He moreover male ‘intoxicat: beisof the mission who have been laborEW.“ Ricker, of N. H., committee of ing wine at Cana, and used it at Commun- ing at home: Prominent and commends_arrdngéments, the Secretary of the Con- ion. fA voice in the audience cried, tory mention:
was made: of: the efforts.gs
vetition dnd the Secretaries of the several ‘“Doubted:"] The speaker then admitted pay the debtor
/Thé" sentimént im fixer
Benevolent Societies. =
:
the variableness of authority en the ques: of loeal support has been’ taking”a pras1s
WEDNESDAY.— FORENQOXN.
tion at issue, but stated that the results:of ‘tical form, ‘especially among the" woke bis own personal investigations had con- in Rhode Island and New BransWiek.
reinforcement
firmed
him in the position, already taken: They respectively sent
Anniversaries,, and, the. people, gather
he got what was just as good. as di- who sailed’Oct: 5. The'Ohio StateAsssfrom their, various plages.of entertainment But
‘this morning full;of pleasant reflections rect authority for. total abstinence from ciation is following in the'same Tine, sill

keep the: ed on either, handby high hills green even
discipline of his labors which is worth ten to the summits. The Seminary, which is
thousand times more than the position he now in the midst of its fall term, is a

ing’; viewed from another, distorted and
repulsive. ‘They are Finis in the pray- yields, the more we sow the more we
er-meeting, but dwarfs out among men; reap.
i
ora
mighty in” words, but’ minus in deeds,
But again,the Christian worker will not
loquacious in prayers but lacking inalms, lose his reward because he is working for
Now it requires a great variety of works! | God, yea, he is a worker together with
to round up and complete such characters; him.
|
True symmetry of soul ¢an not be attainHe is, as it were, in co-partnership with
ed in the prayer-meeting and closet alone. heaven and he can not: fail in his work
It must be wrought out on the active are- unless God himself shall fail.
nw of life; in the kitchen and in the workMen may take away from us our hard;
shop; in the social eircle and in the marts earnings, they may steal our gold and
of trade; among
the
poor and suffering bonds, defrand us of our lands, burn down

andin the mission gold

its

our house and barns, and scatter all our
we attain the Chiistly Gui ics ;. there is -earthly
possessions to the four winds, but’ vise the Constitution, and Revs. Prescott,
where
we
add
to
dur
faith
virtde
;
ye
to
they can not rob us of our treasure in
It'is said: “as a man thinketh so is our virtue knowledgés and fo'kno
ge heaven, our crown of life, our mansions G. C. Waterman and Perry weré appoint-

ed in life's work.

he

discipline

randeur,

he does not fail to have and

can i Bi sing into our souls.
"It must be wrought into our hearts by
the

stone,

steadfast, unmovable, always abounding
in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye

But finally let us learn, in the light of
that the Christian

each

NO. 41.

been faithfal over a few things, I be duly heeded,
;
will make thee ruler over many things: | The next speaker was Rev. A. C. Hogenter thou into the joy of thy God.”
Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye bin. He proposed to consider briefly the

the sacrifices and struggles it has imposed,the sympathy and longings it has elie-

this subject,

when

hear the Master saying: “Well done thou
good and faithful servant; thou hast

sion work would not have been a failure,
The thought and care 1t has demanded,

have given us a

by,

were

sun and dazzling the eyes of the beholder,

single heathen-to-Chuist;
eur Foreign-Mis-|

called forth, these

and

they

ing in the golden beams “of the morning

in

in leading

by

structure

timber and ornament was put into its
place and the building
completed; and
when they saw it standing on the summit
of Mount Moriah in ‘all its
beauty

by its direct and visible results alone, but

statistics.>Some of them are
the heart,
J

'skill-

ty and glow with radiance.

come into the human heart, but the ecsta-

reward.

vineyard alone can give it.
Moody can not preach it into

a

ished, ‘will be made to sparkle with beau-

of study and toil may be broken to pieces’
well-organized: humanbei go no royal road to’ geometry.” ‘So I’ ma;
by somé ruthless, cruel hind, yet the “af
nohle, heroic manhood, and; nothing but
, ‘Chere is no royal road'to Christi
toil, study, sacrifice and. suffering. can. culture and growth, There (is no: subs tistic culture and; skill acquired! in ‘/proarouse it and call it forth into, perfec; stitute for, Christian work .and the ducing it.can never be taken from him!
Though the professional man. may
tion. © One" has said: * Destinygis nol exercise of the Christian
graces, Men
study and toil for years to attain some
about thee but: ‘within.
Thyself’
must may
inherit wealth and
social
pe
make, thyself. The agonizing throes of sitioh, but they ean not inherit virtue and eminent position in life, and then after all
labor;
these . bring : forth . glory! bring piety ; personal,patient toil in the Master's his struggle fail’ to" reach’ the oat! yet
ing

violation of

full artist takes it in ‘hand and touches iv
up, it becomes a glorious masterpiece.
So our works, though imperfect in , themselves, when handed over to the Great
Master-workmanto be finished and pol-

most ‘lasting joy. we. experience is that
which wells up in our hearts when con-

velopment and culture ‘can be obtained
only by working and eacyificing for

© Thereis

the

daub even at the best, but when the

treasure in
purest ‘and

it may also be said that labor” is its own

:

learn

epartments, by

greut commercial law, and that relief can

fold,

:

And first, we

tain

the Christian worker's reward is twofold , fii come until equilibriund is again restorsubjective
and objective, present and’ fut. red:
(is
Off
Hag go
ure.
ithe 09
fi
. The condition ef this unfortunate class
| It is that which is wrought in him and is truly deplorable and is becoming more
that which is to be bestowed upon him.
and inore desperate every day as winter ap
The experienced workman in any de- proaches, But itis not so in the moral world
partment, the man who puts most brain ~there the fields are all white and ready
and skill into his labor ‘will command for harvest, and the Master commands us
higher wages than the inexperienced and to thrust in the sickle. Ie says to the
unskillful, Even the common day labor- idlers in the market places: ‘‘ Why
er increases his strength and skill and stand ye here all the day idle? Go ye inadds to the value of his labor, by his daily to the vineyard and whatsoever is right
toil, besides receiving wages. The phy- ye shall receive.” And the work to which
sician visiting his patients and the lawyer he invites us.is grand and. gloriousas well
pleading at the bar are both constantly as remunarative. I know we ‘are someadding something to their - professional times disheartened and feel that our
work
ability and widening their reputation, as is of but little value and our best efforts
well as receiving money for their services. failures. But it is not ‘so, for God with
So he who faithfully labors in the vine- whom we are laboring
will make our
yard of the Lord will receive an hundred feeblest efforts successful. He will give
fold in this life and in the world to come the finishing touches to our work, .
life everlasting. He will beautify apd . The young artist's first picture is a mere

already more than intimated, is wrought
in him—waoven into the very web of his
character
and beconies a part of himself.

ect.

CHICAGO, OCTOBER 9, 1878.

brought about by over-production in, cer-

id
513%
this subject that

earnestly, patiently and heroically, knowing that ** in due time we shall reap if we
faint not.” Let us now endeavor to draw
afew practical inferences from this sub-,

it

If it was

sin, for'ic is the best human means of
counteracting the dire effects of the fall.
No greater cilamity ‘could befall oar

develops his manhood.

rounded Christian manhood.

STAR, BOSTON AND

eh

The Committeeon the nomination af
reported through Rev.
as

W.

follows: —President,

HL
Rew.

James Rand ; Vice-Presidents, Revs. ML.
Phillips, R. Cooley, G. H. Ball, J. BL,

Kayser; and E. W. Page;

Corresponding

Dr. Prime that the latter had seen no

Secretary, Rev. C. S. Perkins; Rec, Sesretary, Rev. P, W. Perry; Treasuger,

drunkenness in the old world, attributing
it to the use of light wines. In a few
pithy sentences Mr. Hogbin showed how

Esq.; Financial

Rev. Silas Curtis ; Auditor,E. P,. Prescott,

Secretary, Rey. .E. N.

Fernald ; Executive Committee,

J. Rap¥,

false and untenable was such a statement.
The doctrine of ‘“ ‘a national beverage” to

J. M. Brewster, D.

cure intemperance is a heresy, and is con-

Houghton, P. W. Perry, J. Li. Hammetiy

tradicted by all the facts in the world.
Mr. Hogbin differed from the preceding

0. B. Cheney, N. C. Brackett, C. S. Per-

Calder,

A.

W.. C., Durgin, J.

Lovejoy, L.. Dexter,

kins and S. D. Bates.

A. IL

The report was

speaker more on the statement of his be- accepted.
lief than on the intensity of it. He beThe President then introduced Rev. Le
lieved that circumstances ought to govern’ A. Crandall, of New York, as the first
His topic was, * The Perseual
in the line of policy to be pursued, or speaker.
rather in the carrying out of the policy,; Element in our Foreign Mission Work,
which both speakers agreed should be as and his excellent paper is here presented
firm as possible and utterly opposed to. in full :
Xi
the use of all intoxicating drinks. He
Fhe apostle: Peter, writing: to’ thw
wanted to fight on ground that was tena: brethren that had. obtained a like poe
ble, and did not wish to make claims cious faith, says, thatit is done in order
either for the Bible, or Christ's specific that he may ** stir up their pure hearts

by way of remembrance.”

It was mot

teaching, or for anything else; that he
could not substantiate.
:
The last speaker was Rev. C. A. Hilton,

new truths he soughtto inculcate,semuth
as to impress upon their minds the traths
to .which they had already
list

and he ipsisted on speaking briefly. He
emphasized the need of greater activity

my heart, I have undertaken to sa

With something of the same t

(Continued on ‘fourth page.)
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Sabbath- School Lesson.--Oct. 20.
QUESTIONS

(For

Questions

see

Lesson
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A.
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AND
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THE PRODIGAL SON.
“Tam poor and needy ;
@ULDEN TEXT:
wet dhe Lord thinketh upon me’ '— Psalms
40:17.
Luke

15:11-34.

Notes and Hnts.
e 4 certain man had two sons.”
Lord,

called

parable

atthis

are three ways of looking

ef our

There

* the

peas] of all his parables;”

crown

one,

and

as a de-

seription of the publicans and sinners on
the one hand,and of the scribes und Phari-

sees on the other; the second as illustrativeof open, flagrant sinners of any age,
andof those who have never departed
froma good life
; the third, as referring
to the Gentiles, under the figure of the

One kept in readiness for any season of
¢ Was
unexpected ' rejoicing or need.
dead and

is alive

again,”

This

verse.
et,

Tur TaiNG To Do.
The proper thing,
says the Independent, in conducting a
Sunday-school is to strike the happy mediam betweena long, tedious session and

a short, hasty one. The 8. S. World has
something to say worth hearing about the
latter fault:
It is a common practice with some Sunday-school officers to cram into one hour
the largest amount of singing, . praying,
reading, studying,
and speech-making
possible.

The

whistle

sounds,

the

bell

rings, steam is crowdedon with all force ;

then, with » whirr and a buzz, the

school

rushes through the programme, leaving
the majority of the scholars feeling that
the elderson. The correct view may be they have gone through something, but
learved from the preceding part of the can not recollect very clearly what it
If it should be ugzisiad thata
chapter, where it is found that Christ . re- was.
and the remainder a
fers to the feelings: of God towards all little less programme,
little more carefully worked out, would
penitent sinners... The: ‘“certain man” rep- be better, it will probably produce a look
resents God; the ‘two sons” represent of surprise, if not pity, and you may hear
popsinpers, and those who have always kept in reply that the school is large and
ular,
and
it
is
necessary
to
rush
things
the Iaw.
through, with a view to increasing its
« Father, give me the portion of goods.” numbers and popularity; when the fact
The beginning of the sinners career. He is, the school is too large already to do
There is, in
is tired of home, of restraints, of the es- good and efficient “work.
‘sential laws of happiness.
He wants to consequence, a great waste of spiritual
Be happy, and so- resolves to see the advantage and opportunity for teaching
God's Word. This prodigality and novworld for himself.
The Jewish law al- elty of programme;
this continuous
lowed the younger son one-half as much scramble for quantity, rather than qualas the portion ofthe elder son, in the pa- ity, in Sunday-school work, must of necessity make that which, above all other
rental estate. Deut. 21:16.
things, should be solid to be only super. * Divided unto them his living.” The ficial—even the religious culture of our
father gave to his two sons the whole es- youth. We believe in the right kind of
fale, each his legal proportion.
There breadth ; but narrower limits, well enltiwas a flagrant wrong in the demand for vated and cared for, are far more preferable than broad acres, with weedy, short
‘#his division; for it was not due until the crops. If Sunday-school work is worth
father died. The father, however, does doing at all, it is worth doing well.
prodigal, and to the

mot resist.

Jews

under

that of

Thus the parable shows how

God allows free agents to choose their
own course, though they choose to ‘ex
change a light yoke for a heavy one and
one gracious master for a thousand and imperious tyrants and lords.”
* Gathered all together.”
The resolve

' i taken, the heart has cast off God, the

PRAYER
FOR
SUNDAY - SCHOOLS.
The London Sunday-school Union has
issued a call for the observance of October
20th and 21st as days of prayer for Sunday-schools. The call suggests *¢ that on
Sunday morning, Oct. 20th, from seven
to eight o'clock, all Christians in private

opportunity will find the sinner ready to offer prayer on behalf of Sunday-schools:
yieldto Satan.
““ Info a far country.” That the opening services of the morning
‘Thestate of heart to which the sinner schools be preceded by a meeting of the
That ministers be
abandons himself is far from that of loyal, teachers for prayer.
filial Jove to his Father. Every sinner is asked to preach special sermons upon the
im a far country, is far from his home. claims of the Sunday-school upon the
*= Wasted

his

substance.” .

Rwined

character by immoralities, and
of eternal life.
“ When he had spent all.”
his power of enjoyment in sin.
somes the soul. “ 4 mighty
that land.” What sinner has

his

his hopes

teachers and the church.

That in

theaft-

ernoon the ordinary services of the schools
be shortened,

and

that the

gathered for a devotional

scholars

service,

be

inter-

Exhausted
Vice con- spersed with singing and appropriate adfamine in dresses. To this service the parents of
That at
not felt it? the scholors wight be invited.
The unrest of the wicked is real ; the des- some time during the evening the teachtitution of spirit which he feels is a fam- ers, in union with other Christians, meet
That on
ime indeed.
In all pleasures, amuse- for thanksgiving and prayer.
ments, luxuries, or in any gay society, Monday morning, Oct. 21, between seven

eight o'clock, teachers should bring
this famine may be felt. «To feed swine. and
their scholars in private prayer before
The lowest point of degradation in the God. That in the course of the ‘day the
eyes of the Jews. Thus we are taught the
way thatsin lowers,self-respect and drags

down the soul ‘from’ her high estate.
~ Watlutlie husks.” The fruit of the
wee. This
tree bears long slender
which contain
a sweetish pulp, and
Beans. Though the poorer people

female teachers of each school hold a
meeting for united prayer and thanksgiving.
That in the evening each church
congregation be invitedto bold a meet-

carob ing, at which the interests of the Sundaypods school should form the theme of the
afew prayers and addresses.
eat it
it is regarded as food for swine. '** When . THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL IN GERMANY.
Bt cameto himself.”” When reason and “The Sunday-school,” writes Prof. H. A.
ecemscience, which {he had refused to re- Fischer, * is an older: institution in Gerspeek, were restored to their rightful many than is generally supposed. = The
Places Sin is folly. The sinner knpws eity of Hamburg had one as early as 1789,
- mek what lie does.
;
and in 1824 the Baptists startéd another

Hired:iservants.”

These were not so in the same city, which is still in exist-

well off as those
that livedin the family ; ence.

‘In 1862, the ‘whole number of Sun-

se even the poorest im the kingdom of day-schoolsin the - States ‘eomposing
the
God, compared with the sinner; are to be

envied. . They, according totheir capaci-

_ ty and needs are supplied with. good, but

Be * perishes with hunger.” . ‘I will

present German Empire (excepting Alsace) was thirty-two, From that year the
number

rapidly

increaséd, so

ADVANTAGES OF GIVING.

shows

why there is joy in heaven over one sinner that repents,that God would have every man saved; that sin, and sin alone,
ruins men and keeps them out of heaven.
The practical lessons are in every
rt

r
t
ng
any ‘harde more
drawi
and withou
.
t
d
y
h
With what fmoercse
is reall mouvteor
weig
b
i
will somet ty
a liberalte contri
ni
f
ita
l
u
p
e
m
i
n
s
c
m
o
m
é
o
p
i
r
!
a c
u
h
p
r
n
How often a perso of slende means sets

Communications.

calf.”

Fatted

restoration.

complete

of a

out the idea

that. ten

years later it had reached over 1,200, The

BY

REV,

ighbor

on a ne

C. F, PENNEY.

strip him! Who has not known an insigmore impressive when the advantages of ‘nificant member of a society to double the
giving are set over against the results of practical value of his gift by the surprise
he effected !
1
a’ covetous life.
Now look at the contrast. Who has not
The contrast shows the folly as well as
The warning

against

covetousness

is

amy Father.”

So let the

wanderer

from

God go directly back.t0:God. The prodi#al had faith in the goodness of bis fa-

than 100,000 Sunday-school
Germany now.”

scholarsin

And will say unto him.”
Confession
resolved upon. That was the natural and

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS,
% Sunday-schools have been maintained
in Palestine since 1809 by the London Society for Promoting Christianity amon

meedful thing to do, in his case.

the

im the ease

So

itis

Bave sinned.”

Hereare penitence,shame,

Bmmility, and casting of self into the arms
of mercy and love. The parallel between
the return of the prodigal and that of the
wanderer to God is still good. ¢¢ He arose
and came.”

With

downcast

Jews,

and

more

than, a

thousan

¢ I children have attended them.

of the returning sinner.

eye,

with

The American Sunday-school Union
has one missionary who has been organizing Sunday-sehools for more than fifty
years, and it has two others who have
served about forty yearseach.
Some of
its missionaries have organized upward
of 600 schools.

seerew and hope, with a deep sense of
The German Sunday-school Association
wmworthiness-and ill-desert.
Resolution of Philadelphia reports for 12 schools an
mmst be transmuted into action, if the average attendance of 8,124
pupils, 435
teachers.
Receipts, $4,458.22.
They
simner would find pardon.
tA great way of.” God is watching gavete missions, $1,050.67 ; for orphans,
$107.30; for school purposes, $3,221.27.
for the penitence and ‘return to him of Volumes of books
in their libraries,
those who have gone from him. He sees 3,878.
:
the first movements of penitence, he de4 missionary of the American: Sunday-

fects the first tear thay falls in secret; he schocl Union

hus succeeded in

organiz-

bears the lowest whisper of resolve to re- ing a school in Kentucky in a place that
as * The Devil's’ Kitchen,”
tare home, he welcomes the soul even be- is known

foreit has outwardly
_ pose.
God

“And

+

How

beautiful

‘to restore

the

son

and

said.”

executed his purthis eagerness’of
save

the

sinner.

Confession

and

where the people, it is said,

‘live inilog

cabins, drunkenness
and filth.” If it
were not for the church and the Sundayschool, ** The Devil's Kitchen” would be
found in every community.
:

prayer may follow the consciousness of
The Church of the Pilgrims, Rev. Dr.
” @God'swelcome.
The words ** And am Storrs, pastor; have begun the erection
mo more worthy”

are

true,

The act of of a

Godlis not a debt, but a grace, a heavenly

new

Sunday-school

Henry St., about 100 feet square,

grace that does not rebuke the one on about $32,000,

whom it is bestowed.

“The best robe.” The rags of the sinner are taken off, a new robe of pardon,
righteousness
and adoption put on,
“ 4
wing
on his hand.” This has no special
spiritual significance. It was added in

building,

and

capable

on

costing

of seating

about 1,200 persons.
The main room
will accommodate from 500 to 600, and

around this are grouped sixteen or seventeen class rooms. so arranged as to be
separated from or made a part of it. The
exterior will be very handsome.
be another prominent landmark

It will
to show

the progress of the Sunday-school idea.

the South: with

rene

a

kindness of spirit,

Mr. Adams.
He never recovered from
his injuries, although death was not ex-

but in

no way give sanction to the spirit of
the old institution still prevalent; should
neither ask nor accept restoration to fellowship with them, until the sin of slavery is repented.
If Free Baptists, by their past anti-slayery

record,

painful

are

now

experience

relieved

pected so soon to

sank, and

this is the lowest of all considerations,
yet it is worth £

of, or the Bible

would not

As

mentidgRit.

a matter

of

dropped into it discouraged the rest,

The New Testament rule, urged by the
Apostle,

is

‘this,

“He

which

provoked them

soweth

But in another

and

than to good

and was pastor of a small Free

works. Leta free,open-hearted, Christian
go through any church, he will gather
twice what others will ; not that he begs
harder, not that he cringes more ; but he
is a manly follower of the Lord Jesus
Christ, and the world knows it. He
leads, and men will follow one who leads
worthily. Julius Cesar was once asked
how it came that his soldier kept up so
close in the charges of hand-to-hand conflict. He answered: *‘I never say Ite illuc

sparingly shall reap also sparingly ;-he
that soweth bountifully shall reap also

bountifully.”

otherwise

the gospel ministry, March, 1854,
Quarterly Meeting held af Elgin,

text the

church

at

In 1858 he
ble Rock,
follow his
supported

same apostle seems totake pains to group
all the advantages and gains of liberality
together, when he speaks of them as
directly bestowed by divine . reward.
‘Now he that ministereth seed to the sower, both minister bread for your food, and
multiply your seed sown, and increase
the fruits of your righteousness.” In a
word, he that gives seed to be sown but Venite hue.” He never ordered them,
brings at the harveyt bread to him that go there, he beckoned them, come here,
sows it. Like every other gift” this for he himself was ahead.
In our English Bibles in the marginal
gift increases in exercise. Just as one
reading,
“The liberal soul” is rendered
thoroughly educated who sits down to
become a mere recluse soon reaches dall- “A soul of blessing.” What a gift of
ness, or as one just by teaching learns gifts this must be; Not an act of blessing,
more. So does he who is backward in not even a life of blessing, bat a
sowing suffer from the pressure of a scant soul of blessing—carrying its living benharvest, or who sows liberally. gathers a edictions into its very immortality—waterbountiful reward.
This is not mere ing others here, and drinking the water
superstition, it is a fixed providential hereafter, from the river of life.
RE
fuct. Bad as this world is, mean people
THE S0UL OF SLAVERY ALIVE.
can not thrive in it. The curse of illBY REV. 0. E, BAKER.
success is almost sure to follow a miserly
man, and the niggardly gains which
The insult upon Bishop Haven recentsmall investments. bring are a standing ly by the Southern Methodist Confertestimony to the truth of inspiration. ence,is another of the many exhibitions of
“With the same measure that ye meet the remaining pre-slavery spirit in what
withal, it shall be. measured
to you ought to be the best class of Southern
society—the religious.
again.”
i
Tt was always a thing unaccountable
Good Richard Baxter testifies of his
own experience in his quaint way: “I that Christian churches could tolerate
never prospered more in my small estate slavery. They would have disdained to
than when I gave most, an needed least. sanction or forbear with any one of the
My own rule hath been, first, to contrive many sins involved in that ¢ sum of all
-villainies:"—The—whole -brood-together;|
lay out none on need-nots, butto live however, seemed to win admiration.
frugally on a little ; second, to serve God There is a grandeur in greatness. It is
in my place, upon that competency which even more astonishing that now, so
he allowed me for myself, that what I many years after the death of the beast,
had myself might be as good a work for and with the fact patent to every one that
common good, as that which I gave for the monster can never haye even galvanin this country; now,
others, and third to do all the goed I ized life again
could with the rest. And the wore I after the people have had time for delihhave practiced this, the more I have had erate thought, free of the bias of gain
to do it with; and when I gave almost all, by the once lucrative traffic, still the
more came in. (without any gift), I spirit of past times lives, it would seem,
The Southern churches, esscarcely knew how,at least unexpectedly ; unabated.
but when by improvidence I have cast pecially,are still in mourning for the dead
mygelf into necessities of using more upon pet, and changing admiration to devo-

gospel

Sugar

Grove,

Kane

in

doctrine,

in

funeral

was

attended

by a great

atives

from

the

Masonic

Lodges

of

and Pittsfield,

and a large circle of children and grandchildren, with his surviving aged com-

panion.

G'S. Hus,
CHRISTIANITY.

We clip the followiug from a sermon
by De Witt Talmage, published in the
Advance. Itis a vigorous refutation of the

sickly theory that the people

are getting

tired of the Bible and the Bible's religion :

Baptist
Ill.

settlements with-

plain

:

His’

Newmarket, Farmington

out charge, and through his labors a
number were brought to Christ. At the
close of a revival meeting, with which
God blessed his efforts on the Cedar river,
a church was organized and the F. Baptist church of Marble Rock was also organized as the result of his labors, and
to this church he preached for a number
of years till failing health compelled him
to give up pastoral work. He often felt
embarassed under a deep sense of his unfitness for the work, in view of his limited knowledge and the lack of mental
culture, having had no advantage of the
schools in earlier life, but he had learned
in the school of Christ,he was u student of
the Bible, and from it he drew the weapons of his warfare and God made him
the instrument in the conversion of many
precious souls, As a preacher he was |
sound

with

he raised his

company of people, including 'represent-

moved with his family to MarIowa, where he continued to
business and with'his hands
his family and preached the

in these new

physician,

father, a true friend to all.

at a
Ill,

Co.,

gradually

gone to his rest. He was a beloved
member of the New Durham Q. M., 4
true man of God, a kind husband ang

of their

of divorce and re-

in Wayne county, N. Y., May 22,1811.
When about 21 years of age he made a
profession of religion, and was baptized
by the Rev. Daniel Lyons, and united
with the Free Baptist church. In 1835
he was married, and shortly after moved
to Kane Co.,
Ill. He was ordained to

all watched him as the box was passed,
and the light ring of the small coin he

fact it will reach tH® minds that ‘need it,
mre forcibly than anything else,

and

He

conversation

hand to his head and said, ‘Precious
Saviour help me to bear it,” and he was

union, who will say that they do not now

and prudent pastor that he actually made
a serious offéer to one of the officers of
his congregation to give him the present
of a sum, just equal to what he gave for
missions, if he would quietly contrive to
be absent on contribution days. People

are counted.
\
Among these may be noticed the multiplication of one’s own resources. Admit

ensue.

after some

his family

The inspired

statement,

unflinching in his fidelity to the truth as
he understood it; he believed in serving
God because it was right. Ile wus a man
of strong passions; he often mourned
over his failings and short-comings; his
life he felt to be a conflict. But he has

There are those in this day who tell us
that Christianity is falling back, and that
in twenty-five years it will be extinct,
These men found their opinion on the
assumed fact that the Bible is not asmuch
of a book as it used to be, and many chapters of it, they say, are repulsive to the
people. I answer this by asking which
one of the publishing houses of New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, is publishing
the Bible with a single chapter or verse
left out? Are not our publishers intelli-

gent men? If they found

that the Bible

was an unpopular book would they, against
their own financial interests, continue to
publish it as it is? When I find the fact
that in christendom there are hundreds of
printing presses publishing the Bible from
Genesis to Revelation, without one verse
left out, I come to the conclusion

that the

Bible is still the most popular book on
this planet. What book is almost sure to

go in the

young

man's trunk

when

he

starts for city life ? The Bible." More Bibles
published in this country in the last decade than in any decade since the world
swang.
Voltaire wrote: “The Bible in
the nineteenth century willbe an obsolete
book.” Well, we are pretty well on
through the century. Has the prophecy

| come true?

Is there any prospect of its

| coming true? * Are you aware of the

| that in

the very room

where

fact

Voltaire

{ wrote that prophecy in regard to the Bible,
{ not long ago there was a great cargo of
fought his last battle, his warfare is endBibles packed from floor to ceiling—in
ed. When at the last Quarterly Meeting
that room Bibles for Switzerland! Suphe attended at Horton, about four months
pose that the Congress of the United
before his death, he told his brethren that

with them.

Shortly before his death

the

writer spoke to him of his trust in Christ,

he gave an earnest look (and referred to
the words of Peter to the Saviour), and
said ‘¢ To whom could I go but unto Him,
He alone hath eternal life :" and when he
felt the last struggle was at*hand and we
were bowing in prayer, he whispered to
us, ‘“ ask for special aid.” He seemed
to rest entirely and alone upon Christ
his Saviour.
* I have nothing else,” he
said, *“ on

which to

rest.”

He leaves

a

wife and five children, buf their lossis his
gain. The cause of Christ held a sacred
place in Bro. Inman's heart, and

of tion seem ready to place ic among the
gods, and give it rule over their religious
less importance, I have prospered much
;
less. than when I (id otherwise. And convocations.

myself, or upon things in themselves

he was

ever desirous to sustain it by his coun-

States stiould pass a law that there should
Beno Bibles printed or read in this country.
If there are thirty million men and women in this country, then there would be
thirty million armed against such a law.
If a law should be passed by the Congress
of the United States prohibiting the publishing or the reading of any other popular
book—Macaulay’s history, or Gladstone's
tracts—could you rally a thousandth part
of that army ? When I find that there
are more Bibles being printed in this age
than in any previous age, and that there
are more "Bibles read, I come to the
conclusion that Christianity is not falling
back from this country.
But, say these men, ‘The Church of
God is losing its power.” Is it? The

sels, prayers and money to the best of his
one denominat
Methodist Church
ability. His disease was ulceration of —is dedicatingion—the
on an average one new
the stomach und bowels. He suffered
stock which I had gotten to charitable
church every day of the year. Three
somewhat
severely before he died, but
uses after my death, instead of laying ont
hundred and sixty-five churches in one
at present, that so I might secure some- ed slavery, to hear the Northern church- the struggle was short. J. H. Moxon.
year ? ‘And there are being built in this
I
Lh
odd
what for myself while I lived,in all praob- ‘es, from whom a slave holding membercountry by all the denominations about
ability all thatis like to be lost; whereas, ship had been severed, by voluntary
REV. WILLIAM ROGERS.
one thousand new churches every year.
when I contented myself to devote. that

From an honest anti-slavery standpoint, it was gratifying, after God, Lincoln, and Northern soldiers, had abolish-

when I took that present bpportunity,and

secession,now announce * whether in pre-

“This dear brother, and servant of the
Lord Jesus Christ, died at Barnstead, N,

trusted God for the time to’ come, 1 tense, or in truth,” that they had always
watitéd nothing and lost nothing.” '
'| been anti-slavery.

Another advafitage which follows ' the

Ithas been

persistent exerciseof liberality, is the
increase of general intelligence. Nothing
80 enlarges one's views and gives bréadth

of pérception as the ‘habit ‘of giving.

A

him.

On

the othér hand, when one has

begun to contribute liberallyof his means
his notion of things enlarges.
He becomes better informed. Tell him of a
mission cause, and he will ‘buy an atlas,
and read a report to know where the field
is. Liberal gifts of money bring liberal
measures of education, and that is frequently .a great year in one's history
when he has entered the college of contribution.
;
The increase in the growth and attract-

iveness of Christian graces

is another

advantage which follows open-handed
benevolence. A common instance, which
almost every one has observed, will

H., August 29, aged. 71 years, 5:months.
He was born in Bath, Eng:, March 24,

disgusting enough to see

these same Northern’ churches lamenting

1807. 'In'his youth he learned the trade

divorced from their Southern consorts, and ness for

many years.

He

married in

by plaintive: episiles, : and persuasive April, 1827, Miss Catherine Banett, with
messengers, seeking a restoration of whom he lived fifty-one years. They had

former peaceful ' relations. ‘Tt they have

A church member,

known

over-ardent members, they have not ask- committed to the grave. In youth he was a
ed from the Southern churches any re- lover of pleasure,but when he was twentynuneiation of their former complicity with four years of age he was taking a walk
the abominable institution. ¢¢ Slavery is in one of the streets of London,he heard
dead,” it is said,and now *‘ let us drop all the voice of a street preacher of the
strife and be one again.” Church and
gospel. He was convicted, the} Lord
State, of the North, have seemed to fall
sending the word to his heart. He gave
in' with this method of reconcilation. himself fully to the Saviour, and like the
Disabilities have been removed from non- apostle Paul he soon commenced to

repentant rampant rebels, and the high-

est offices of the government opened to
their ambition. The result is we are having re-enacted,
the same disgraceful indignities, and disloyal menaces,
times.

asin former

Sabbath, the

then

is a happier man,

a

better man, more of a man all around.

The multiplication of one’s power for
doing good is another blessing which
follows in the train of liberality. The

influence of every Christian is intensified

by giving.

It has great force in leading

others to give freely. Some are kindled
and others shamed ; some are encouraged

and others directed.

from the F.B. church in’ Hampton,

His evidences of onym for all sin. Every chureh should pro- H. There he remained two years.

Thus the rope of

effort is thrown around

other pulleys,

the whole,

and act ac-

cordingly. That slavery has been abolished by force of law and arms, makes those
none the better who resisted such law
and arms, themselves responsible for a
war costing life and treasure in such

removed

to

Stratham,

N.
He

where

he

labored four years as pastor. From thence
he removed to North Sandwich. = He subsequently returned to Stratham,
and

after two and a half years left,to serve

the churches

in Nottingham

and

North

frightful sums. A robber is not sanctified Strafford as pastor, for five years each.
by being arrested and divested of his ill- His last charge was at North Barnstead.
gotten treasure, and that would be a Here he faithfully worked for the Master,
novel church polity which would restore
to fellowship non-repentant members ex-

pelled for crime.

Northern

in season and out of season, being greatly
beloved by his people, till at last he was
thrown from his carriage while proceed-

loyal anti-

sympathies of the people than any other
institution. People caricature the church,
and talk about its being a great collection of

hypocrites;

but when their children are

swept off with diphtheria, whom do they
send for ? The postmaster, the AttorneyGeneral,

the alderman,

or for the pastor

of the churches ? And then if the private
house be too small for the obsequies,
what building do they solicit ? The Art
Gallery ? The Academy of Music? The

lect the

the

nounce against

He

there thousands of men who never attehd-

Methodist preacher on

piety multiply.
before.

when our. former Tabernacle was burned
down, on that cold, wintry day, were

hotel ? No: the church. Andif they want

which Rev. Dr. Graham was the pastor.
Some time after this he received a call

ever

affections?

the court-house,

music on that sad occasion,

and small,

He is more alive than

ardent

during the week, and travel as a primitive

How the church should treat this question is easy of solution. ' Slavery was vile
in principle, and in its working the syn-

tenfold.

cluster ' the “most

Around the post-office,

preach the gospel, and for this he was
arrested and imprisoned, but was shortly
released. He used to work at his trade

diality. This he knows as well as anybody else. He quickens in self-respect.
The impulses of his religious lifes are

invigorated

was

nitié children,
two of Whom died ib their fn- ed church, standing in the streets, with
not been quite ready to apologize for the fancy, seven survive to mourn the loss of tears rolling down their cheeks? It was
anti-slavery utterances of some of their
a dear father, whose remains they saw because the church stands nearer the

Lord owning his labors. It wag his custom
How the South are to be treated politi- to walk from five to twenty miles to fill
suddenly under some new force begins to cally, may be a problem of doubtful so- his appointments, preaching from two to
Tn our judgment the govern- four sermons on each Sabbath.
be generous and free with money. The lution.
difference is seen almost immediately. ment erred greatly, in hot holding the
About thirty-one years ago he came to
Charity sets in motion all the other conquered territory under Federal rule, this country, leaving the pastorate of a
graces. (His love grows, his zeal and though to the third and fouth generations, Baptist
church, on the Isle of Wight,
prayerfulness grows. : He is more gentle until treason had been made odious and whichhe
had faithfully served for seven
the people prepared to appreciate the years. He settled in N. J., and then
and polite.
He shakes hands differently.
He meets his neighbors with more cor- clemency of the government.
joined the 'F. B, church in N. Y., of
illustrate this.

for a long time to be miserly

Does that look as though the church

failing and falling back ? Around which
of ‘the institutions in our communities

their diyorce,or rather their having been of 3 shoe-maker and followed this busi- the city hall, or the churches?’ Why,

\

Va

ing to Farmington‘to supply for the Rey.

should. doubtless treat

felt the benumbing power of a mean reap some remuneration for their past
“writers rebuke no sin more sharply than subscriber upon a projectjof public good ? integrity ?
covetousness. In their eyes, it is not a ‘Who has not met with the same hinderance
REV. L. INMAN.
blunder, a foolish mistake, but a crime. in church enterprise? Many a noble
Rev.L. Inman died in Cedar Falls,
And this is the more apparent when the work is killed because a mean man has
He was born
benefits flowing directly from liberality taken it in charge. It is told of an aged Towa, Sept. 12, aged 68.
the guilt of sucha course.

of teachers was over 4,600, and covetous, grasping, miserly mau is always
arise.” The beginning of a sinners sal- number
the number of children in attendance ov- contracted in his estimate of things around

vation is a purpose to return to his Fa- er 80,000. Ihave no later statistics; but
ther. The turning point is passed when it is probably safe to estimate that there
he ean say, *“ I, will arise.”
“ And go to are over 1,500 Sunday-schools and more

of large wealth to far out-

slavery churches

Ii

8S. S. Department:

to bring

the parable

save

the

¢¢ Marseillaise.
Queen,”

No, they want

do

they

Hymn,”

or

our

national

the hymn

we hushed their old
into the last slumber,

se-

or God
air?

with which

Christian mother
or they want the

Sunday-school hymn that was sung by
their little girl the last Sabbath afternoon
she was out before she was seized with
that awful sickness which broke father’s
and mother's heart. The church of God
is’ the ‘most
country,

popular institution in
. S-0-O-b-b

this

“ It costs more to neglect our duties than
to accomplish them. It costs more to
take care of the idle poor, the able pau-

pers, than to see that they are trained, in
some wise, to work,

self-support put

and

before

the

means

them.

more to cure than to prevent, ten
over.—Anna Dickinson.

of

It costs

times

;

tr
If the animal in us is not subject to the
mind, it is because the mind of man 1s

not subject the to Lord.—Jukes.
-t-0

The English laws
Chinese laws do more,
tue.— Goldsmith.

punish
they

vice;

reward

the

vir-

:

THE MORNING

Lord, many times I am aweary quite
vanity §
Of my own self, my sin an
Yet be not Thou, or I am lost outright,

Weary of me.

And hate against myself I often bear,
And enter with myself in fierce debate;

my heart.

st myself, nor share

part

Take Thou my

hate,

In that just

Self-Sacrifice.

reigns.
The yearning of Christ communicates
.| itself to his followers.
The apostles -had
it, In Paul it found expression in his
whole life as an apostle, as well as in his
epistles.
‘I say the truth in Christ, I
lie not, my conscience also bearing me
witness in the Holy Ghost, that I have
great heaviness and continual sorrow in

SELF WEARY.

We talk a great deal

rse

sacrifice our self-conceit

Lord, Holy One! if Thou, whe knowest worse,
Should loathe us too!

all this.

TW PA

PT

Lot's Wife becoming a Pillar of Salt.

Gen. xix. 26

The Burning Bush,
Ex i. 2
The Changing of the Rod of Aaron into a Serpent.

light of God’s Word, and walk

Ex. vii. 8-12

The Murrain upon the Cattle.

The
The
The
The

Thelivingofthe h hr

The Judgment of

Korah.

Num. xvii. 8 | divine,

;

—

xv. 15, 18, 19

II, Sam. xxiv,1d

* ant Circumstances.
The Slaying of the Disobedient

iis-s\ftend-

Defeatof the Moabites.

II. K.

Pottage Healed.

is watchful, and never comes too late.
And who that is living in communion

The

Miracles wrought

by

iii 20-2

pulse,

Vision.

Human

I1.K.vi.17,18

1— |
eis he RainizgRaisin of the Slope of [ rer £ . aK.IK. vil. vi. 1-6
]
;
MLK.
The Destruction of Sennacherib’s Army.
The Going Back of the Shadow

upon

Abaz.
Jonah’s Preservation.

xiiiot

11K.

xix. 35

the Dial of

1L K. xx.8-11
Jonah i.17

Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
inthe Fiery
Furnace.
Dan. iii. 28-27
Daniels Deliverance from th: Lions. © Dan. vi.22

THE PARABLES

OF

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

- The Parable
of Jothan.

LK.xx.20,

Para

ofthe

Viney

.

The marred Girdle.

Bonds and
J
:

:

such

ways,

that

our

blessed

Christian

.

Ezek. v, 1—4
| the Goals of Fire, eto.

he

Ezek. Mohs

does pot see i
We
others

an

holdb
aid AhoMbah.
Wife.

served

Prop.

to it.

To

deny

dogs ot believ

this is ‘neatly

dn sacendoinl

XXIV. 0—=/ | prerogatives, while,

The Lameitation upon the King 0

vill. 11-19 | dogs

The Ceda¥ in Lebanott,

xxx.

vil

Pegs

Royer

The

ry

.

tiem

hypocrisy in the usual sense of the term.’
Probably, comparatively few deliberately
The
assume the religious garb simply to deThe
The
ceive their neighbors.
But multitudes
The
deceive
themselves.
They
make themThe
selves believe that their lives are framed
Zech. x1. 7-17
on truly religious principles, when in fact
rr
Ae
;
their piety is merely a spiritual varnish.
YEARNING FOR SOULS.
A shallow religiousness is mistaken by
One may
Itis divine.
God ha§ it, He is the them for true divine emotion.
Father in the parable of the Prodigal Son. exercise the religious sentiment when he
Our Saviour has it; hence his gospel, his has not an iota of true religious prineile: . The most dissipated student in collife and death, and his gifts of the Spirit.
ege, the most rattle-brained girl in the}.
And all souls that are ‘‘ partakers of the
Zaeh. 1 18.--21
Vision of Joshua the High Priest. ~ Zach. iii.
Golden Candlestick; etc.
Zech. iv. 2,3
Flying Roll.
Zech, v.14
Woman in the Ephah.
ech. vei---11
Staves of Beauty and Bands Broken,

Christ this Jeirsing pities men. Tt

extends to publicans and sinners, to the
abandoned woman: and to the thief on the
cross.
‘This man receiveth sinners,
and eateth with them,” is one of the most

precious

‘gospels of the Gospel.”

mur; but it makes Christians rejoice, and
it inspires with hope the sick heart and
the wounded conscience, Even his pitiless murderers Jesus pitied.

In Christ this Yesming was tender and
sympathetic. ‘* For we have not a high
priest which can net be touched with the

feeling of our infirmities.” Jerasalem

incorrigible
; Jesus 'weeps over

it.

thou hadst known, even thou, at least

is

‘If
in

this thy day, the things which belon
unto thy peace! but now they are hid |

from thine eyes.” In these words you
can hear the heart beat for the doomed
city,

tation

And

what tenderness

to the

weary

and

in

seminary, will write essays

in

the

most

pious vein. Some of our most beautiful
religious poetry has come from the pens
of men like Byron and Moore—men who
were far from being swayed by religious

principle. And such a one ay talk so
piously as to deceive himself,
Of preach' True, ers of the gospel who have been convict-

this made the Pharisees and Seribes mur-

the

invi-

heavy-laden!

And how gentle and loving all the words
and deeds of Jesus. to the lowly and
penitent ones!
In a word, the tender-

ness of the divine yearning reaches its
climax when it says, ** Thy sins are forgiven thee.” And this yearning reaches
1ts climax in deed, on alin

, Christ's yearning for souls manifests
* itself in’ the most varied forms. What
he said and did is but its embodiment.
© can not define or describe it in words.

6
:
zens wanted,

Jeave dreary?

ed'of courses of sin,

itis

by

have

the

life they.

inherit.”

on

This 26th thoud

J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine £t.,N. Y.,
Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairsetc., for church use—constantly in
tock at reasonable prices.
Silk 8. 8S. Banners in colors and
z0ld $5, Collection dishes in carved
‘walt, ete., from $1.50 to $6 each.
Illustrated

10 cts,

-paid.

ners and

catalogues of

Farnituve,

Tllustrated Catalogues of Ban:

Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid.

1y42

| ELEGANT Now Style Chromo Cards, with

18 Dany Ae post-paid.
assay,
N
i
$300, did §
A

GEO.

I. REED

4

Eid,

& Co.

}

FOR SINGING SCHOOLS AND CHOIRS.

;

:

~ Meredith.

1

In the warld there’s tribulation,

Iy the warld there is wae;
Bit the warldit is bonnie,

+"

no

means

.

75cents; $7,50
per dozen.

EMERSON’S

RRAIPE
Choirs,

contains a large anf

the countries which best observe Sunday,

constitute almost the entire map of safe
popular government.—Joseph Cook.
To pray with all your heart and
strength, with the reason and the will, to
believe vividly that God will listen to
your voice through Christ, and verily do
the thing that pleases Him as best, this is
achievement

of the

Christian’s warfare on earth.—Coleridge.

man who would go to

heaven alone if he could, and I will show
you one who will never be admitted there.

Chars
CoBB
a fine selection of choruses.

Say not, my soul, ¢ From

i A Er

ity For Tinie, itchy pale

ta

& Co., Chicago.

e

&

TIFT,

Cincinnati,

Book

LAWRENCEBURG,

Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
GENTLEMEN :—Please send me twelve
bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of

has

‘All Books sent post free for Retail Price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO,, Boston. |
tf16

Best Mixed Cards, , with name, in case, 13e¢.,
or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co.,
52t52
Bristol, Ct,

$1200

Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell our

taple Goodspaid.
to dealers, No peddling.
Permanent employ.

meut.

2,4,

address 8. A. BAYT

& CO,

6 & 8 Home St., Cincinnad, 0.

ERYSIPELAS.
of our best citazens inform us that Dr. HH.
A.
B, Neo. 33
Congress St., Portland,
Me., never thls
© cure of the severest forms
Rheumatism, . and all forms of
of
Erysipelas |
1ys8
scrolula, and all diseases of the Skin.
Man

whence

Can God relieve my care ?”
Remember that Omnipotence °
Hath servants eve
here.
—Lynch.

ABBOTT'S,

TESTAMENT,
TYPE

(Illustrated)

of teachers,

Expenses

low.

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—Northweod, N. B.
J. H, HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, wih a
complete hoard of assistants, For furihes
ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKEE, Secretary.
ih
Fall Term commences Monday, Sept. 2, 1878.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Aug. 1, 1878,

Pills and Qintment, for a friend of mine

who

is not expected

to live;

medicines cured me of CON!

and

as

your

ON,

some three years ago, I want
Rim to try
them.
I gained fifteen pounds while tak-

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.
J.
BROWN, A, M., Principal, with competent
sistants. Fall term begins August 27, 1878.

ing the first three bottles, and I know it is

just the thing for him..

Respectfully,
VY, HULL.

I

Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS

INDICA, or

East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and
repared on its native soil from the green
os , has become

as famous in this country

as in India for the cure of Consumption,

Bronchitis, and Asthma.

ments

2

ri

[

ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—WHton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special
for the coming year. Spring term

March 26, 1878.

For particulars address. the

cipal, CLARENCE E. BROCKWAY,or A. O.
Secretary.
Wilton J unction, Iowa.
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

in future the afflicted can obtain these
remedies at all first-class druggists.
As
we have, at great expense and trouble,
made permanent arrangements in India
for obtaining ‘‘ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
at the right season, and having it extracted
upon its own soil from the green leaf

an

€£.
=«A

first-class school. Three complete courses of andy,
—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Clsssical.
Send for Catalogue. Address, ;
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, ¥&.

.

York.

Wyoming

This school was never

in

Co., New

better

comsdi-

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instmsetion. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classics,
Seminary and English Course. . For full catalogue
address the Principal.

:

.

7

chemist being a native), we know that we

)

:

HITESTOWN
-

IRVING B. Syares

SEMINARY.
— Fall term

A

by
a

Lea

This Tostitution
1s eas:

the largest and best in the State. Terms modexase.
Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GANDINER, Princi
‘Whitestown, Oneida
bo A

have the genuine article,

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

and feel that we are entitled to credence

when we say that Cannabis Indica will do
all that is claimed

for it, and

that one

bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of
positively

and

permanently

curing

ASS
ACADEMY .—Center Strafford, ¥. HL.
Rooms for self-boarding
and board in priate
1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full coswens,
lish and Classical.
For further
address the Principal, Rev. S. C.
AML
Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.

EST

merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through other lips than ours, believing
that those who have suffered most can
better tell the story, as the following ex-

10 GRANDE

Co., O Ohio.

Gavoso, PEmrscor, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:

must

have

more

COLLEGE.—Flomingies,

to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

tracts from letters verbatim will show: @
GENTLEMEN ;—1

VIRGINIA

Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institue
offers to students important and peculiar adwasstisges, For particular
mation, send for a CheosCOLLEGE.—Rio

The College year

terms of ten weeks

each.

Fall term will

of

begin

LE
&
thoro
manner

|

Grande, Gallia

consiststs of Sewer

Aag. 27,

cost of delivery is too high to indiyiduals:

Board, (including room rent).
per week. For further information

Previousto using the Cannabis Indica, I

had used all

the medicines

usuall

3

-

scribedin my son’s case CONSU
N)
I Tad also consulted the most eminent
physicians in’ the ‘country, and dll to no’
purpose’; but just’ #48 soon’ as he’ com-

menceéd using’ thé Hemp Remedies he
began to improve’in health until I regarded him as about well.
HENRY: W. KIMBERLY, M.D.

LOVELACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., KY.
three battles

BRONCHITIS

most all

for twenty years, and

wi

of

tried

s of medicine,
and says the

Indica’ is the’ only ‘thing that

gives her reliefs’

Respectfully

JANE

yours,

A. ASHBROOK.

Deep River, PowesHICK, Iowa.
GENTLEMEN
;—I have just seen your
advertisement in my
paper; I know all
about the Cannabis Indica, Fifteen years

ago itcured my daughterof the ASTHMA ;

she had it very bad for several years, but
was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the
medicine on hand to accommodate my
friends.
I’ have taken a cold lately, and
as I am fearful of it settling

on my

lungs,

you will please send me a $9 box of your

medicine.
a

lg

JACOB

TROUT.

——,

THERE
IS
NOT
A
SINGLE
SYMPTOM of Consumption that this remwill not dissipate, and

it will break a fresh

cold in twenty-four hours. Ask your Srippics
for DR. pf JAMES’ CA
ABIS
XINIGA,
if they fail you, send to us direct,
e bottle will satisfy the most skeptical. $2 50
er bottle, or three bottles for $6
60. Pills and
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one thought which filled the soul, and laboring there to enter the work, we will
[Continued from 1st page. |
deed ; now abandon them or afford a scanty,
found expression in every word and and
1
hitherto,
« My Father worketh
words concerning the ¢ personal element
he stinted support. No! No! We must go
that
say
to
not
are
we
And
work.”
|
The
'
work.”
forward; and that does not mean the
fn our Foreign Mission
shut up to. this maintenance of a sickly, crippled existWe | was thus faithful because looked
ideas advanced may be trite, the way
all
upon
He
;
action.
of
course
but a vigorous prosecution of the
journey familiar; but if, with new consid- |
of this world and saw the ence;
work
We can do this; because we can,
eration, come fresh and more earnest | {he kingdoms
to
them,
from
turped
and
we ought; and if we ought, we must.
resolutions, and, asa result, better work | olopy thereof,
the lot of one who had not where to lay
We must do it, by coming to feel that
for Christ, I shall be content,
was laid upon him,
The consciousness of our individuality | his head. Necessity
India is Speaking to us ; that my mission
true
which every
and my duty, are to be substtuted for
is presupposed in all our action; both | put it was the necessity

of the Jexistence of | “Tgjtnot a strange phenomenon, preknowledgement
thought goes that of the thinker; and the sented by a large part of the Christian

icines, which are warranted ‘to care

diseases.

whose only hope is in Jesus
that,accepting his sacrifice, claim
love im ?_they will yet refuse to
his example.
pattern which is set before us by

Saviour,

our

and

Roman army could not
ene. by one

conquer,

to the excesses

nored.

yielded

of luxurious

against

issatfes one by one.
Our efforts are to be

:
individual

if united,

and

not

the.

less

his

em-

jnapigyel

placed before us, but

larger endowment

gspeei

sity.

few

aye!

thousands.

Four

millions

Bible ‘school

could

without

have

any

a

Money niu

acceptance of the fact; that we stand

pastors,

we

are

the

suffering

in-

fact that as
spiritually

from the lack of heartfelt interest

salvation of the world.

1 covet

church, for all our churches,

the

in

Seneca,

the

self-evident,

viz.:

that the

command

eur Master, ¢‘ Go ye

and

tions,”is one

partieularizes

which

not turn todSparta ; of patience;

feach

2ll

and;

means -each one of his followers. And
vet men seem ‘deaf to the voice which
calls S them to sacrifice for Christ's sake..
Their way of escape from all troublesome |

he
Sagl
Sa

for almost

half

a

century

has

been

:

work, but for

America’s

sake

oT

I i

India’s sake, that Ides
portion of the personal

you need

as

a

sacrificemiiost
‘for
bE.

Indik;
"the
ot
i

and
for

to our Foreign

Mission

treasury,

this country eome to do their:whol
by others, they will possess 'a
power which has heretofore |
.
known among us.

household word: in| F.. Baptist homes,
to the noble woman ‘whose greatest sorrow is that, because of health lost: in that:
distant field, she can not return to her

when

I ‘answer

emphatically,
these burdened

because

they

yes,’ 'dvhesitatingly

My very compassion
and struggling onés

advocacy of this policy I

put

this,—it

cords with the spirit of the
mandsand purposes.
For the present,

I

Divine

shall assume

objection is made to the

ac-

com-

that no

missionary enter-

prise in general, by those who claim the
justice of exempting our poorest churches

Christianizing heathéndom

way

ie

to

his people

as to

member from

ed

release

in

any

God has. .com-

no

such

church,

participation

in it.

|

any

-hinderances.

I am.

mg

parents, Jesus was found dis
n the témple ; when,in answer to
the mild reproof of Mary, :the bey . of
Galilee
answered
in those
which
p
ph sublime : words

aware

. the: ;
You
! have all Trread. of the:
bd

ae

mis-

oo
in ‘ the Teloog
done
work
p
]
]

done,

in ameliorating

the race, but only

the

le few

condition

are cryin

of

- from the depths of burdened hearts, ¢
must be about my Father's business.”
_ Risipassing strange that, in so-called
Christian lives, the will of God is so small

love, feel that he is ever

the

guide

Such statistics make~good reading for
those who are wont to' sneer at Foreign

Mission work as a failure, and ‘who love
to repeat the time-worn advice to "$‘ give
to.the heathen at home.” =~

I believe the great cause of tae lack of

means to carry on our Foreign work, lies

in the indifference of a large per cent. of
our membership. The few can-not,if they

a factor. How can men look up to God,
scknowledge his greatness
and
his
and

helper of those who seek him, and then
#o their ways in life without attempting
w shape their actionsin accordance wit
his given law?
Men are goveined, oftentimes, in their
giving rather by their moods: than their

would, de the work of the many.
1 know men, connected with

nomination, who

count

our

their dollars

thousands, and whose interest in the

de-

by

con-

version of all India is less than in: selling
a car-lead of potatoes. Men, who, from
one year’s end to the other,never contribute a farthing to Fuppors ou missions.

means, aye, than by the plain command of
them
God. A plea.comesto us from China,or In- | 1188, except it 1s drawn irom
who “will not let them go.
dia, for help. Should not the first thought, | Py some one,
:1 | Men upon whom more ‘vital force ‘must
Lord .
«
:
i Be

to get x a contribuin order
expended
19rd,i what: will 'be
frst prayer be,
p
:
%
fai
write a dozen
than is necessary isto picture
|
F
may seem
1 have sometimes feared that many Lon, 3 ha Possibl

such times. | co q.0wn but it 3s taken from life, and

iat

ve the Lord entirely

How oti

cured?

How

saying,
sre sayi

Som

But pe per

A

Go

are the hearts of our

fluence of those who

be”A se-

native teachers and preachers.

people

And

| more extended operations,as wellag

outset,

than

So

we should a

than. man.

heeded

_ Perhaps,

with

another

year,

come

favorable’

er returns from farm, by

showing on the balance sheet of the firm,
d then we are able to dole out a small

pittance to the Lord.

There seems a

most intense willingness, onthe

part of

ne, that the Bible should be given to
heathens but ¢¢Dpraythee

have

me!

* emtused,” is the only response one gets

when they are invited to aid. The Christ-

jam, in all these

Been taught

eighteen centuries,

has

tolookto Christ for his mod-

«lk. The church is said ty” be Christo
eentric, and,
for our ‘example dnd inspi-

ration, we are gazing upon the man of
Nazareth. “When,
as humble pupils, we
eometo the study of the great Teacher,

ple.

But we are not doing all we can do, or

should do.

No man

consideration to

the

who has given
matter,

but

any

knows

that if each one of the 70,000 men, women and children who call thefnselves ¥.

Baptists, did but feel their personal relation to this work, the future

of our

mis-

sion in India would exhibit a success of
which the past has given little promise.
And this must be, We dare not look
else in the. world’s history, is
bed the feeling
of personal up to Him who has commissioned us. to

we find embodied all the elements which
makeup the perfect man; aod here,

ere

ify.

as

fin. Cal, 2 ed

- Whether mingling in the this work, and

: son of
-

the

¢ widow at
astic .

ain,’ ‘we will

throng

ng atthe grave of Lazarus,there was
I

placed before us an open

door, and say that having

go no further.

gone thus ary

That having

e

these idolaters to look to us for help, we
have now no help to give them. That
having encouraged the men and women
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Office is at 157

the

has

Dearborn

ANNIVERSA-

just

returned

had a caller,

missionaries,

fact—just returned from Lyndon

in

Center,

full of Freewill Baptist work and aims.
And is not this true, loyal, hearty denominational enthusiasm a missionary spirit?
And are not the hundreds who assembled

them,

in Vermont to attend the Anniversaries,

waters,

some

of

£0.

years of weary-

in turn, with thé same enthusiasm

reflect

them over the whole people.
And to just this: end we would. increase

a

spoke sub: | usually extended account of the Anmiver-

Ny

these

close of

i

first

knowledge

saries is reporied for our: columns, the
sermon and many of the papers being
published in full.
This week's issue

I have

had that I would be desired to speak this
‘afternoon. I have, made no preparation
‘aud I am exceedingly

weary.

brings thé report only down to ‘Wednesday evening, including the sermon and
the exercises of the ‘Temperance Union,
and of the Foreign Mission Society. The
public meeting of the Woman's Mission

The month

which has just closed I regard as the one
of the hardest labor of my
please God, on Saturday next,

life.’ If it
some of us

will sail for India. ' I look forward to the
time with joyous anticipations, I do not

Sogiety, on Wednesday evening, and the

full and varied exercises of the Education
and Home Mission Societies and the

ask any oue to pity us, as. 1 find that some
are disposed
to do. Ido not want this. I
ask every one’s prayers.
I was never so

‘Sabbath-school Union, on Thursday,

so,

(Crandall)

my brother on the left (Pease) my

great-

are
a

:

yet to appear.

glad to go. India calls me back. Her
unsaved millions call me back. I thank

Now will friends of ‘the denomination
speak a good word for the Star, and let

and

their neighbors and friends know that it

friend

on

afternoon.

In

given towards

the

spoken this’

ome

inspirited

thanks for the ald

‘At the

;

"18g

‘of

my

How

Be the Joy of oy ts

I could not haye

much : sturdier . blows | Péginning of the work of endowment.

tell vastly

hearts

They are laboring

indefinable, intangible,heavenly something
that fills the heart with sympathy with the

“There ure ' those amongfis’ Who 16ve’

Indip9€ they love their own lifei Ag
they see the dusky facesturned towards
us with unutterable longing, and hands

Lord Jesus himself, and with his designs

in this world.”

Under - te conditions “stpposed,

of you expect me to bid

heartily thank you

have given me.

tors of this denomination upon Our
Mission work by. one'l
to the Forei;
should

h

power,and larger successes would gladden
our hearts.
And what if these churches
do mot give to missions? In reply. to that
question,itwill suffice to say that

if I were

wicked enough to hold a spite against one
of these feeble churches,and hard-hearted
enough to seek its extinction, I can hardly
think of a'more murderous thing I could

weigh
upon our hearts. Are we,brethreri;
for it than to encourage, among
in the ministry, entirely awake to thebifi= attempt
its membership, an intagonism to Foreign
terests involved? Are our hearts burning Missions.
within us as we commune with the Master concerning
this work ? With us rests,

in a ‘great degree, the solution of the
problem. ¥f we are indifferent,the people’

to whom we minister will not be active, If
our hearts are all aglow, others will be
warmed thereby, When the men of Jericho besought the .prephet to heal the
waters which flowed abundantly around

»

|

for

for the

These
;

help

faces are dear

The argument of history and experience
‘favors the line of action I am commending
and makes it clear that. it is according to
the will and purpose of

God.

‘

Again, the right view of the Master's
commandsto his followers, to cultivate
fraternal love, strengthens this position.
When a church or an individual finds

I

you

to

tion, for it opens a vigorous Fall campaign
by printing a heavy editorial touching
Communion and Calvinism,under the title

of ¢ Restricted Communion.”
Perhaps
it would be nearer the exact truth to say
that our contemporary sounds a note of
victory for battles already won rather

than a bugle blast of attack.
The conclusion seems to be easily reachtoh

§

ed that the free commgnion rebellion in

)

much
At the close of Dr. Phillips's brief ad- | the ranks of the “Regulars” was not effect-

|dress, the

interest which had been rising | of a rebellion after all, and has been

during the meeting was at its highest. There ually

A collection to
were many moist eyes.
aid in the outfit and passage of mission
aries was taken; amounting to more than

¥

It concludes that
subdued.
e
Avenu ‘church; ‘under.
‘Warren

the
the

‘unfortunate guidance ‘of one who suddeny found himself a ponspicuous figure
in the arena,” is not, very anxjous, or even
willing, to ‘get-away from . its ‘old-time

and long-time associations.”

of a free

communion

The growth

‘sentiment

among

Baptists is, therefore, a myth, or at most,
Waite the people of this country very is at an end. The Journal & Messenger
properly hasten to do honor to Dean Stan- {indulges in an illustrative figure on the
ley as an Englishman of lelters and an
eminent Christian divine who has much
in common with American Christians, we

subject in this wise :

their results to allow of human

to try
Indians whom he had encouraged
re
n
sudde
the
at
osed
t—cl
apar
it
to pull

Again and again the

heralded

rupture

has been closed up, and signs of 8 fissure
do well to remember that greater English- have disappeared. The breach, instea
d upon
man whose words echo round the world
of widening, has simply closey's”
log
1d Murph
and whose works are too far-reaching ilo
por fingers, as‘*
alf-dozen
closed upon the fingers of the

computa-

tion.
Charles H. Spurgeon is laid aside
time. from

his

accustomed

for a

worke=worn

down by the constant labors of the past
few years. Iis temporary silence brings
and through the city, clasping in his hand
the cruse, he journeyed back, back from | ing with the general policy adopted, 4 home to us a partial sense of the great
loss
to the cause of God and humanity
the populous town to where the spring commitfalto its plans for labor, and
membership ina religious body, a denom-.
ination, for instance, there is an indentify-

evidently

has

enjoyed a very récuperative summer vaca-

but

have perished.

REJOICING.

& Mesgenger of Cincinnati,

Perhaps some

all the

kite
PREMATURE

1 shall do no such thing.
I will postpone
that until I come back ten or twelve years
hence.
Iask an interest in your prayers
during our passage of two months.
We

£0 'a way in which many

ination.

con-

Our esteemed contemporary,the Journal

The

you good-bye,

The numbers

Ooo
+r

e would become more $36.00. So’ closed oné of the most intensely
whi more trust 1, and thus our. labor intérésting anniversaries ‘of the Foreign
for truth would everywhere be attended
with more of the Divine presénce and Mission Society.
(Continued next week.)

prayers of our peo

stretched out to us in mute entreaty, they’
cry, * How long, O Lord, how Jong
How long shall thy professed children be
indifferent . to. thy dear : cause, : an
work languish because of their coldness?
I feel that the words spoken to the fle

the

nobly.

duced rate of $2.20.

taining the reports’ of ‘the, Anniversaries
are well worth the subscription price for
one ye#fr to évery member of the demom-

kingdom of darkness. How it weuld add | Christianization of India. T urge that
to their motives to fidelity to think they | hagtors help the women in their work.

er thing than the discovery of a star or
a new species of fossil.

soon see no more,

great

‘This is the

ave : are od, ave enti Jad dosh ox. make up a good, noble, Christian character, |™%

whom we shall

the

would they be enabled to deal upon the [school will, I hope,

—

Ensures against want, the cry of millions
famishing for the bread of life goes un-

larger expendi-

early recovery.

from

By

stantially as follows:

canbe complete utless the
Such | ji) take a deeper interest in the conyer- | one of them spirit
not yet departed.
have
the originals
abundant, oF | men
ig have sot,
ele
that
is super-added,
fer the mis- sion of the world, we have done. a grand- missionary
never think of praying
He aide Joa a 5 poor, Ad a foug
sion, that would be nearly as hard as
paying.
|
4
ut perhaps some may say that, as a
denomination, we are doing all we are
able to do. If this be true, then for the
sake of the perishing thousands, in Balasore and Jelasore and the jungles of India,
for the sake of Christ's dear cause, let us
relinquish the field to some one who can
do the work. “We have no moral right to
stand in the way of the salvation which,
under God, others may carry to this peo-

well

tians may well thank God for giving to
the world Mr, Spurgeon and pray for his

laborers: in ' India, who have sometimes |said this sixty minutes before I came to
Feps pears oi a
this meeting. This is, however, only the

that we, in our
our

over

courageand faith of those sorely burdened | 000 has been secured.

The

What grander

in

Christians.

Baptist

make

come.

tebe
‘

| the

were the depositaries of sacred offerings
from all the churches.
vivify lives that to-day are cold and barThe good that would come to the home
ren of Christian fruit.
When Sir Hum- churches must not be overlooked. Nothing
phrey Davy was asked what ‘was his can be of so great benefit to any church as
greatest discovery, he replied, ¢¢ Michael
that which most conduces to the individual
Givaraday.” More than his discoveries in. growth in piety of its membership.
chemistry, was the discovery and bringing ing to this cause will foster the missionary
out of
that bright young man, w
; spirit. And that is just the element
genius and work would be forever linked needed in every heart for the promotion
of personal Christian character.
Some
with his own.
yr
farted
veh
ox. | One says, ‘Whatever other elements go to
weakness, may with God

whose work demands a

what a stimulus ‘woald be ‘given to the | that Iam able to say that, the sum of $25,-

by one, until the

it is in Christian effort. One single soul,
fired with personal consecration, will set

thought ‘possible

there

National

| blessing to the neighborhood,.and a joy to.
3
Gil
k
main for rest, and of that devoted band of whatever part of the world its members

the rosioval of this Incubus. of Gubk | Au | Bivle school

beginning was in the little taper; but the

ablaze a score of lives.

primitive

they = have

be nos
most cheering
uring and
iy ‘satisfying.
ag

A little flickering flame was ap-

resultant illumination was glorious.

Let

The

ture of brain and of spiritual -furce than
that of Mr, Spurgeon.” American Chris.

The moral effects of this ‘schéme would | behalf
of my co-laborers in India,IT return

I remember, not
longi since, watching a
sexton as he lighted
the gasjets of a great

vast edifice was one blaze of light.”

sand souls.

to new subgoribers from : the
be sent
er thoroughness. would ‘characterize the | Of Oleg days, for the.noble words whish || will
present issue till Jan..1, 1880, at. the ve-

not inspire othess unless we are inspired.
church.

says: ‘‘ We question whether there is q
man of any station iu the United Kingdom

civilization

America, and better equip and utilize the my brotheron the right

do love.’ We can

plied to the burners;
one

at home
owledge,

faithful, heroic company, and igather incitement to copy their spirit of selfssaeri-

promptings.
It
to send larger
force from

for souls Ryd
with'love
to be fired
six | see?”
TI answer, by the direct personal in- | mission labors.

a

oy IRllere SIHdata oneal
even win
Ehafigp
dt
By
be jabonl;
as Amott 5ki} aunt
ay Path
may talk freely of ‘the great work to be

wonderful | ,, (4)
Lb

demand

Se 01 ve gt an | crit th a 4 mor

Ei “Ball

August 1st, over 55,000 souls ‘were. con- | i) SEEPS EVEL
RICH: SIL BE SEL
yested and added to, the mission shurshes left for his native India.

Christian

giving to it their sympathies and
an | fice.
intelligently." prayers.
are.
these
| When

cording to the Spirit's
would then be possible
additions to the wor

of Christian

And let them not be separated | i If the true home idea has not received
in our thoughts, just now, from those who
a new impulse from the Anniversaries,
have finished their earthly service and
then the office is woefully mistaken ir
“gone up higher.” And what have all these
given to this cause?” I shall pot attempt the voices whieh have come echoing down
to weigh by words the extent of their through the mountain notches ; and as the
offerings. '/ Shall ‘they ‘sacrifice so much,
waves of this hearty denominational reand we so little?
.
.
sponse break against the office, it would,
Let the churches remember all'the noble,

will yet affirm that the weak churches can
. | fully meet their obligations
to this cause hy
:

:2

range

of
syc.-

of a church numbering nearly five thou-

the gospel

any

ing labor.

God, and an honor to: the denomination | Loo g Christ, could revolutionize mission | valuable indeed, becuse acceptable to our
Lord and gratefully strengthening’ to the
The only wonder is
that sent them forth.
**who
is our neighbor”.
secuting that they have been able to accomplish so
mission workers.
;
el
1
have
heard
it
said,
**
Oh,
that
swe
af
|
The fact is indisputable, however, that
contrive fo shift “off all much with means so limited.
3
3
, they
our
wealthy
men
would
give
the
$25,
t:
feeling : of = responsibility,
Neither can any blame be attached to the bi Shion Me Bible shod ." It would un- work, both' abroad ‘amd at home, ‘will
achieve its highest success only when
whichamber
o ofthe vise
might haunt
The Mission Board.
The management of the
fadividaals
shirk them.
‘personal,
oubtedly have been a blessed
thing. for every church accompanies her sympathies
has béen admirable; and instan- Bro.
finances
tam
Phillips, but I doubt its ruc R
and prayers by some gift of consecrated
responsibility
by “hiding andor the ed- ces are not wanting of generous sacrifices influence
upon the mass of the denomina- treasure.
Tudor
}
aig) rh Simos: De
Sompulation. made by those who,by intimate acquainttion. One man’s -soul ‘would have ' re-|
In a general way let us look at the fruits
must be unus
or obtuse to, ance, came to keenly feel the necessity of ceived 2 a Dreclous ; Dlossine, but how of such action. There would be a'wondersoread the word of God that no so-called a Yigorons
work. :
prosecution of Pathe
ful gain to the efficiency of efforts in the
:
h
would it
have,
wi
thousan
be Reitiaer sap the Dery ersity ofthe yatives who had no part nor lot in the matter. foreign fleld, in consequencé of ‘the’ in.
crease of the funds to be employed. And
never find
find any’'speeidl 1 per- The wonderful revivals. of the present | 1 coult
Revel ation,
od
it
grand thipg for joss a pec. this increase of benefactions would not be
sonal work laid upon them.
a
ear show that they are’ not indifferent. | Bo bit WE VE
per
he slight, as I apprehend, were every. church
uring the seven MOMths ending
with | ah
Sehool; and I beljeV othe results, to give as under the Master's eye and ac- They
that time at Jerasalem'

when after the anxious search of the. sor-

are

whom have spent so many

| that all this maybe admitted by some who

i Het

:

Mpg

Jb

Bo

—

the

toilers

I look

be our duty to perform in person, but for
providential

man

as they go back to their homes—are they
not entitled to be called returned mis.
sionaries in a sense peculiarly trae? The
that to them, standing, as it were, almost
office thinks they ares,
*
under the shadow of the cross, with the
In
short,
would
not
these
missionary
echoes of the Redeemer’s
dying grodns
societies, which have just been taking
scarcely yet passed away, with the memory
of Gethsemane and Calvary so fresh upon
counsel together at Lyndon,quickly withthem, was it reasonable that to. them it er and die did they not grow in the
good
should seem impossible to sacrifice too
ground
of
a
generous
denominational
mach for the Master? If their, motives
to self-sacrifice were the mightiest that earnestness?
ever were presented to human souls, ours
Sectarianism is like a family whose
are the same.
We have the same Christ
small
selves will have nothing to do with
to love, and for the same réasons, only
anybody except the select circle of their
with added ones.
>
But we do not need to point to so remote
own narrow clique, and eut of which
examples
for
incentives. There stand comes
that ‘ respectable” selfishfess
among us now those who, in a few days,
which is so poisonous to spiritual culture.
will not be with us, becanse self-exiled for
the love of Christ and the darkened souls Denominationalism,
rightly understood,
he died for; they will go to their far-off is like a home out of which come characa
doure. andselfsscrificing:
| flelds of service—new to some, famillar ters rs
nga
*
pure,
ers lrue, 3nd
| to others. Let us think, too, of those who

general’

or

a

No

undertaken

that

contend

propagate

houses, lands, goods, and often life itself,
were cheerfully surendered for the sake of
Christ.
And should not our hearts feel
the impulse of just as fervid a zeal for selfdenial for Christ and his cause as that
which inflamed the first members of the
Christian brotherhood? Was it reasonable

upon our Saviour’s last behest as a voice to
each disciple proclaiming, *‘Go, or send to
all nations.”
I can not think it will be
anything but pleasing to the Master for us
each to regard ‘our missionaries as our
representatives, doing the work it ‘would

% of

)

se het
mat SR Ht Uh Sol | ST et

mitted

and

A

blessings of

I

leads me to the expression of this view.
1. And first among the reasons for the

well.

spirit.

you who

to

without
the means of religious
forget it not, thay those missionaries who
first taught our ‘forefathers the w ay, of
salvation did not go from countries which
had become so fully christianized as to

been unable to avoid this conclusion,

ness,

led to ex-

Knowing that when we do the most

mission in India.
-—
hh
,
From the gray-haired man'whose name

na-

spiritual absorption.

unwise

abroad so Jong as there

influence in

tend loving hands to those across the,sea, from sharing the pecuniary burdens of the
who gs a part of our Mathers family have | Work. I would press this duty upon all
claims tipon us. Wherethe life is bounds | from. these considerations. This work of

notstudy Job but if yon wonld find faithfulness in ‘the midstof gloom and discouragement, then survey the history of our

of

their

devote to the work abroad a part of those
means which, when uadivided, seem so
insufficient for the home demands? Charge
me not with heartlessness, nor reckless-

would have a spiritual church-membership, anxious for the true prosperity of

If you would read of heroism, yom need

j
task to
appears

use

their own communities.
Only-through aid
from others can some‘of these churches
maintain a feeble, struggling existence.
Is it well to coursel all such charches to

1 would urge i‘s nework's sake, but if we

the local church; they must be

to

home fields.
In their poverty,
hardly a
moiety of what is needed can be done in

influence of

of the great commission, something more
real gnd helpful.
‘The value of the influence proceeding
from activity in extraneous work is not

of souls

perishing heathen;

it is

sincerely think they can best subserve the
interests of Christ's kingdom by applying
their entire strength to the cultivation
of

blessed

the stoic Philosopher, « If

duly appreciated.
cessity for the very

refase

their efforts from this work,

for my

the.
i paid
sympathies—by:
its
bre
heard, saying. ¢ Thou art the-man' | yor Jabored—in-indin—Fhere—has--ed.in
been
for this work, when the cause of per- been no lack among them of ‘tears, and town or State, there willh
dwin 1:
A:
of ‘vital Christian forces; and
ishing souls has been plead face to face, prayers, and unremitting toil.

up, and
apathy,

are to-day indifferent to the wants of the

‘

representatives.

extending sympathy and broader views;

have

whose

money

vou would live for yourself, you must live
for another.” Words worthy our attention, whether found in Rowan philosophy!
or Christian ethics.
:
I have found that whenever one. of my
membership becomes zealous for souls
in India, their zeal for souls in Fairport
increases proportionately, and their religious life becomes, tinder the

in

has

on both sides of the Atlantic. In his sermons he speaks to an audience as wide
as the two continents, while his superyis-

answer.
There can be devised no more
fitting way to meet that debt than for us
all, by some real sacrifice, to aid that
cause which now seeks to do. for those
who need the very work that was once
done for us in the persons of onr ancestral

results which flow from a vital relation
sustained to ‘our Foreign Mission work.
Said

system,

cessfully so wide

every church, not excepting the poorest,
that, in many cases, this is due to the some gift which shall be an acknowledgedelinquency of pastors in giving instruction ment of our deep indebtedness to missions.
upon the subject, and inviting the contri- Let none withhold because of the smallness
butions of the people.
f I could only of its offering. If but a dime a year can
know that none of this remiissness resulted be given, better that than nothing, for if
from a fear of coming into disfavor with it is the: measure of a church's ability, it
their people, or from the apprehension of will serve to link to the cause her truest
personal pecuniary loss, if
giving
to sympathies and most earnest prayers.
missions were to be encouraged, I should
I have not intended to commend any
experience a wonderful relief.
‘unreasonable sacrifices. One of the deepest
I am ready to believe, however, that, in needs of the church, to-day, is a return to
many instances, churches are withholding the spirit of self-sacrifice that characteriz-

faithful missionaries cheered, and a more

this, I can not ignore

cruel

permanently.

work and been in such universal

persuading their churches to participate
in this glorious work of missions.
But,
I @o not wish to be uncharitable.
in searching for the explanation of the fact
that a very large namber of our churches
seldom, or never send their offerirgs of
have

favorable aspect assumed in all departments of the undertaking; but more than
churches

a

down

any time, perhaps,

The fields at
commit myself unqualifiedly and earnestly home’ called for their efforts far more
vo the affirmative of this question.
I can’ urgently than does
Christian ‘America
not - think contentedly of resting,for an now for the labors of those who go from
instant, under the suspicion that I may be us.
‘And what is the measure of our ‘debt
weak- of gratitudeto those missionaries to the
one of those
short-sighted,
or
as Britons? Let the countless and priceless
kneed, or mercenary individuals who,

dividually respensible for the carrying on
of our work among the heathen. Iknow
the efficiency of our efforts would be
greatly augmented, the hearts of our

have looked to us for the bread of life,
and how have we fed them? Only the
ence.
%
few out of the teeming multitudes could
But where duty has been laid upon the be supplied, because of limited means. individual life, and the voice of God has | No fault can rest upon the noble band

then stony hearts have broken
men, bound by long years of
have sprung to earnest action.
(1) It seems almost anidle
attempt the proof of that which

was Druidism,

the world would suffer were he to

break

forcible address, which was as follows : Allow me, without a moment’s delay, to need their laborsno longer.

be had, andit will never come: untill the
owners’ hearts are interested.
We have gone too far tothink of abandoning the enterprise, or lessening the
support already given. What we need
is'to have every heart saying ' within it
self, ¢ This is my work and it shall succeed.” A little infusion of the triple extract of ‘¢ shall,” would be a good thing
for us denominationally.
(3) 1 must confess to a degree of selfishness, as I contemplate the revolution
which would be effected by the general

unless

only

‘The

detriment to its ‘interests.

felt themselves held individually responsible forthe realization. Where scores
have heard the story of the cross, and
turned with loving hearts to Him who died
upon it,there should have been hundreds,

history of Christianity, and the department of missions.
Wherever and whenever general appeals have been made
on general principles,
{o humanity
in
general, there has been general . indiffer-

-

the

"it ‘is

a neces-

should and could have been done, with
proper facilities. Life has been preserved, but itis not a vigorous’ life." Many
have seen the possibilities which’ God has!

even

work ; but

And the effort should
The parent society is

embarrassed-—pew recruits are

in which the work in India has been done.
Much
has
been accomplished,
many
souls have been saved, but much more

because united. Every enterprise is¥uccessful or otherwise just in the degree
hat it awakens a personal interestin its
welfare.
Especially will this hold true in the

;

this work

all | O Christ, art all I want.”

fellow-

rites, human victims were often sacrificed.’
Into the midst of their darkness and degra.
dation, Christian missionaries, bore the | ing work in the college and orphanage is
Cb of life,” heralding the tidings. of a an efficient means of multiplying himself,
crucified Christ. = Forget it not, you who In addition to all this is the pastor
al care

Foreign
Mission
work?”
Our: report
would be incomplete without his clear and

the burden is laid personally upon the
hearts of our people. We have mourned,
and do to-day, over the imperfect manner

Capua, and fell an easy prey to their
enemies, We may fail in our attempt to
rout the whole army of Satan, but victory
will be ours if we battle

We can not do

well-defined and individual duty.

|

worthy the trial.
be made . now.

a glorious experience, the truth of that
sweetest promise, ** Lo I am with you,”
&e.
(2) But we are to seek for this personal
consecration not only because it accords
with the command of God and the example of Christ, but on account of its necessity to the carrying forward of the work
in India. Nothing which Christ has
shown to be important can be safely ig-

"The brave Carthaginians under Hannibal,
who, standing shoulder to shoulder, the

| Christ,it must be as one who leads us to a

It is possible that the panacea

prosecuting our Foreign

my mission, then shall each one know, by

semetimes forget that all these are but
the accumulations of individual action.
The ultimate analysis reveals to us the
impamerable human atoms, composing
the mighty force we eall society. When,
then, we seek to right wrongs, or change
an‘existing status, our appeal is to be
made to humanity as represented by the
individual rather than to the aggregate.

fountains

As we apprehend

of personal consecration, would “not remove all the difficulties encountered. in

should be to us an inspiration.
seem to interpenetrate,the nexus between
existence and action is no less vital. We
Dr. Nelson, in a recent number of the
might safely, with little variation of the. Independent, moves that the term Forgrand words of Des Cartes, exclaim, ** Sum, eign Missions be amended by substitutdropergo labore.” Says the sage of Concord ing our
for Foreign,
and
in his “Fortunes of the Republic,‘ The ping the final sin Missions, so that it
distinction and end of a soundly consti- read our mission. I say amend. But
tated man,is his labor. Use is inscribed on I believe the F. Baptists of America
all his faculties. Use is the end to which should amend the amendment; so that it
he exists.
As the tree exists for its fruit, shall stand my mission.
Whether - we
so a man for his work.” The very con- change the reading or not, there should
ception of sentient being involves the be a change in our feeling. We have no
wea of exertion of power, as the ex- right to think of our Foreign Mission
pression of the life. And this power is work as if we owedit no especial individuindividual. As we look upon results ac- al aid. It is your work and my work, to
complished, they may seem the work of which the voice of God has-called us; and
some unknown and unknowable agent. We none the less yours and mine because we
behold the upheavals in society, the com- labor there by proxy, and our eyes never
plex mcvements in political and religious behold the fields we till.
When each heart comes to feel this is
eircles,the mighty changes taking placein
all departments of human endeavor,

certain debt of gratitude we are under.
Let it be remembered that our ancestors
were once in heathenism. Their religion

life.

Rev. J. M. Pease, who | followed Mr,
Crandall, spoke to this question: ‘Shall
our weaks churches be urged to:ald in|

consecration,

personal

of

| consecration

must fall into the

nor

2... Another reason for this policyis that
it is an appropriate way to deal
with a

| sweet and life-giving, the salt of personal

—

church
Christ,
ing to
follow
The

We must not allow -churches
disciples to be over-burdened.

Oh, that through the length and
| breadth of our Zion there may be a greater Jove for Christ and his dear cause, un‘* their” work.
;
til, losing sight of the world and its cares,
I have but little faith in the patent med. | we can cry from our great love, ‘ Thou,

| sou] feels when standing in the : presence
to our social and
such as stands yelatedAlong
with the ac- | duty.
our spiritual life.
famous Cartesian motto, ** Cogito, ergo
sum” is not only the basis of our system
of philosophy, but of all which acknowledge the phenomena of life as having
their bases in reality.
And if the terms thought and existence

bubbled out from the base of Quarantana

| and there cast in his salt. Would we to| Jay have our denominational streams

| of individual

which

covenanting to aid to the extent of ability.

moval of the wedge

by the artful

Indian-

savages at his
hunter, who thus had the unkn
own quan
merry, and his mercy an
le
tity. Several such poor dupes have been
fe
log
st
Bapti
this
of
out
s
finger
to get their
of them,a
best way they could, and some
least, have died there.
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THE MORNING
Denominational Fetus,

If that is not a pean of victory we don’t
know what js. We dislike to mar the
exuberant rejoicing of our contemporary on this subject, but perhaps “we ought
to remind it of the fact expressed by a
viz.: that * one
somewhat trite saying,
Pentecost, and all who believed with him,

10-day as

are as firmly free commutiion

ever they were, it is true; but if they
Avenue church
were not, or if Warren

should vote solidly to go back to. landmarkism, which it will not do, we think,

that

be a very slender fact’ from

would

which to evolve the somewhat important
at which our contemporary
conclusion
arrives.
But we have been greatly intereste
in the position taken in the latter part of
the editorial referred to, that ‘ no one at
all familiar with the Baptist system fails

to see that it is thoroughly Calvinistic.”
We knew that the Baptist ¢¢ system” was

do one’s soil good to think

ed out into the river, having on board
our beloved missionaries, Dr, J, I, Phil,
Julia

‘Millard,

W. Burkholder.

and Rev.

i n,

I

T.

sna

:

Dr. Cheney and Ex-Gov. Dingley, of

lie reception.

The vestries were filled to

some

introductory

remarks

by

is beyond.

The leaven of free communion, and of
a free salvation, is indeed potentially
present in the minds and hearts of all

Christians of our time, and nowhere more
thoroughly so than among our good Bap-

cess, and to say to them that

round, that of
nation can not

The Vermont Yearly Meeting held

in

the

,

CURRENT
JUDGING

by

in the New

Covenant

toilers that re-inforcements

ee

bro

Ey

way.

TOPIOS.

a letter

from

Denver

(Universalist)

from

“W. G. M. 8.7, liberal Christianity does
not flourish in Colorado. He says: ‘Nowhere in Colorado is there a working
liberal church unless it be a Swedenborgian
Society in

Denver.

But

everywhere

you

go may be found believers in the doctrines
of Universalism-—persons who deny the

dogmas‘

of

“orthodoxy

are

The Vt. Y.

of

on

the

Refreshments were then served,and

good ship, and breathed a prayer that she
might carry the loved ones'safely across
the sea. The time came when Lhe last word

The missionaries stand-

ing upon the ship's deck

were

calm

God's universal love.” “W. G. M. 8.” seems
to be unconscious of the fact that ‘‘evan-

the

stream,

while

and

handkerchiefs

M.

contains

quite

a number

and as we turned from the scenewe said,

|

of

We

Die

Beatty’s as
ve Tall Yours mT pee) be.
latest
ead my
fore buying PIANO or DRGAN.
west
prices ever given. Ad.

WAR: ke

and one

no

of the’ whole

church is as ‘complete as the ‘consecra-’

NANOS

was

dedicated

enjher stakes.

A disposition

was

abor.
The next

session

will be

held

with

advance.

make a

self-sustaining

Unitarian

and.

the

same

- —THERE seems to be a somewhat strong’
current setting in, just now, in the direc-

tion of industrial schools,supported by the
use of public funds.

We believe

the prac-

ticability of the plan questionable and its
wisdom more so.
The
Educational
Weekly has this to say, which is very much
to the point :
i
;
If the state acknowledges or assumes the
obligation to teach children to saw, to
plane, to mortise, etc., at what point in
the life of the citizen-pupil will the state
be rid ofits obligation?
If it teaches a
boy to be a carpenter, is it not bound to
furnish him
with carpenter work to do

when he becomes a man? If with paternal
care it brings a boy up as a blacksmith, or
if it even

takes

pains

to develop

in

him

special adaptation to that calling, how can
it excuse itself for turning
him adrift un-

employed when his school-days end?

We

foresee the attempt to turn our position by

applying
the argument to the present
system of education, and our answer is

ready when

there

But we insist that
the state to pursue
tion which applies
alike.
'

is occasion to

give it.

the only wise policy for
is to impart an educato and benefits all men
;

Class education, like class legislation, is
always unrepublican
and unjust, and,
therefore, the state can no more justly educate men to be carpenters or engravers
than it can train them to pe® lawyers and
doctors.

To

give

all

the

children of all

classes the rudiments of education, to
furnish them alike ' with a ' foundation of
knowledge on which to rear the structure
of a useful life in the line of their own
choice,is the legitimate work of the state,

The education

of men for

the lucrative

professions, or the training of skilled
artisans, belongs in no way to the state
but if either must be done, then let it be
the latter, by all means.
?
'
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©" By an error in setting the type for

the Register of 1879, the name of Rev. J.
Mariner does not appear as one of the
Executive Committee of the Home Mission
Society, and that of Manning takes his
place.

/
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number of Universalist churches, and two
at least of the four are kept alive by the.
superior ability and personal ‘popularity of
their preachers.
:
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The

Last.

‘Star.

In a private note,

63

0

Business Flotices.

| ed with the

WWinighees and Churches. .

FEI

The Great South

American Remedy

for all

as a restorer

of

the

nervous

and

N.Y.

;

PER

‘

served

as

ministérs

less than
re,

following communication, and: enclosing charge of the churchin Sabattus, Md, + 10! i
the money, our correspondent says, “send |
the Star a year to some person ‘who is not:| REY, I. Z. HANING, after a short and: severe, |
able to pay forit.” The spirit of this act, illness, died at his residence in Rio Grande,
Gallia county, Ohio, Sept 27, aged about, 53

as well as that of the communication
self, needs no

interpretation

it- .vears.

in any. intro-

Farther particulirs hereafter.’

the

times,

several

twice,

and

I

propose

to them before; J. T. W.
a plain word to our
is mot willing to give
missionaries (Suppose
Crandall, young and
‘ing appeal to the

the Rhode

says a kind

and

unknown friend who
money to the ‘ new”
he give to the old!) ;
strong, makes & ringCentral Association;

Island women

take counsel,

together in the Roger Williams.:church: in
accepting
another
missionary
for’ the
Foreign fleld ; and Waterman, that brave

old soldier of the cross,
men what he
again
young.

columns

informs

young

would do if he could be
There
are nearly two

‘of money

receipts—aggregating

Quarterly Hleetings.

NV SSELOCK:

So.

refoek

-

9

ent on.

M; will

hold its next

Church oF. a

Q.

=

4

e desir
i

prominently

one

can

not

help

reading

them,
They
breathe the spirit of the
grand age in which we live. They are full
of the pure gospel of Jesus Christ, just
what the world needs to make it better
and happier.
Such is the Star of this week.
Such
and more may cvery

succeeding number be;

was

interesting session.
Rev. J. D. Couliard of
Montville Q. M., and Rev. F. A. Palmer from

$8.83.

Sebee

Q. M., were with us and preached the

word to the” edification of the church, and we

trust some good impression was made upon all

who attended the meeting. Though not a time
of special revival, it is a time of
general interest, and our cause in this
Q. M. looks hopeful.
Two churches reported additions by baptism,

‘Resolutions on the death of Rev. 8.
.

gett were passed as follows:

Whereas, it’ has pleased

Almighty

take to- himself our dearly beloved
Samuel M. Haggett, therefore,
i Resolved, 1.
That while we bow

M.

lk

Hag-

God

to

pastor,
HiGdnie
humbly

and submissively to his will, we, the members
of the Springfield Q. M., sincerely lament ‘the

loss of one so highly esteemed as.a true Christian; and devoted
pastor.
oid
2. That we recognize in: his removal from

earth, the call of the Master to * be, also
‘ ready,” and would pledge ourselves to 'renew-

4. That a copy of these resolutions be placed
“on the records of the Q. M., and sent to the
Morning Star for insertion, and also that a
copy be presented to Sister H
gett.

Next session with the Springfield and Carroll churc¢h, Jan. 3—b6. H. GRAVES, Clerk.
WENTWORTH

Q. M.—Held its last session at

West Canaan,Sept. 6—8.

There have been but

few religious meetings in this place

for

many

years until a few months ago when Bro.
Cole began to labor in a series of meetings for
a revival, and success has been

oodly number
and in stepping off the shores of my country
Saviour, been
for
a few months’ absence, I ask all its

the

result.

‘have sought and found
baptized and added to

morning

Bro. McKenney

Wisconsin Y. M.

is employed

as a Missionary

in

.

2)

ing.
M

v

Rev
Rev
Rev
Rev

f oW

fon with.

Bifics del ig
same.
NOYES, Clerk,

‘W.L.

N. H., will.hold

othe

in,

Missin al

A

the
the

PRICE

readable,

$3.00

A YEAR.

to

Lp S | an
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CHAUTAUQUA CAROLS, by Lowry,

Doane & Sherwin, the Song Book com-

piled for the Great Chautauqua Sunday .

8s by

A.

eet:

use.

It ‘contains 166

Song Book for any School.
Cents for a Specimen copy,

76 East Ninth

Street,

Randolph

June25,

Ayer’s

Street,

Hair Vigor.

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND
COLOR.

‘.

AYER'S HAIR VIGOR,

by leng and extensive
use, has proven that it
stops the falling of the
hair immediately; oft
\
en renews the gro
3
hand always surely res-

iy

Miss Nellie L.

Mr. Frank
E, Tut-

\)

NS

Wd

:

NG

faded or gray. ¥t stimulates the nutritive orsansto healthy activi-

both
7 ty, and preserves

the hair and its beauty. Thus brashy, weak or
sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable and strengthened;

lost

hair

regrows

with

lively

expression;

Aug. 13,

falling hair is checked and stablished; thin hair

Annie

thickens; and faded or gray hairs resume their
original color. Its operation is sure and harmless
It cures dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps ‘the
scalp cool, clean and soft—under which conditions

Mr. Frank
E. Hartshorn and Miss Elia F, Smart,

of P. Aug. 22, JohnF. Lewis,of Kittery, and

bo th

diseases of the scalp are impossible.
MANUFACTURED

"|

od

BY

i

R. P. HALL & Co., Nashua, N. H.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
eom28

[No.3.]

}

‘MISFIT CARPETS.

WEARE Q. M.—Held its last session with
The attendance of
the church at EK. Andover.
delegates was very good.
The preaching
by
Brethren Lamprey and ‘Osgood of the
N. D.

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.).

%

Boat Tie oanors |!

also Stair English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain. Elega nt Stair Rods; Mattin
gs,’
Cloths,
Crumb
Cloths,
Oil
Rugs,
Velvet
Lining,
Carpets, Carpet:
FI
.

&e., &c., very cheap, at the old place,

:
|’

112

:

FULTON

TS

that this vine, planted so long ago by the
fathers, may still live and
flourish. Bro.

Carpets carefully packed

man of much promise.
F. M. RICHARDS, Clerk.

and Price List.

Shaw who is preaching to them now isayoung |

York.

Chicago.

tores its color, when

B. Wescott, of York, Me. Oct. 2, John W. Card, of
Newcastle, N. H.,and Miss ‘Harriette Hoit, of Kittery,
Me.
'
“In Berlin, (0., at the residence of Mr.David Williams,
| Sept. 25, by Rey H. F'. Wogan, Prin,of Randall Acadmy, My has. Brown and Miss Nancy Ann McNeel,
both of B.
Tn No. Tunbridge, Oct. 1, by Rev. A. M. Freeman,
Mr. George A, Leavitt and Miss Lizzie L. Smith, hoth

Let us pray the Master

New

:

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

\|

tle and Miss Priscilla J, Wilson, both of P,

interesting,
but the marked
resident Ea onars was very

25

£39

Forwarded.

of Kittery, Me,

Send

|BIGLOW & MAIN,
73

In Portsmouth,N. H., June 8, by Rev. E. Owen, Mr.

Hutchins,

Sengs,

firmly bound in boards, Is a splendid

Ira Emery Sabattus,
Me.
E Dudley Agency City Io.
E 8 Wheeler Sycamore 111,
A J Davis Box '86 MadeHa Minn,

Franklin Ploree, of Greenland, and

L. Johnson.
Next session will be held with the Henrietta
church, Dec. 14, 15. .
J. H. Rosa, Clerk.

much to be regretted.

-

the religious

sfonishing cures.

Married

repairs of the church. Preaching throughout
. Damon and
the Q: M. service by Elders G.

meetings were
absence of the

stories,

IR-83

a three

seats, painted outside and grained inside ‘at a
ood and liberal congregacost of $500.
A
tion on the Sabbath as was roved by a contri- | of T
In Edneston, N, Y.,Sept. 25, by Rev. 8,8, Cady, Mr.
bution and subscription of $82 to finish up the
William F. Payne and Miss Louisa A. Meeker, both of

aken

from

If is pre-eminemtly

F E Briggs New Hampton N H.
Rsv A Striemer Folsomdale N Y.,

the 14 and 15 with
the Spencer church. On
account of the three previous days rain, there
was a small attendance ‘from ‘a’ distance.
church edifice. of the Spencer
The
old
church has been repaired, new floor, new

d D. Mood

serials,

of live religious

fills a Lue as a Sunday magazine occupied by

BY MAIL.

- Lowrary (0.) Q. Mi—Held its Sept.. term

ee

essays,

AMY AND MARION'S VOYAGE AROUND
THE WORLD:
By Sarah B.
:
12mo.
With iflustrations from iT
Sta,
$105.
00 0
Freshest
ograph y, truest history,
est story,
all in one.
Nos
On
BE ©

8

Books

Y.

J. D. Waldronn|

its

discussions

apt jst

lst, Wednes-

Money Letters Received.

Home Mission amounted to $2.50.
Next session with the South Prairie ‘¢hurch,
) Shmmeneig) November 8.

Griffin,

origi-

SUNDAY CPTERNDON, Springfleld, Mass.

by Mrs, E, W. Porter, Dist.
Sec’y for
Seton J¥ Rev.
Malvern, Hasechill,

36:

M.- Monday eveninghe ‘preached
from Samson’s riddle. At the close a collection for the

Q. M., and tBrethren

all

of seoular themes

general

by the

said

only

School Assembly, is now ‘published for

morning to a
The collection

for the Foreign Mission

presenting

Also

|» B= Attractive inducements to ‘al Relior wilh
x
+
1
make, money, in CANvAs§ing,:. .

snd Thuredas, ont. 26, 17.
2.
per oi the
Modél Prayer
Meeting, by Rev. G. 8, Ricker, to be followed by
dis-

UFUS MUNGER, Clerk pro tem.

over $2,600 for the month of September,
ed zeal and more earnest labor for Christ.
mites into the Lord’s treasury, And last
3. That we tender to his beloved wife and
and best of all is the editorial on the | relatives, our heartfelt sympathy in this their
great Sorrow.
Vig
sgl
Southern Free Baptists.
I might speak of
other articles; but
these stand out so

Sunday

in

vigorous

no other;publication,

the

session with the church in Raymond.
The
. attendance was better than usual, and the interest throu ghons was beyond our ordinary
$ M. gatherings.
All seemed to feel that the

Sat-

have

are

and

i

THE church in Fremont,

Howey CREEK (Wis.) Q. M.~Held its Sept.

urday evening and Sunday
large and attentive audience.

to

standpoint.

19and 20, commencing
Saturday, at 9 o'clock. Rev. E,
Tibbets, of Agency City, Iowa, will be! with us,
‘We
expect to have a good time. T, E. WELLMAN, Clerk,

California,

& Dance Q. M., was present and preached

TABLL.

Miami Q. J will be held with the Blanchester
church formeriy of the: Warren & Clinton :Q. M., Oct,

C. H. FROWINE, Clerk.

SPRINGFIELD (ME.) Q. M.—Held its Sept.
term with the church in Chester, and was an

EpITOR’S

AFTERNOON,

themes and

Allen & Long—B FAndrew—AG Brand—MjM Bisbee
—ET Bran—H C Bowen--1da E Baldwin—A T Bowman—Mrs A S D Bates—Mrs Carpenter—G H Child—
. W H Colter—RA Coats—H, C Davis—B Dodge—J B
Davis—Mrs H Estes—S R Evans—I Emery—T
French
—8 E Goodwin—C H Gilman—& Hulse—A H Hutchinson—I Hyatt—E H Higbée—H W Hill—J F Uopkins
FoND pU Lac Q. M.—Held its last session-| —_EE Kidney—Mrs M F Leathers—C Mitchell—N P
M Mouiton—C F Penney—E W Porter—C
with the Scott church, Sept. 6—8.
We had a TMorse—O
Parsons--H
Qu Lf
Poor—T H Parker—W H
good Jeating:
All of the churches reported
Smith—T N Seward—C
W Talpey—S8 Tinney—M Trafy letter and delegates. The preaching, social
ton—G W Thaxter—Mrs C H
True-J J Tufts—M R
and prayer meetings were spiritual and inter- Weyeneth—H H Wallace—I J Wilkins—E D Wade —
M:L Clarke.
:
esting. Brother B. F. McKenney,of the Rock

to

the

oems, ete., a moral purpose, while in its Edtitor’s

(Table

not paid their annual assessment for 1877 ave req
to forward the same at that time,
*
WHITNEY, Clerk.

aster was present and owned the disciples,

Rev. T. J. FERGUSON writes that the Lord
paragraph by us. It don’t take
a great deal of such enthusiasm as this to is reviving his work in 2d Huntington church,
arouse & whole denomination to its high of Shiloh Q. M. Several have already followed the Lord in baptism and others are waiting.
privileges :
‘Rev. A. Boggs has organized a church in West
The last Star is worth the subscription
Virginia, which will unite with the Q. M.
price for a year.
With two exceptions Everywhere the Lord seems to be with them.
the articles, long and short, are simply The brethren at Pomeroy are pushing their
gems.
Oneof them I have read three meeting-house. It is ready for the roof.

SUNDAY

November, Conférence at 8 1-2, x. o. “Prayer
esday evening at 6 } 1-2. Sermon, Weduesmeeting
day A. M., by Rev.J, M.
Pease.
Churehes that have

Poa

Nov. 16,17.

LOG.

A NORTHWESTERN

nal inatter, equals in literary merit the leading sec-

that they‘ thag-be met at the'depot at any time.
'
ropoty
Bi MOREY
FEL]

Masters,
labors of ev. J.
the! Jackson
'‘Q. 'MV

at

CHIPS

FROM

Eb=.

ular monthlies, and sustains to the religions press
a velation sinfilar to theirs to the secular press. It

ville; and'thosé' coming from the Westat | Warsaw.
Those who purpose attrnding from other
Q. M’s would
dowel! tod)
a postal card (0 Dea. ‘WAT.
Warner,
East Guiusville, or to C. Lathrop, Warsaw, in order

and try the Lerd, there-

Next session with the church

8

aims

Little business was done, and
‘by his blessing.
the time devoted to. worship in Which, many
. are
took part. The prospectsof the Q.
and we look for
other than discouraging,
| hlessings on the church in the future.
Next session with the New Berlin church,
to
commencing Dec. 6. Rev. J. B. Palmer
)
preach the opening sermon, Friday evening,
G. H. HUBBARD, Clerk.

ductory

read them again.
Fullonton tells the
churches how tohave pastors; and Mariner
brings us good news from Nova Scotia;
Mrs. J. L. Phillips preaches such a sermon
to our women as was never preached

from

AUNT TULDAS
HOLARS.—By
WARD EVERETT HALE,
FISHERS OF MEN.—By 8. T. JaMEs,

er good articles in
Book Reviews.

N.Y., Q.M. will be held with the church
|; in GENESEE,
“Warsaw, Wyoming Co. N. Yi, Octi 18-20. Those
coming from the East will find teams at East Gailus-

day ir

.

—BY.CAMPBELL WHEATON
4
STORIES by MAY A. P. STANESBURY and others. POEMS by PAUL MH, HAYNE, LUCY LARcoy, and others. Preaching Honesty and oth-

to

will meet at South Berwick,
J. FULLONTON, Clerk.

church at Berry’s Mills in Bridgton,

)

THREE ATTRACTIVE SERIALS:

send me their names,and Iwill send them elrculars and
directions us to what kind of sketches are desired for
my work. Clergymen of all denominations will much
oblige me by responding to this request. |
1)
REV. SILAS KETCHUM,
- Poquopnock; Hartford Co Oty +1000
ROCKINGHAM Q. M.
Oct. 16, 14...
10
8

maga-

I'ISHER.
WILL OR ENVIROVMENT 3—An interesting paper. By RV. DR. J. T. TUCKER.
THEENGLUISH REFORMATION .—-ByREY.
LYMAN ABBOTT,
:
CONTINUATIONS OF

Biogra

not

AFTERNOON

Thegeditorial

forcible portrayal of the difficulties besetting unemployed workingmennow.
By ONE OF THEM.
¢ MRS, BARNARD'S
CHURCH,—A
compre.
hensive statement of the reasons for and against
By
MARY
A.
E.
WEYERwomen’s preaching.

.

seven years, Within the State of New ™

SUNDAY

like a tonic,

CONTAINS
A WORKINGMAN'S STORY. A peculiarly

ORDER.

Hampshire

literature,

SUNDAY
AFTERNOON
FOR
OCTOBER.

I am prepariig a work with the above title, and desire ull natives of New Hampshire who bave been ordained ministers not less than
seven
years, and all

have

he

is so much that is milk and water in

suggestive matter.

NuY.

phy.

others who

$200

DR. O.

“The

Association.

of New

than

whether

Address

zine‘is edited with extreme cleverness, and presents a great varietyof bright, entertaining and

All petitions from cliurches requesting aid, and other communications to the Central Association should

A Dictionary

less

matter

vital

All money collected within the bounds of the Central
Association shouldbe sent fo C. A Hilton,No. Parma,
N.Y. A monthly report of receipts will: be published
in the Star.

3t40

make

not.

department, is especially strong.”
dit HARTFORD COURANT says:

Hotices and Appointments.

Fairport,

there

periodical

acts upon the reader

Vv

be addressed to L. A. Crandall,

or

our

forces; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnighed free of charge,
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed envelepe to
Roy} JOSEPH T. INMAN,Station D., Bible Hoyse,

Central

before

spe-

vial diseases, discovered in the great valley. of the
Amazon,

need

_expenses--no

canvassed

: when

Lor, i. Mess,
©
tree Was
appo
s.. This was an in- |
| Jackson and Moles G.
‘teresting and we trust
a profitable session.
i

accompaning . the | Rev. TRA EMERY has | taken the ' puktoral

pi

Aperient

Tue POET WHITTIER calls it a complete success.
THE BOSTON TRANSCRIPT
suys: “In these days

A CARD.

717, 18, “All the Gs
vob’ reprinted
i either by letter or dele; tes. We, were xo:

8.8 NICKERSON,
Olerk.

is

PHELPS BROWNY, 21 Grand Street, Jersey City,
XN. x: and full partienlars will be sent by, return
mail.

Bostonure
church, redugeda
Bo

| Jefferson
and EB. B. Faller." 100

~ New York, Oct 5.-

Seltzer

man

per month and

where in the West.

+N: L. ROWELL.

Disease

I will give such terms and furnish such advertising
facilities that no
ever

eneral
rings

Bring in the ‘tithes’ and

into the_store-ho

against

THE COMPLETE HERBALIST.

the

church in Green, the fourth Friday in October,
commencing
with a sermon by Rev. R. Clark,
atT, P. Mu
E. H.
HIGBEE, Clerk.

ACPWHITNEY, Clerk,

Camctinns, all along the line,

Tarrant’s

manifested

OTISFIELDQ. M, will
be held with Ey

profit-

Campaign

EMPLOYMENT.

to the

LAFAYEITE,Q. M.—Held its last session

But to thosg privilgged to attend, it

a

with

The enemy takes flight. It is an incomparable
to use every means in our poweg to accomspecific
for constipation, biliousness, dyspepsia,
plish this ends The meetings of business were | neryous
debility, gout, rheumatism; and affords a
characterized by a becoming zeal, and all | delightful, sparkling, cooling draught, eminently
things done in
love. The mectings of wor-' beneficial to sufferers from gil “febrile complaints.
ship were deeply spiritual and especially the
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
conference meeting Saturdy afternoon, more
than seventy spoke in quick succession,
the
gutpouriag of the Spirit of God was enjoyed |
by all.
® parted hoping
to meet again in
October with
a full” delegation from évery
I WANT 1000 AGENTS TO CANVASS for
Sureh
For this we promised’ to pray and

We

|

When
waged

A strong desire was expressed for the Q. M.
that she may lengthen her cords and strength-

V. D. SWEETLAND, Clerk.

Cob bie.

|

days’ meetingas recommended by the Q. M.,
commencing Oct. 10, An invitation is extended to ministers and brethren to come up and help us.
E, B,

Chicago has but; two

PIANOS

LE

added to the church of such as shall be saved.

a three "days meeting
with. There is to
ith the ‘Fountain ehuieh ‘in ‘Crawford €oy;
jnstant, ith win ters appointthe ence and'sermoris of Reve.Hi P! Wood, €or.) b.edWis.to sustain
ayne,beginning the
it, . Also in
Mess. from N. H.; Li Dexter, Cor. Mess. from’ ‘10tHiof Qet. 1
«Did
R. L, ald our beloved brother, J. Le Phillips {i = Next sess jon with the York Prairie church,
Dec. 6, at 7, P. M.
The Annual sermon was preachedby. Rev. W, commencing
aE
JL. FO FARNHAM, Clerk.

Appropos of the statement above

5

“seaery.

times past now in his old field, of labor ‘again.

fa

re-

About one

ble, and wertgust,

,

tionof these noble souls appears’to be,
we msy ‘méntion ‘the fact that Ifberal the world will soon be hung a trophy L. oyes, subject, Importance of the Resurrec: |; |
tion. Sermons were also preached by Revs, | LITTLE Scioto Q. M.--Held its summer
Christianity, as represented by Universal. upon the cross of Christ,
¥
Mark Atwood, J. W. Burgin, 0. Roys, B. F, session with the church atal Sciotoville,O,, Ang.
ists and Unltarians , does not. prosper anytribute.

wie RAGING

on id M. INSKEEP, Clerk.

The prayer went up from many a Christian
heart that God would now abundantly bless
him in ‘his old field of labor and many
be

! OrisFIELD Q. M.—Held its Sept. tern with

able annual
gathering.
:
We were ¢héered
and Helped by' the preg-

The ship was soon lost in the distance,
the ' consecration

:

J. L. Phillips's’ earnest and eloquent address, withthe Boscobell chareh. The Q. M. was
well|
represente d by our ministers, The
Sabbath P.M.
|
i!
churches report that their lights are still burnThe delegation was not. as full as usual; ows ling in the Master's vineyard. And that the
t- the present time .is that al
ing to the distance many would be ebliged,

| proved a very

good a “representative, of God's love” as
the handful of well meaning people who
imagine themselvesto have a monopoly in

when

ORGANS shies: wee tx

hang-

ASHTABULA QM.
= Held its August session
with the Cooneaut church ‘at South Ridge,
Ohio. The members of the conference were
received with great kindness and eared for in

EXETER Q. M.—Held its last session with
the St. Albans church, Sept. 11—13. ‘A good
delegation was present. Notwithstanding the
unfavorableness of the gveather the house was
well filled. The services were all interesting.
Considerable interest was manifested in the
Foreign Mission and other benevolent causes.
Bro. Given from Wateryille, and Bro, Whitcomb from Sebec Q. Ms. were present and
addetl muchto the interest of the occasion.
Next session with the church at Dexter Village, Friday, Dec. 13. Report of the committee of arrangements for the Three Days meetings:
Burnham Depot church, Tarbox and
Sweetland ; 2nd Bangor, Boyd and Reed; Cambridge, Goodwin and Hinckley ; Corinth, Pitts
and Davis; Dexter,” Burgess and Eastman;
Exeter, Pitts and Sweetland; Exeter and Corinna, Cook and Tarbox; Garland, Burgess
and Hutchins; Harmony Village, Nelson and
Eastman; Hartland, Tarbox and Pitts; Hermon, Banks and
Goodwin;
Kenduskeag,
Banks and Hutchins; Newport, Wade. and
Burgess; Pittsfield Vil., Tarbox
and Bean;
Johnson aid Cook
1St Pitts
H 2d Pitts=|
3
field, Bowmsn
and S. 8S. Small; Parkman,
Eastman and Hutchins; Sti Albans, Pitts and
. Sweetland; Veazie, Reed and Boyd; Bangor
City, Boyd and Davis.

hundred and tWenty dollars was raised to meet
the first quatterly salary, at the “clode ‘of Bro. |

main behind ; if ‘they ‘go down into’ the
pit, we should at Teast be willing to hold to travel.
the rope.

action,”

other lady’ missionary. in India,

waved and good-byes were spoken in, the

ind

i

V, Paris church.
The weather being uunrable, the delégation and ‘attenddnce * was
not as large as usual, but a good and proficable.
port.’
>
nissan ‘season was enjoyed. . An interesting season in
unddy-school ‘intérests wus a
‘hehalf
of” the
After & very full expression of opififons, ahd
marked feature!of this:session,
and we :trost
the answering of a number of quebtions:
by will
result in much good for that cause.
Rey, J. L, Phillips: a resolution ; was, passed;[|i Next session will be with the church in
7.)
ur
pledging the salary of Sister, Crawford or some; Bridgton at Berry's Mills.

One reported ““ no

were

gelical Christianity” is usually guite as

the matter of representing the divine at-

by letter

was voted to submit to the Q. Ms. the: ques~
tion whether they would pledge themselves to
bear their proportion in supporting a missionary in India. Four reported,approying the plan,

distance,
do
at
They have gone-and their absence is
impressive. It speaks ‘of the most solemu obligations that rést upon us who re-

oy

next, Quarterly session.

service of God, the following being the order
of exercises: Voluntary by choir; Invocation
by Rev. J. M. Kayser, pastor; Reading of
Seripture by Rev. I. P. Hewes; Reading of
Hymn by Rev. Mr. Griffin; Prayer by: Rev. A.
G. Brand; Readi
Hymn
by Rev. H. E.
Cross; Sermon by Prof. Dunn; Dedicatory
prayer by Rev.E. N. Wright; Response and
Anthem by choir; Benediction
y A.
G
Brand.
Next session of Q. M. will be beld with
Hortonville church, beginning last Friday in
Nov. next at 2, P.M.
Opening sermon Friday
evening, by Rev. A. Phillips, of Wrightstown.
:
A. G. BRAND, Clerk.

such churehes—good fields of labor which
must soon'be lost unless something is done to
save them by the members
of the churches
themselves.
The Sunday-school work is feported to be in
a healthy
condition.
Lyndon Institution is
reported to have an efficient boardof teachers;
and the endowment fund to be partially provided for conditionally.
* But,” the letter
adds,“ funds come slowly these hard times.”
The Green Mountain Seminary has had a
hard struggle for existence, but the Agent stated that the claims against the school were now
reduced to five hundred dollars. Two hundred

and’ hold to the | brave, while many: of their friends were
fatherhood and love of God.”
deeply moved.
:
The reverse of the picture is also frankly | The ship steiimed gracefully out into |

given:
“Nearly every phase of evapgelical Christianity finds organized and open
expression.
Ministers of all , the leading
and some of the minor sects are here hard
at work endeavoring to: build up their
several schools of thought.
But nowhere
can be seen or heard the' representative of

of the audience room,

an-

the company dispersed, pleased’ with the
of -this-sum-was-conditionally
ple igo d-at-this
T= gond off tht the missionaries had -resession of the Y.M., leaving but three more,
ceived.
:
to be raisedto clear it from debt.
To-day, scores of friends: visited the:
At the last annual session at Starksboro’; it

must be spoken.

help.

(
purpose, Collection
$6.00. A Sabbath school

Warruy Q. M.—Held its last session with

and delegates, and the other two by delegates
only. The reports from the Q. Ms, are in
some respects cheering, in others not so encouraging.
‘The hard times are affecting the
churches and bénevolent interests seriously.
There is a lack of pastors for the small churches, from lack of salaries rather than from want
of earnest men.
Some of the churches are
saying, ¢ puay the Lord to send us a good pass,
tor.” In some instances it is not the minister
that can not be found, but an adequate salary.

even desire, startling and cxplosive out- soon entering upon his chosen work.
breaks on these questions in the ranks of
Dr. Phillips spoke in his best vein, : deour brethren, but we not only look for claring that it was one of the happiest
but sce the gradual acceptance and me-- hours of his life, and that he was in haste
knowledgement of the truth not only that
to sail for his native land.
the emblems of Christ's death belong to
At this point a collection was taken,
all who * discern the Lord's body,” but
and a dispatch was sent per cable to
that ‘* whosoever will may take of the India, informing those weary and faithful
water of life freely.”

its

Four of the Q. Ms. were reported

no

prospect

foreign

| ing over the Foreign Mission Society. The collection on the Sub ath was givent for the same

© ¢. W. NELSON, Clerk.

nual session with the East Farnham church,
Sept. 12—14.
Rev. W. L. Noyes was chosen
moderator,
and Rev. A.
Shepherd, assist
‘ant.

Rev. T. W. Burkholder expressed himse!fas being happy

No

| member, to help liquidate the debt now

the Winneconne church, beginning Friday, p.
M., Aug. 30. The churches were quite well
represented, the attendance good, the weather
that we all have a solemn duty to perform
fine, the people hopeful, and the session profitin bravely meeting them.
The Star will able and
encouraging.
Prof. Dunn from
words
help us meet them, and so let us send it Hillsdale was with us, and his stirring
before the conference Saturday morning will
North, South, East and West.
0. B. C.
not be forgotten. We were glad that we were
Free Baptists and a purpose was deepened in
Providence, Oct. 8.
our hearts to he loyal to the denomination and
I
SS
stand ever by her colors. Sunday
morning,
| Sept.
1, the house of worship which has reVermont Yearly Meeting,
cently been fully completed by the finishing

pity to waste on a missionary; a man
was to be congratulated, he thought, who
was allowed to go to the other side of the
world and preach the gospel.

‘nor

urday and Sunday of Nov.

all nations ‘the American
afford to set the example

of repudiation, cheating or rascality in any
form.
Here arelive questions, and I feel

the

he had

that did attend,

| Business conference agreed to asspme the re| sponsibility of raising the amount of 20 cts. a

Canaan for their cordial welcome and

union of all Free ‘Communion Baptists.
The Star says honest” money the world

repletion, and the exercises were decidedly interesting. In the early part of
the evening an hour was spent in a social way ; then followed singing, speaking and
finally a collation. = After

bave dimly dawned on the writer's vision, pastor, Dr. Calder, of Pa., called attenfor he says that ¢‘ it is doubtless true that, ‘tion to some of the happy phases of misamong the younger membership in our sionary life, and thought that those who
churches, and among the less disciplined were about to sail for India should rein our ministry, there are many who, so
joice and be glad.
far as they have any theological ideas,
Geo. A, Bungay, Esq., formerly conare essentially Arminian, while now and nected with the Tribune, related some
then one such is to be found among the pleasant reminiscences touching the Free
more prominent and able of our minis- Baptists of this city, praised the country
!
ters.”
for the Christianization of which the
It is something of an admission to say missionaries have devoted their lives,
that the ¢¢ younger members” of the and wished them
a pleasant voyage
churches hold ideas which are ‘* essenacross the sea.
tially Arminian;” and that ‘¢ discipline”
Dr. McArthur; pastor of the Calvary
is necessary to keep out the heterodoxy,
Baptist church, came in, he said, to wish
for that leads to a great deal more that
the missionaries the largest possible . suc-

for,

| by. those

Q. M.—Held its last session with
church, Union Co., O., Aug. 381,
. Owing to the inelemeney of the
meetings were but poorly attenddegree of interest was en

all things Jertainiog to their comfort and hapiness as the church and friends in Conneaut
gener- g fave the standing reputation of knowing so
ous hospitality during the meeting,
To God
well how to (lo. It was a spurce of joy to all
be all the praise for what lias been done.
g
see Rev. R. Clark, who had so well and for
Next session at Dorehester, on the first Sate to
$0 many years served the church as pastor in

have more ¢ommunicants in India than we
have ' at home. The Star advocates the

church tendered our missionaries. a. pubs.

Arminanism. And this fact,indeed,seems to

We do not look

HARMONY
the Newton
and Sept, 1.
weather the
ed. A good

ing a helping hand, Let, us double the, service
Sunda evening w deeply solemn an
Me., were also among the passengers.
impressive
when near its close fi ve came ) for‘The day is.all that could be desired, the. subscription lis of the Star, It will prove ward for pra rd, and after a season of prayer:
conveniences on board are ample, and: an easy work compared with some things led by Rev. +» D.. Smith with tears and shak-,
ing
hands we said Food-bre, Bro, A. D.
everything betokéns a pleasant passage we have done and are doing.
Smith from the Belknap, and D.
chelder
‘The Star has faith in our own denomi- from the Sandwich Q.
«were with us and
to Glasgow.
gi
Ar
did us much good service. Mang thanks are
“Last evening, the 25th St. Free Baptist nation. The Sfar believes we can yet due our” new brethren ‘and sisters at West |

Calvinistic,but we were under the impression that most educated Baptist ministers
of the present day, preached pretty good

tist brethrep.

are

|
|
|
|

lectins of considerable interest, was held | =====Washington,
N. J.
5k
Subbath aftérnoon; consisting of speeches on
- AGENTS | WANTED.
¥
w
varions tepies, pertainingto. the,8. 8. werk,
HOW
TO
BE
$50 to $1256 a month. An
the congregation moved to the river bank to] i te
rsed with singing.
does things like these.
witness the baptism of four persons who were
INES session will be held ‘with the Broadthe: afternoon way church, Nov, 30—Dee, 1. We ask for the
,
Me
Now, let us,do one thing more, every added to the church.
sermon more than oné hundred united in the
of all Christians that the ‘spirit of
man ad woman in the denomination lend- | serviceof ithe Lords supper. The closivn prayers
Cras may be felt i its’ power, ‘during the

E. Phillips,

Miss Hattie P. Phillips,Miss Jessie Hoop-

er, Miss Frankie

what we

At the June session of the Q. M. they

made 4 request for the next session to be held
with them, which was granted, and on Friday,
Sept. 6, the meeting was begun.
This session
has exceeded in numbers; and interest any

other session ever held by this body, The
doing about this time, : founding a Bible LOugregyIion was large, many coming. twenty
school in India which
is to grow intoa and thirty miles. It was a time of great in<
terest from béginning to its close.
The Suncollege; « building a Girls’
Boarding | day morning prayer-meeting was a time long
Hall at Harper's Ferry, paying off our to be remembered, Sightzawo ersons testify«'|
to the good of religion, and their determiForeign, Mission debt; re-enforcing, the ing
nation to run the race to the endn The numIndia Mission! = Why, a denomination, ber would have reached one hundred: if we
large or small, can never die as. long a8,it could have had a little more time, At noon

At twelve o'clock to-day, Oet. 5th, the
¢¢ Circassia,” of the Anchor Line, steam*

lips and family, Miss

church.

friends to make a special effort from this
time until the first day of January next,
to extend its circulation.
It iy enough to

They Have Gone,

Mr.

swallow does not make a summer.”
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THE
could have spoken

Poetry.

them.

I feel,

some-

the

Holy of

how, as if I had looked into
Holies.”

John was not ill pleased, but he made

MAMMA'S KISSES.

no reply.
* Bat you in your denomination are

"A kiss when T wake in the morning,
A kiss when I go to bed,

many-sided,” continued Robert, halflaughing, half-perplexed.
¢¢ There is
no putting one's finger on you.”

A kiss when I burn my finger,
A kiss when I bump my head.
A kiss when my bath is ovér,
A kiss when my bath begins;
My mamma is full of kisses,

“ Our sides are hroad enough ; you can

put your hand on us if you choose.

A kiss when I play with my rattle,

A kiss when I pull her hair;

She covered me over with kisses

~The day I fell from the stair.

your ministers

a

THE SOHOOL-BOY.
‘We bought him a box for his books and things,

And a cricket-bag for his bat;
And he looked the brightest and best of kings,
Under his new straw hat.
" We handed him into the railway-irain,
‘With a troop of his young compeers;
And we made as though it were dust and
Were filling our eyes with tears.

rain

are many such

‘We looked in his innocent face to see
And wondered when they would start.
‘Twas not that he loved not as heretofore,

For the boy was tender and kind;
all before,

And ours was a avorld behind.
cold,

. For the child was loyal and true;
And the parents love the love that is old,

And the children the love that is new.

an

all the while.

hi
ea
GE RA

John was rich ; Robert was - poor.

The culture and refinement of generations of ancestors which made John so
thoroughly the gentleman had also imparted to him a reserve which was impen-

with

a

repugnance

Robert enjoyed all this,—

seats.

John kept his-also. He watched Robert as he went from one to another of the |
“ inquirers,” the unspeakable - tenderness
of his soul shining out of his gray eyes.
He watched the faces of those to whom
he spoke. Some were earnest with the
solemnity of a new purpose; others dryeyed and curious, apparently eager for
argument. A few seemed stolid and unmeaning ; others still tearful and despairing. For this latter class John had at
least sympathy,
Crying over one's sins
was to him a foolish wasting of the
time which should be spent. in conquer-

Robert,
Tr,

had almost unconsciously, and certainly
without effort, found the ¢¢ open sesame”
to this somewhat unapproachable nature.
Robert was a young minister of strictly evangelical proclivities. John was a
member of no church, but his sympathies
were strongly enlisted on the side of the
liberalists. Each avowed his opinions
fearlessly, scorning a friendship
had not truth for its foundation.

which

Their natures were essentially different.

John, though a real benefactor
to many of
the destitute around him, shrank from be- |

To give anonymously

was his delight.

thank

road they approached the Father if they
only came.
At length the service was over. The
impenitent had been warned, the penitent
had risen for prayer, and the prayer
which came from Robert's full heart
brought the tears even to John’s unaccustomed eyes. Many of the congregation
left, but a little company kept their

BROTHERS.

ing so reco,

church,

ed at the earnest worshipers with more
lenient eyes. What mattered it by what

Carcle.

set.

every

belseved in it. Robert was a loyal subject of the great King. In him dwelt
not the shadow of hypocrisy.
John look-

The friendship between John Spencer
and Robert Doane was singular in its intensity, and a marvel to the friends of

i

mind?

which would have been distrust had not
Robert's face, with its look of deep serenity and quiet content, been before him

— Episcopalian.

etrable to many of his own

in

fervent outpourings

And we came to know that love is a flower
‘Which only groweth down;
And we scarcely spoke for the space of
hour,
As we drove back through the town.

each.

same

God.”
Not long after this he was invited to
assist in carrying on a protracted meeting in a neighboring town.
To one of
these meetings he persuaded his friend to
accompany
him,
with what inward
shrinking John would hardly acknowledge, even to himself,
i
Habitually reserved in the expression
of his own feelings, he listened to the

The sign of a sorrowful heart;
But he only shouldered his bat with glee,

Famalp

of the

together in strictest harmony ?”
Robert, remembering sundry conscientious wrestlings of poor Elder LE——
with what he considered rank infidelity,
and the frequent wanderings of Sister
F—— into forbidden paths, acknowledged that they were:not.
They would be a set of automatons,
not living, thinking, human beings, if it
were not 80,” said John, warmly.
Robert brightened. ‘To be a Christian is not to say ¢ I believe thus or so,’
but ¢ to do the will of the Father.” There

There's nothing like mammu's kifses
For her own little baby boy.
A. E. Fabens.

T'was not his fluttering heart was

all

Are your brethren and sisters always knit

A kiss when I gave her trouble,

"A kiss when I gave her joy;

But his was a world that was

We

speak what we think. And this glorious
freedom of thought, no matter by what
name it goes, is working like a powerful
leaven in other denominations also. Are

As full as nurse is of pins,

Robert alsp gave-

liber-

ally St such as he had, —the Syinpathy of
_
watched those to - whom he
afar, none
the less happy in |
ness that they knew him fof

|

oyer the little

made him go.and take
a seat beside her;

dl been a pretty face had
it not been so thin
and
careworn.
of which is one of the sweetest of God's
« Are you waiting for any one?” he
asked, kindly.
sin- | 0 wanted very much to speak. with

gifts
to man, They knew that he loved

them, for he -wonld baye it 80.

Both natures, though faulty, were
gularly true and sincere ; 80 perhaps

9,

1878.
——t

But

PULLING THROUGH.
There are hundreds of families

only one comes at a time,” he said, sooth-

ingly.
|
“I knew it; but there are so

OCTOBER

|

among

the better classes of society, who, in these

many

of

times, are simply pulling through a great

mass of difficulties.

But I try to think,” she continued,

They are rowing up

not be as irreverent

as

he

seemed.

He

could even pity him as a man misguided
rather than willfully wrong.
But when
he said this to John afterward, he was surprised to find that his
companion had far less
atience with’

what he termed ¢ clerical#¢
than he himself had. +

oiicities™

* A rilliant man,a

1 truly believe, a good gin
“ but be is an egotist.

¥

ourse

continually thinking of him ther

than

of his subject, which is usually far

more

interesting.”
“Yet with his talents he might do so

much,” said Robert. -

* He does do so much, but not exactly
in our way,” was the answer.
Robert smiled at the little word * our,”

but he said nothing.
“ This irreverence, as you term it, one
finds everywhere ; more’s the pity,” “said

John. * Have you none in your ¢hurches to whom the thought of self seems
more prominent than tite care of souls?”

: Rovest
al

reluctantly ‘admitted that ho

Sisnals.

ordinary camel with one hump,
stream, Before them, for all that they
well known as the Arabian and African camel,
can sée, lie night and darkness.
Still,
and the two-humped or Bactrian camel, that
pride forbids them to make any public inhabits Central Asia, China and Thibet. The
complaint, and they veil their anxieties, former is considered the most valuable,
and meet the world with a show of eour- There are many breeds of camels the same as
of horses, some being used for speed, some for
* And you find him,” said John, en- age.
It is not always easy te do so.
:
couragingly.
There are two or three suggestions draft and some for burden.
Animals of the most valued breed will trav+
¢¢ Sometimes—it really seems—as if I which are not impertinent, and may be
el fifty hours withoutonce stopping for rest,
did. T feel willing to bear everything for helpful to those in such a strait. First, food or water, and will make an average of ten
his sake—and mother’s. Then I dare to have nothing to do with the false pride. miles an hour, so that the fortunate owner of
hope I am a Christian. But things will Do not be disturbed because others have such a camel can travel through a desert with
grow hard again. The children are troub- what you can not obtain. Be content to ease and safety. Riding such an animal is,
however, a task which requires an amount of
lesome perhaps, or father’s toast isn’t just appear poor. Do not be ashamed to wear
right. get discouraged and out of pa- old clothes. Do not shrink from letting endurance on the part of the rider almost
equal to that of the camel. The peculiar gait
tience. I can’t be good all the time, but friends know that you are pressed for
of the camel is very fatiguing to the rider, and
I want to, oh, so much,
What should money.
If you can pot continue to live in case of the speedy ones the movement is so
you think about it ?”
in the desirable neighborhood where your violent that the rider is obliged to use two girdThe childlike simplicity of the question present
home
is situated,.
move
to les, which he belts tightly around his body,
touched John inexpressibly.
an obscurer one, where rents are lower. | one just under his arms, and the other round
¢ I think you have found him. In your If you can not send the children to a pri- the pit of the stomach. Ordinary camels,howtravel at about the rate of three miles
bright days you may recognize him. In vate school, place them for a while at ever,
per hour.
your dark days you must be still and wait, one of the excellent public institutions.
All our young readers know that the great
never thinking for a moment thathe will Just here, however, remember that you value'of the camel lies in its ability to pass
several days without requiring
let you go.”
drink, thus
can least afford to let the children suffer,
“And you think I am a Christian?”
so far as their education is concerned. It making it of great service for use in parched

earnestly, ¢ of what mother used to say
when I went to her with my troubles.
‘Look for God, and you will find him.
He is always looking for you. And I do
look for him,”

* Do not doubt it

for

here comes Mr. Doane.
better than I can.”

an

But

is better, always, to make great sacrifices

Ie will help you

instant.

in other directions than to sacrifice in that
which effects the intellectual and moral
development of a child. There is dignity
in accepting the situation in which you
find yourself, and greatness of soul in being equal to it. So, the wise heads of
households will not sit down with folded
hands, when the emergency is alarming;

He moved away as he spoke, and

Rob-

ert seated himself beside the young girl.
They conversed earnestly together for
awhile, during which John saw the black
eyes brighten, though there were tears in
them. Then, as it was getting late, she
joined a little party of her friends, who
had waited for her, and he and Robert

passed out together.
«What did you say to that

child?” he

asied, as they left the shadow of the little

H

”

The

camel

does

animals, for in

this respect

it is outdone

by

many South African antelopes, which are ney-

har-

The seal, though chiefly living in the water,
and swimming with the help of fins, is not
“fish, but belongs to the class of animals.
Tt is
easily tamed, and becomes attached to its master.

The length of the seal is about tive feet; its
color is yellowish gray, clouded or dappled
with brown and yellow ; the lips are furnished

with long stiff whiskers, the external ears are
wanting.
To the Esquimaux
and (ireenlanders the
seal is of the utmost importance.
* The seals
flesh,” says Crantz,
suppliesthe natives with

their most palatable and substantial food. The
fat furnishes them with oil for lamp-light,

chamber, and kitchen fire; and ‘whoever sees
their habitations presently finds that if they
even had a superfluity of wood it would not
be of use’; they can use nothing but train-oil
in them.
They alse modify their dry food,

mostly fish, in the oil; and finally, they barter
it for all kinds of necessaries with the factor.
They can sew better with fibers of the seal’s
sinews

than with thread or silk.

Of the skins

of the entrails they make their windows, cur-

tains for their tents, and shirts; and part of the

bladders they use with

their harpoons:

and

they make train-bottles.of the maw (stomach).

Neither isthe

blood wasted, but boiled with

liquid that will serve it for many days.
The
walter is stowed away in a series of cells,

because they ust cover over with sealskins
both their Jarge and small boats,in which they
travel and scek their provision.
They
must
als» cut their thongs or straps out of them, and
cover their tents with them, without which
they could not subsist in summer.

which are formed

in

what

corresponds

with

the honey-comb bag of oxen, and which are
enabled to receive and to retain the water
natural thirst of the animal has been supplied.

of plentiful

lls
+o

other ingredients and eaten

which is received into the stomach after the

dent of us, in this land

Anvewiega, Cultivator,

er known to drink at all, but it hasa carious
power of taking in at one time an amount 6f

their environments, and adjust their actions accordingly.
Stop all little leaks. The most provi-

church behind them.
¢‘Ihope you gave vests, have still to learn frugality from
her your benediction.”
the people of older countries.
A great
«I asked her if she could not say with deal can be saved by carefor small things,
me, just then and there, ‘ Lord I give my- by refraining from wastefulness and by
self to thee. I trust thee forever and judicious contrivance.
ever.’ ”
Do not go in debt; if you can not afford
¢ And she said—"
to buy bread and meat, and pay for both,
«She was afraid. It was too solemn.’ buy only bread. Determine that you will
She did not dare. Then I asked if she not pile up rocks in front of you. It is
could trust him day by day, feeling that quite enough to suimount the obstaéles of
whatever he sent was rightand good; and every day, without the added burden of
she said yes, though .she’ was cross and ever-accumulating obligation.
disheartened sometimes, she truly thought
Take the children into the family confishe could.”
dence. I know that many loving parents
“Cross and disheartened!” repeated dislike to overshadow with the least anxJohn, thinking of the sick father, the iety the sunny sky of their children’s lives.
children, and the ‘stifling’ days.
‘‘Rob- But it really protects boys and girls from
ert, you didn’t tell her she was not a some sharp stings of annoyance, and upChristian.”
lifts them to a level with the :dear father |
~ “Of course not. I told her that God and mother who are fighting life’s battle
was with her every day; that the very 30 bravely, to know all about the state of
strength which enabled her to make be- affairs. The most open: ‘candor . will but
lieve, as she calls it, was his gift; Ahat knit the young hearts closer to each other,
she must have patience and wait for” the and to you.
light which would surely come, for God
Finally, do not neglect any of the usual
would show himself to her more and means of grace. Go to church and to
more as the days went by; that he would prayer-meeting.
You will often find
never leave her nor forsake her.”
comfort awaiting you there. Read the
John smiled half-audibly. Robert look- Bible and appropriate the
promises.
ed up inquiringly.
Every one of them was meant for you.
“It is exactly what I said to her, Meant, too, for you and for me, ard for
oO

and burning deserts of sand,

not, in fact, need so. much less water than other

they will look about them, take account of

These cells appear to have the capacity of preserving waterin a clear and fresh state even
after the death of the animal; a slight greenish
hue is given to it, but otherwise it is clear. In

one instance, after a camel had been dead ten
days, the water in its stomach was drinkable
and tasteless,
The quantity of water taken at one time is
very large, more than twenty gallons being

sometimes consumed at a single draught; the
animal drinks with great rapidity, and the
water disappesrs so fast from the trough or
place of supply that it seems to vanish by mag-

ic. Its desire for water is so great that by
some instinet, possibly by scent, it can detect
its location at a great distance.
When camels
perceive water nothing can hold them back
from it, and a whole caravan will break away
from their drivers and make a fierce rush to

the source of supply. This wonderful faculty
is of the greatest value to the people of the
desert, who

would

many
a spring
them

towards

had

have

known

nothing

not the camels

soup.

Of the

A gentleman in the neighborhood of Burntisland, county of Fife, Scotland, completely [succeeded in taming a seal. It appeared to possess all the sagacity of a dog, lived in its masIn his
ter’s house, and ate from his hand.
fishing excursions, this gentleman generally

teok it with him, when it afforded no small eninto the water, it
If thrown
tertainment.
would follow for miles the track of the ‘boat;
and though thrust back by the oars, it never
gave up its purpose.

Itis a common

in the Zoological

incident

day, when

the

keeper goes to the seal-pond and whistles,

for

the

Gardens, at some part of

one of the seals instantly to come to him and
crawl up the parapet ofthe pool so as to get as
near to him as possible; the animal then en-

deavors to manifest its affection for the keeper by offering him a Kiss, led thereto,probably,
by the fact that the keeper has generally somewith which to reward its
thing behind him

love.— Child's

Companion.
a

a oS 2

SAGAOITY OF ELEPHANTS.

directed

the water,

as

skin of the seal they stand in the greatest need,

of

Howe's

circus

was

showing

at Indianola

A camel can satisfy its hunger by cating and when the storm of the Fourth came an, and
—-substanees—that—no—ether animal beeatise-of injury —to—the
railroads
was com=———
would touch. It doesnot stop to eat on its
Journey, but lowers its long neck and erops-

the scanty herbage which it chances

lo meet.

The withered and dried leaves and twigs, that

snap at a touch and seem to be without value
as food
, are all devoured by the camel, as are
also branches of thorn that would discourage
any other animal. The came] has been known
to eat pieces of dry wood, chips, shavings
even charcoal with apparent satisfaction,

and
and

camels have been kuown to journey 1000 miles
within twenty days, having no food bat that
which they gathered for themselves on the
journey,

HS

pélled to remain there until the track was
temporarily replaced.
Then the circus start-

ed for their next place of exhibition. When
about eight miles out one corner of a bridge
gave way, snd three

cars

containing

animals

ran off the track and turned over into the
mud, very gently. The first car contained
horses, the second an elk and camel, the other
three the five elephants, The small animals
were easily liberated, but the elephants were
all in a heap. To remove them the car was
cut away, exposing
the tops of the unwieldy

animals’ backs.
telligence
|brutes.

Robert passed his arm lightly through

in a separate class, then with ‘the sinners of Queen Vietoriais a very curious needle

do I take my place.

There I belong, and

that was made at. the famous

factory in

Buckinghamshire. It is both ‘ingénious
not. ‘and beautiful, this quaintlittle needle, ind

there I shall belong, until T die,”

’

‘“ Yet you would not say you were
a Christian?” said Robert, in a puzzled
tone.

“ Neither would I say that the poor]
wretch who" was arrested yesterday for
stealing aloafof bread was not a Chris.’
tian. For aught T know, he may have

the’ queen Ioves to tell how pleased she
was, when, a8 a young matron, she visit-.
ed the ‘needle house,” and, the foreman

‘presented this needle<as a specimen of his

skill. The needleis a miniature modelof
r. Doane; but he is engaged.” .
‘the Roman Sona, ofof Trajan, bpt the
“ And will be for. some time, I fear,”
was not so stran
ange, after
al
all, that, vy of
ot the military exfought far more nobly against temptation scenes it depicts
circumstance, back of creed, they met’ looking at Robert, who was deep in conploits of Roman emperors, but some of
than
T
have.
He
may
have
conquered
|
versation with an aged man, ,
and fotind—each other.
« There i8's gentleman who ‘seems to more sinfulness than I ever dreamed of.” the leading events in the life of Queen
Tt was upon John's invitation that RobThere is the private
“This is abroad, broad field,” answer: Victoria herself.
ert heard his first * Iibéral® sermon,—a be unoccupied,” he added, with a glance
‘christening
of
the
infant
princess, admined
Robert.
'
“We
may
lose
ourselves
in
sermon whieh charmed hifo by the fresh: a one of the brethren, a thin, sharp-facit. We must not lose our God. But, istered by the Archbishop of Canterbury
Led
man,
who
happened
just
then
to
be
ness and vigor of its thought,” while at
John, there is such a, thing as true con- ‘and the Bishop of London, at Kensington
standing in the aisle.
it

the time he winced at what seemed to
him its irreverence. He looked at John,
who sat by his side, his eyes fixed upon
the preacher. Somehow he felt more at
his ease for the
thought that John
was listening too. The minister might

“About

_} and filling and getting his fect into marching
order, he steps-off and you ave at last fairly
on
your way.”
There is much more of interest
that
may
bé
said
of this wonderful animal, ang
THE CAMEL.
at some future time we will continue the acOnly two species of camel exist in the prescount for the benefit of our young readers, —
ent day—the

which

Then was exhibited the
marks

They obeyed

these

every

in-

hal-human

command of the

was that precious assurance of Jesus, desert country in which it lives. Its hight en- keeper, crawling on their knees, turning on
that
of
his
friend,
dnd
they
walked
along
“ Your Father knoweth ye have need of ables it to carry its own head and that of its their sides, squirming like eels, and assuming
company they fell upon a young girl who
in
the
moonlight
fora
few
rods
without
all these things.” Trust him, and by his rider at a considerable distance above the more wonderful and novel positions than
sat apart from the rest, at no great dis-.
speaking.
grace
you will be able to overcome.— ground,so that both are sheltered from the were describedon the show-bills, When retance from him. He noticed that from
heat that arises from the burning soil.
The leased from their
perilous position there was
“John,”
said
he,
at
length,
“I
believe
|
M.
E.
Sangster.
time to time she glanced uneasily at the
camel can traverse easily the mixed sand, rock not & scratch upon them, and no school-boy
O-0-B--O
“0+
.} and stones of which the desert is’ mostly com- ever gave mor¢ emphatic expressions of relief
clock, as if the minutes were flying too you are a converted man.”
A OURIOUS NEEDLE.
- Nay, verily,” replied John. “Tfsaints ;
posed, but it isa popular error to suppose from confinement fhan did those elephants.
| swiftly for her.
He could never tell what it was that and sinners stand apart in the world, each | . Among the rare treasures in possession’ that the &uimal likes to’ walk on sand alone. They trumpeted, swayed back and forth, and
As his eyes wandered

+4 but it was probably the half-appealing
‘look of the young face. It might have

drew them to him by his kindle
Christian charity, the delicate:

STAR,

« Poor little girl!” thought John.

them.
so

MORNING

:

¢ Thank you,” with an amused look.
“I donot care to talk with Deacon
Jordan.”
¢¢ Can I do anything for you.”
Not until the words were spoken did
John realize the strangeness of the inquiry. If was too late to recall them,
however, and he was by no means sure
that he wished to do so, even if he could.

« I—don’t—know.”
-She looked into his face as
It was a trustworthy

face,

she
as

her

spoke.
black

version.

I know it, for it came to me.

was sinful and wicked, and I liked

I

to be

so. God was nothing to me but a terrible
name. I did not want to know him. Sinful and wicked I am still, but”—his voice
trembled—*¢ he found me. It was a real
power which I could not
resist. It
was as if God stretched out his arm and
drew me to himself.”
“1 believe you,” said John,

earnestly.

“ Yes.

That is just

did not like.
it.

Sometimes I

think I do’; and then I get so tired and
cross that it seems ae if Lhadn’t a bit
love in me forangbody.”

The

words

would

have

of

made him

smile if the girlish voice had not been
just a little tremulous in its tone.

“1 do not feel strong to bear things,”
she went on hesitatingly. ‘I have to
make believe at home

all

the

time,

for

father is sick, and tie children look to
me for everyth
..#« Have you no mothet? asked John,
pityingly.
¢ My mother died three years ago. I
am the mother now. Mothers have to
be strong, you know, for the children’s

The next Sabbath evening - found him
again seated by John's side in a crowded
church; but this time he ‘hardly thought
of his friend shall.
oo
sake ; but sometimes, when I am alone in
** Those were grand words,” he said, ‘my chamber, I seem to see the days comb enthusiastically, as they went out togeth- ing along, all crowded so full of—everyer.
None but a true servant of God thing, and they almost stifle me.”,
‘|

princess as a young maiden, at Tunbridge |
Wells, where, in simple,

girlish

with a straw hat shading the

sweet,

attire,
ear-

nest face, she is receiving the water from
the hands of an old woman, to whom she
seems talking very pleasantly. Another
scene is the Coronation at Westminster

Abbey, bearing date of June 28, 1838, In’

“And I believe that he has held you ¢lose- ‘this scene .are clearly depicted ‘ten or
ly ever since. He has shown you your ‘twelve figures. Among them the Dean
path plainly, and you have walked in ‘it, of Westmnister, Bishop of London, and
fearless and; undoubting. Yet it is not Archhishop of Canterbury, in full - canonthe path for me. ' I could not even enter icals, are’ conspicuous; ‘and ‘the young

eyes were not slow in"discovering.
“1 want to know—whether I am a
Christian or not.”
« Do-1-love-the Lord-or- noi repeated - it except by the way of deceit and hypocJohn, thinking of the.
jar words of risy. I should stumble and fall at the

an old hymn which he

Palace, on the 24th of June,1819. Another
that specially interested me shows the

queen is kneeling at the altar, with

her

It hates sand,sinking into it knee-deep at every

step and groaning, pitegusly. as it toils along.
ver the camel is uncomfortable it: takes
good ciire ito leeo everybody know it that is
within the reach of the peculiar sound of its
groati and growl.

did everything but talk.

The

tanceto the city was. made

remaining

dis-

overland, and a

happier crew never started on 8 march than
biipirg animals, The. cool, breezy atmospith

re and the bright moonlight. were all in. Asthe bridges were gone,at each

the elephants took fresh enjoyment of
camel possesses is |
its feet are so toligh that they can pass ov- thelr fiberty. Agno time were they obstinate
‘ough and stony places without suffering, or disobedient, but seemed to fully realize the
and that thev do not
ire to beshod.
In situation. On arriving at Des Moines railan ordinary march of great length, constant -way'cars had tobe procured, which was not
attention to the feet 6f horses and oxen makes easily ‘done, as ordinary cars ‘are too low:
great delay and expensé, but the camels foot Some were finally found; which were about
neither admits of nor requirés shoeing. Noth- one inch higher than the tallest elephant’s
ing seemsto trouble ‘the camel more than a back. They were brought alongside and the
wet soil; its hind legs are very divergent from | ! platform properly placed, when Jack noticed
the anklejoint, which renders the feet very that it was a strange car, suvized the doorliable to slip sideways when the ground is wet, frame with his trunk, gave it a vigorous
The hump is entirely disconnected with the shake, and then tried the flodr. Satisfied that
spine, and varies in size according to the breed it was strong, he marched slowly into the car,
of the animal, being smallest in those of purest placed himself lengthwise, gave a rocking moblood. If a camel has been half-starved for tion, and humped his back. A bolt overhead
several months together, as is sometimes the hit his back, and he marched straight out of
One great advantage the

Sha

case, the flesh of this hump is drawn upon for
sustenance, and the skin grows loose, appears
empty and actually hangs on the side of the
animal.
Without

the camel

the wandering

tribes

of

the East would utterly perish, since it furnishes their transport, their food and clothing.
The camel is to the Arab what the seal is.to
the Esquimaux.
The milk, though smallin |
quantity, is rich in quality, and, when mixed

with{meal, forms a great portion of their food. |
The skin is usefal for covering saddles, making boots and twater-pouches; the long, coarse,
hair is woven together with goat’s

fleece, and’

the car.

‘“IUs no use,” said the

keeper,

‘he

won't go back there again.” The ribs which
support the roof were removed, the elephants

closely watching the operation.
was done Jack went in,
ed the car, humped his
all right, trumpeted his
to eating. — Davenport

When

this

swayed himself, rockback, found everything
satisfaction, and went
(Fil.) Tribune.

ob
+040

OURIOUS HOMES OF SPIDERS.
Doubtless many, children have watched the
| spiders spinning their gossamer webs and
wondered at their queer homes and queer mannerof getting a living. Perhaps they have
thought that all spiders lived in the same manner, and if so they may be surprised to learn
that'a species in Britain constructs rafts of
Jeaves and twigs on which they float over the
water often leaving them and running nimbly

forms a thick cloth that is used for tents, carright hand extended, as in the act of ‘tak- pets, sack cloth and the like; the fine wool, of
there is very little on each animal, is.
-| ing the coronation oath. Another scene. is which
very outset.
Don’t you see?”
spun into a very fine thread and woven into
the queen’s marriage, showing the royal shawls. | The flesh 18 much liked by the naRobert nodded.
“Iam like our little friend at the bride and prince consort as they turn from tives, though Europeans consider it tough and over the surface to capture insects, From this
‘church yonder. = Faith will not come and the altar, with the date, Monday, Feb. 10, un¢avory, with the exception of the hump, habitthey take the fame of raft spiders.
the tongue and the heart; the hump is esteem
take up her abode with me once: for all.. 1840. The last that I recollect is the ed
These rafts are only temporary habitations,but
as a great delieacy, and a host can not betthere is another species which lives in the
1 must entreat her daily, as one begs for christening of the Prince of Wales, Jan, ter express his warm attachment
to an honor- water, and yet breathes atmospheric air. The
daily bread. She is coy and shy. She 25, 1842, with the King of Prussia as ed guest than by inviting him to dine on a porexplannation of this is—when the spider has.
tion of a camel’s hump.
holds herself aloof sometimes, and seems sponsor, holding the royal babe.
|
constructed its cocoon-shaped home, (a more
The figures in all these scenes are so
as if she had never known me. Yet she
In lyivg down the camel drops on ile knees,
compact one than the house spider’s), and has
extremely
small
that
they
can
be
scarcethen
bends the hind legs and drops upon them attached it to some firm substance, it comes
always comes.”
Robert grasped his companions hand. ly made out with the naked eye, but, by. also, 80 ay to be on the joints of all the legs; to the surface of the water, and in a skillful
*¢ God has stretched out his arm to you the aid of a magnifying glass, they ap- it then drops on the breast, and lastly, falls on manner captures a bubble of air; returning,
the bent hind legs, making in all four distinct
also,” he said, exultantly. “I know it. peared clearly cut and beautifully distinct. operations. A novice in camel-riding is usu- discharges this into the opening which exHe leads you no less surely that you can This wonderful needle can also be open- ally thrown the first time: his beast kneels or tends downward. In this way the little house
with air. After the tiny spiders come
ed, and it contains several others, all of rises. Rising is, perhaps, even a more uneasy. isoutfilled
not see the way.”
oftheir eggs, which are fastened to the:
And beneath the great firmament of the same form, and all are adorned with movement than kneeling, and is well described tops of the dwelling,they are fed by their mothfigures in relief—each scene by an.amusing writer: ‘When all is ready you er, until they are large enough to go fway and
stars the two friends separated, each feel- miniature
ing - that
the ' same
good,
loving portraying some notable event in the life give the signal, your Arab releases the camel; build similar homes of their own.
a sudden jerk from behind pitches you upon
Ofthe spiders, the mest interesting is the
Father's hand was tenderly holding them of England’s noble and virtuous queen, the pommel of the saddle as he raises his
trap-door spidec, which excavates a small hole,
Alexandria Victoria, born at Kensington
both.—Chris. Reg.
|
haanches, and then a swell from the stern
lines it with its silken web und closes the aper‘Palace, on Monday, May 24, 1819, el.
throws you aft, and so on, zigzagging, until he ture with a lid; so ingeniously is this done,that
aa
IN
hd
Man is only miserable so far ashe thinks :
is fairly up, when, after a little more rolling, the most keen observer could not distinguish it
Population of Berlin is over a million:
himself so,~—8annazaro.
while he is poising and steadying and backing

from the ground.— Selected.
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of our children.” We are speaking of [the house does notoccur to my fading
the rule; there are many honorable ex- | memory, but the story goes to show what
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Hon. Geo, 8.

Bgutwell,

‘of Mass.,

says

he

moderate fortune

has diminished

increased during the last

education as the poor and the outcasts of our
cities; and yet it is just these who seem to get
If we can
the least provision made for them.

rather

fifteen years

than

of his

public life.

And the bright autumn

We learn that one of
College has received an
teach school. Ile has
the decision is one.that
regret, hereafter.

not spend more than is now expended,
wouldn’t it be better to curtail the high schools
in some of their luxuries of languages and

literature, and put the money into the primary
and grammar schools, and to pay trusty per-

The credit of our
especially abroad.
public debt has not
$3,000,000 of which
ber.

sons to go out into the highways and hedges to
compel these little children to come in—these
children who are fast growing up into paupers
and criminals? Of course, this presupposes a
compul-ory law requiring attendance on these
schools.

.

the Freshmen
offer of $1500
declined the
he will not

at Bates
a year to
offer, and
probably

government stands high,
The steady paynient of the
a little to do with it, over
were paid during Septem-

Miscellaneous.

Tennyson is writing a new idyll.
The speaking trumpet was in use 335 B. C.
The will of Mr. James B. Hosmer, of Hartford, Conn., who died week before last, was
The City of Paris has a debt of 1,285 ,634100 francs.
admitted to probate last week.
In his will he
It takes a $315,000 bond to secure the St.
leaves $5,000 each to the Connecticut Historical
Louis post-master.
Society, of Hartford; the Charitable Society of
Color blindness is said to be due to the use
Hartford, and the Hariford Hospital; $2,500
of tobacco.
each to the American Tract Society, of New
| Boston has killed 759 unlicensed dogs this
York, the American Board of Commissioners
summer.
for Foreign Missions, American Home MisAlbert Victor, the eldest son of the Prince
of Wales, is to enter a military academy.
sionary Society,of Ngw York, and the AmerGas costs the citzens of Paris $2.50 per
can Educational Society, of Boston; $2000
thousand feet, and the city $1.25.
each to the American Bible Society,of WashingThe estate of W. S. O'Brien, the bonanza
ton, the American Seamen’s Friend Society, of
king, is appraised at $9.500,000.
New York, the Asylum for Imbeciles, at LakeJudge Chamberlain, the new: superintendent
ville, Conn., the Wadsworth _Athenzum, «of
of the Boston Public Library, entered uponthe
Hartford, the Hartford Orphan Asylum, the
du ties of his office, October 1.
Widows’ Society, and the Women’s Christian
Mr. Henry Mi. Stanley is about to give in
various parts of Great Britian a series of 100
Associations of Hartford, and $1,000 to the
lectures
on his recent discoveries.
Liberia (Africa) College of which J. J. RobFlorence Nightingale, now 60 years old, is
erts is President.
To seven relatives the sum
in such feeble health that she scarcely leaves
of $200 each is given.
The Connecticut Theo-. her room,
logical Institute is the residuary legatee, and
The Gregory House at Lake Mshopac,N. Y.,
receives about $100,000 in addition to the
was destroyed by fire on Tuesday morning, in£102,000 already given by him previously.
oe
a loss of between $90,000 and
$100,
¢ My

Share!

My

An Episcopal church for the English
munity in Rouen, France, has just been
cated by the Bishop of london.

Share!”

than

this from the Confegationalist:
?

Trinity church, Brighton, Eng., in which
the great Robertson preached, is about to be
pulled down, and a mere imposing structure
will take its place.
One of the largest gifts to missions ever made
is that of a liberal friend of
the church Missionary Society of Great Britain who proposes to transfer $175,000 to the Society for special objects in India.
Another has offered
$25,000 for a special purpose not yet designat-

‘“ My share! my share!” is the Communist’s
cry. He has that already ; all that he has inherited, or earned, and saved—the only three
honest ways of owning property.
What he
really wants is not his share,
but several
other and more industrious men’s shares.
It
is possible he will find it hard, slow work, persuading honest, hard-working men to earn
money by the sweat of their brows to support
him in howling around the country.

ed.
:
~TwoMethodist conferences in Indiana report

A Fierce of Advice.

The Baptist Weekly is apparently
to give advice, when asked:

he is urged to reissue the Daily

the following items of statistics: The Indiana
Conference.30,319 members,2,984 probationers
200 local preachers, 358 churches, and 349 Sun-

willing

duy-schools.

Mr. John Dougall send us a_circular« to

say

Witness

and

he asks, ‘‘ Would you kindly give me. your
”
|
Our opinion,
is: t
1¢eChristian
public have thrown all the money
away they
are likely to by Mr. Dougall’s help, and that
when a_Daily Witness, * for evangelical religion and total abstinence” is a success it must
be run by men who have a far better intuition
of the wants of the American Christian
public than those who managed
the defunct
one.
:

ence. The withdrawal of the Russian army
and the English fleet will leave Constantinople
revolutions,

it

is feared.

The

Christian Union well says that * none of the
CONEILIOoNnSs

are

Latest

News.

Cooper’s saw mills, ut Bloomfield, Ont., are
burned.
Loss, ten
thousand
dollars.—
The shipments for Europe fromm New York

Saturday included 145,200 bushels grain, 29,
flour,

5550

cas-

gyvernmen

y to fraternize with the popu-

lace, an ‘intmense

tramps, and

horde

of

paper money

refugees

cided when tne “JEmperor resumes ‘control of

and

seventy-five per

the Government...

:

i

conditions necessary to promote the most se-

A PAREWELL MEETING... .
Our readers will be especially ‘interested in

tious disturbances.”

the following account of the farewell :serviees
morn-

general increase of the fever in .New..Orleanssy)
port from the Religious Intelligencer of Oct.
for ora day
or two past, and that want and des- 4:
#1
v
saumemolitil + +

titution prevail throughout the city. Forty

thousand additional'ratious are to Be distribut-

There were

59 deaths and 182 new cases reported during - gervice, a

missionary

sual

me

in

“was

held. < On

the Tait #4 hours. The news fiom Memphis is.

eT

more encouraging ; the weather is cooler and

EI
Hee
Soar. AL oesew
n’s
Binhawle , was to Jenin New York

increase in Mississippi, and an

1s on

urgent

the

eall

is

made
for nurses.
brings out into
true statesman:

“Our faith in the sanity of office-seekers and
oftice-halders has often been shattered by their
readinessto yield to and to advocate the theories of demagogues which like wildfire at times
sweep over the inflamed populace.
The true
statesman shows - his title to that distinguished
honor by daring to stand like a breakwater

against the rush of the vehement flood.”
The Australian colonies of England

far f¥oid fprectical

ng
Thouttbn

independence,

are

not

and ‘some

Ea
n

and the

people are thinking that it might save

some

annoyance, at least, to elect

Gov-

fr

d=throug

10!

a

forad the Opening Prayer.

remarks
by the

vha

Sher

|

pastor (Rev. J.

od

of-

r inteoductory

god), who

Data
>.
nee Beye
i Th A i
w Sherwood andve J. J. v.E.
Reud, and Prof. G. Posten
3 addresses
were peculiarly

appropriate tothe

“They evidently have a very hearty way of
doing things out in San Francisco. Bishop
Simpson on a recent Sunday, preached there

in the Opera House one of his rousing sermons,
and the audience frequently applauded
by hatd clapping and feet stamping. We are
on the

amen” custom of our good Metho-

prayers of all. It was a meeting that will not
soon be forgotten, and we must believe ‘that
manifesta

greater

terest than ever before .in the Foreign

cause.

in-

Mission

At the close of the service
the’ going

out was slower than we ever knew it, for every one who could, Waited to say “ good bye”

and * God bless you”to Miss "Hooper,

ele¢t,

accompanied

The

also said to “ bring down the house” regularly
Temple,

we

sup-

pose we must set this peculiarity down as ¢ a
way they have” out thére.
In the State election on

Tuesday

week,

the

Republicans gained a victory in Colorado.
They secured the State ticket and two-thirds
of the Legislature, and as a consequence the
next United States Senator. The Greenback

clement drew about evenly from the Republicans and Deiiocrats, but carried nothing.
A

popular lectureris reported as saying that

ry conscious that her going was of

for

will be of real value to those who have
orchards to manage. He says:
The first
of the month (October) overhaul the stock

far as

his glory. “:A most'estimable young

God and

other branchesof Chr tan Workyshe

won the love of all “wh

church
she will be

Lord, and humbly an

ly

the greater is our

prospeet of getting a « boost.”

i

in social, national and religious life,
stories adapted to the entertainment and
profit of the family circle, the best selected and original poems, selections of a religious and literary character presenting
right views of morals as bearing. on the
great questions of the day, practical
thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotes and facts of interestin science and natural history, the progress of theArts, latest

:

so as to prevent any necessity for

beating or shaking off the fruit. Clear
some place on the ground large enough for
a heap which will fill several barrels;
cover this space with dry straw or old

| news from all parts of the world, embrac-

hay.

Fasten a hook of iron or wood to the
handle of each basket, that it may be hung

ing items of political,

portant pts
ze

the

voice

Chris.

of the

Srutefully acknowledge

the honor He has thrust upon

them in choos-

ing one of their number for such service. She
has gone forth with the love
confidence of
all, and with their
prayers
that she may be
abundantly successful.
The Women’s Society is to be congratulated
on hating secured one to represent it in India. This work is, under
God, wholly. the
women’s. The Society since its .
ization
has done well.

A slight

flagging of “interest

was beginning to be apparent, caused.
by the

fact that: the : Society

had no: representative

school work, Editorials

| Who have al

done
or

so well’ will

The To

Eo Brian Sha Yo th

of

taken a
thei and

Avs

great sudeess. Mdy God
their missionary.

rich]y Biers:
hu

and

Editorial

notes and paragraphs on the living

qunes-

of the

next

year

‘and ‘used or sold 48 soon as possible,
we hope to have two hundred denominaWhen the day's work is drawing to a tional news-gatherers in the field East.and
close, cover'the heaps with straw, hay, or

hay-covers, for the night, and do the same West, who will keep our readers posted
on wet days. . Leave the fruit for several on what is transpiring in every part of
our Zion.

amd dry. When dried enough, have the:
barrels ‘carried into the flelds ‘awd the

i

:

of Flour

been 46,617 bbls

them as litt
as: possible;
carry ‘them into
le

every familyin his parish?

the fruit-room, where they may stand oh
end or be piled ‘on each other. If they

would soon be apparent in ‘the ‘fresh life
and activity of his church. Several pas-

must
be left out through the night or in
wet weather, lay them on their sides, und

The results

tors who have done such a work, can bear

or to his use, and the transfer of any

at Dover, in said district, on the

ber, A. D. 1878, at 10 o’c

for the

week

inst

61,734

the

fowls

are

fed,

or

the

on

which ‘the eggs are laid.
This may be
easily tested by shutting up a laying hen
and giving her garlic ‘or malted barley to
eat. Ina few days the eggs will taste of
the food. We have tried this ourselves,
and know ‘it ‘to be correct.
Another

of all

kinds

anticipated when supplies of new come freely to

en at Dover, in said district, on

October, A. D, 1878, at 10 o'clock,

ures.

Winter wheat St. Louis x

certainty—that

an egg laid on ‘any

This

is explained by the fact that ‘the shell,
when the egg is first laid, is comparatively soft and,

impressionable, and

only hard

after contact: with the atmosphere.

Let

Hay

nests

have

a

tendency

England.

x
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IMPROVE THE HOMESTEAD.
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are

paradise

you

REDUCED

on earth

of

not
to live on it,

Republican,

them,— Columbia
:

times

announcement. This will necessarily
reduce our income. We could not safely

many new subscribers will be added to
our list. 'Wiil the friends of the Star go
to work for it at once?
:
should be ad-

I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
, Dover, N. H.
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Saw-

of

N, H, DISTRICT,

as Messenger,

firm for a week or two to come,

Buyers,

howev-

STANLEY 5215.

er, pay the advance very reluctantly, and lots that
are not up to the highest standard of exeellence
are rejected. Most of the August and early Sep.
tember makes runs poor, and but a very small
1tion is good enoangh to be classed as first quality. There have been sales of late made ' Frauklin
Co., Vt., at 21 @ 28¢, and a higher range might be
obtained for fancy lots ifhere.
For choice Vermont aries 12 a We has
range, 1h LIL

The only authentic and copyrighted cheap edition, Gives a fall history of his wonderful discoveriés in Africa and marvelous journey down
the Co
. It is fascinating
as romance. Pro.
fusely illustrated,
and hi
dorsed by the
58.
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20¢. Bisioky ng
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sold. More
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makes, The latter sell slowly, and comprise the
erms address
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bulk of the stock.

Some lots of

August make
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y, Pablishers, Springfield, Muss.

dR

fectedby the hot weather rangeail we way
60 12¢ ¥ 1b. Receipts of choice Western dairy
packed contmue very light, and sales could be
made at 17 @ 18c ¥ 1b if here; most of the Western

is of a poor and undesirable quality, and sells
slowly at low figures.
Fine creameries have
been in demand,
with sales at 25 @ 27c ¥ Ib, but
guly the best late made will command the outside
rate,

CHEESE,
The
regeipts
of the week have been 8,012 boxes
inst 9,178 boxes for the same week last year.
rts for the week 046 boxes.
For some fine
but for most of
is an outside price, and
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of Northern
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pathy with the advanced piices ruling in
other

places, but buyers do net willingly respond.
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atents,
promptly attended oe
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aminations and furnish opinions as to
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ty, free of charge, and all ‘who are in
tedt in
new inventions
and Patents, are invited te send
for a Copy of our “Guide for obtaining Patents,”
Sehish §# Sutil Broo 5 pi op
and Soutaing
com
nstructions
how to, obtain
ents, and
other valuable matter. During the past five years

earlier
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1879.

AL

REGISTER.

1829.

ha® heen a very. firm Market for Bags.

The Registerfoy 1879
is now ready for delivery.
In addition
to all the matter heretofore found in

en. ‘The market closes quiet, andit ig hard to ols’
tain for than 18)c for best Eastein. . We quote =~

the Register, the Memoranda blanks are ow partially filled by cronolegieal dates of desominational events. Price same as formerly,
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The supply of Pea and Mediums continue short
and
extreme prices are obtained, but with larger
receipts
prices will Drobauly fall off. Pea have
(185@ 19
¥ bu for lots as

‘Single copy, iheluding postage,
By the dozen;
7.
CARL

Do Western H

P........

commen, ,.
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Do
common £0 goo:
Yellow Eyes
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18508 190
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1
1

Red Kidneys

@17%

175
160
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PE AS.

Send orders to REV,
§

Mo:

GREEN APPLES. AND PEARS.
Large lots of Apples cohitinue to be pressed for
sale and most of the sales bave been ut 75¢ to $1
= bbl. Some fancy varieties command $1 25.
ears are in liberal supply, and take a wide range
as to quality. We quote :—
.
Apples, choice, ¥ bbl
, common to good
Pears, Bartletts, ¥ bbl
Do,

various kinds, ¥ bu

100912
Ha
9%
700 @ 900
300

@ 600
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STEWART,
Dover, N. H.

will be refuniled if more are ordered

Prins be sold, when the balance is returned.

MORNING

STAR

ssive paper; devoted large8 an able and
on Religious ion and intelligence, but con=
tains departments on
Sabbath Scheols,
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic.
Literary Miscellany,
Literary Review,

News Summary, &c.,&oo»
It is under the direction and patronage of the
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.
TERMS:
$3.00 per year;
vanee, $2,60,

oy, if paid

in

ad-

REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-checks if Dussile, or in a
istered letter and at our r risk and expense.
-In writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE,

give both the old and
order a change in the
The Star goes to
and comminiatons
here on Satu

demand, with sales

bt
.

nN
am
including pestage, Byithe handred,
+
=
ih
vw
i
including postage,

THE
Pea, Northern H P per bil, veveeniaenad $19

.

as

ay previous.

Hach subscriber il

of payment on the

as

town,

and

4

o!

please notice the date

Iabel of his paper,.

allow it to be in arrears.

Two

well

new address when they
direction of their paper.
press Tuesday morning,
or insertion ought
to be:

Ages

and

not

‘8. 8, PAPERS,
Sabbath-sc
papers, The Little Star

and Myrtle, are publi
alternate weeks, and
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for
both adults and children, are published monthly. Payment for these papers should be
in advance,
.
Sample copies sent free.

Address, = Rev. I. D. STEWART,

risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that

while you remainon earth and will not | All letterson business
your amily Jive 7 os bv when’ you oth dressed to
yonder
e-yard?, Plant.out good
‘chergy to provide - for.

the hard

of

at the

District Court of the U. 8, for the Dis=
$5 & $575; and Ohio, Indiana
trict of New Hampshire.
$4 75 @ 525 ¥ bbl. Straight Minof William H. Palmer, Bankrupt, in
scarce and quoted nominally at In the matter
kruptoy .
bbl. including choice baker's | A warrant
in
Bankruptey has been issued by said
has been
a fair démand for the Court against the
estate of William H. Palmer, of
for the Provinces, and prices
Dover, of the County of Strafford,of the State of
are steady.
Wisconsin exiras range from $450
New
Hampshire,
in
said District, adjudged a Bank@ $5 59; aud Western common extras at 425 & rupt upon the petition
of his creditors; and the
AL
bbl. Western superfine sells at $3 @ 23 50
payment of any debts, and the delivery ot any
L4
property,
belonging
to
said
Bankrupt, to him,or to
CORN MEAL.—The market 1s steady at $240 @
iis use, and the transfer of any property by him,
$2 50 ¥ bbl.
are
forbidden
by
law.
A
meeting
of
RYE FLOUR.—The sales have been confined to said Bankrupt to prove their debts,of andthe creditors
choose one
small lots at $350 @ $4 ¥ bbl.
or more assignees of his entate, will be held at
OAT MEAL.—Continues (0 be in fair demand
a Court of Bankruptcy, to be holden at Dover, in
for Oat Meal, with sales at § 4 75 & $5 for common
said district, on the 18th day of October, A. D.
Western, and $526 @ 6 ¥ bbl for fancy brands.
1878, at 10 o'clock, A. M,, at the Register's office,
before
Thomas E. Sawyer Esq., one of the RegisBUTTER.
ters in Bankruptcy of said Court.
The receipts of Butter for the geek have been
J. N. PATTERSON,
11,658 packages, including 1,467 boxes and 10,191,
CU. S. MARSHAL,
N. H. DisTRICT,
against 11,04) packages for the corresponding
as Messenger.
week last year, and 16,235 in 1876. Total receipts
since the first of January 466,590 packages,
37 rea
A 52 coloma monthly STORY PAPER a yesr
against 413,485 packages for the same time last
VE
3 50 punted Gold Leaf Cards, TRAE
year. Exports for the week have been 301 packin CEA case, ®5 te.
Eagle Printing Co, Springfield, Mass,
ages.
Tdleow
Choice grades of butter have been in good de.
mand; and met with aready sale at fwil previous
prices. For fine September make a slight advance
A NEW EXCITING BOOK
on last week’s rates has been obtained, and the
Bristling with WILD ADVENTURES. The
indications are that best fall Butter will rule very
DEEDS of the PARING EXPLORER

at $1 62:60 $1 75 4 bu.

we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this

U.S, MARSHAL,

2ti0

from

ONIONS,

A's showing our desire to faver those

day

Iliinois is from
and Michigan at
nesotas continue
$550 @ $650¥
brands. There
shipping grades

There has been a‘ moderate

PRICE.

4

@ $6, and the latter is an outslde, price.for all
except a few choice and well: known brands;

:

.

who are struggling with

If the farmer improves his farm he improves his financial condition.
The more
valuable he makes it, the more his capital
stock is increased, the larger will be his
returns and when he dies the larger will
be the patrimony he leaves his family.
Fix up the old home then. Clean out all
the fence corners.
Destroy the noxious
weeds. . Grub out the hazel and sassafras.
Burn out the stumps.
Clean off the logs
for

.®

to

Ly

Make

the public.’
|

14th

A. M,

yer, Esq, ong of the Registers , in. Bankruptcy
said Court,
:
J. NX. PATTERSON,

Tye sales have been in small lots as wanted at
unchanged prices. Wegquotei—
Choice Canada, per bu...
w110a115
of the Western department, and
the Common do
...eeees
«« 80 a 9
Green Peas
«110a12
freshest and best matter in every part of
POTATOES.
|
the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
The demand has been equalto the supply, and
Maine
Central
Rose
have
been
selling
readily
at
will find the latest market reports in its | 70 @ 75c¥ bu. Choice Holton stock readily com75¢ and some lots a little higher. Northern
columns, and advertisers will find it a mands
stock ranges from 65 @ 75¢, as fo salty. Bangor
is selling mostly at #2 25¥ bbl.
Bweets are
desirable medium through which to reach’ scock
in liberal supply; with sales at $1 75 @ 225 # bb), |

strong

smelling substance will contract it.

the”

residence of the Register, before Thomas

dence, the continuation and enlargement

theory. is—but we can not speak of it with

of Novem.

at the Regis.

E. Sawyer, Ksq., one of

District Court of the U. 8. for the District of New Hampshire.

quote ;—

substance

by

the Registers in bankraptey of said Court.
:
J. N. PATTERSON,
U. 8. MARSHAL, N. H. DISTRICT,
2t10
as Messenger.

FEATURES.

Among the special attractions in the
next volume will be articles from an able
corps of editorial and special contributors,
sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal
and theological questions,
correspon-

2d Li

A. M,,

ter’s office, before Thomas

the upper ones with boards.—Golden Rule.
SPECIAL

property

him are forbidden by law.
A ef 1h
of the
creditors of said Bankrupt, to prove thelr
.
and choose one or more assignees of Ris estate.
will be held at a Court of Bankruptey,to be holden

witness to the truth of that statement.

shed rain, and cover

debts, and the delivery of

any property, belonging to said Bankrupt, to him

hand. Included inthe receipts of the week are
12,815 bbls by the Grand
.Ju: ctien Railroad for
distribution in
vpeighboring markets. : Patent
Wisconsin and Minnesota brands, range from
$6 50 @ $8 30 ¥ bb], and a few
fancy brands 5 a
little higher. Winter Wheat Patents range from
7 @ $7, and a few favorite brands at higher

Busi

ligions work of the denomination
can’ nof
be
over
estimated.
Will
not
every
minisWhen this is done, the carts are tobe sent’
out ‘and the barrels liteed into them. Roll ter interest himself to put the Star into

udg-

creditors

In the matter of Edward J. Sisk, Bankrupt, in
Bankruptey,
A warrant in Bankruptcy has been issued by
been 6,580 bbls, of which 1,680 were sent to Liversaid Court against the estate of Edward J. Sisk,
pool, 150 to Hayti, 530 to Si, Pierre, Miq., 100 to of Dover, of the County of Strafford, of the State
alifax. 8,340 to the British Provinces and 750 | of New Hampshire, in said district, adjudged a
bbls
to other foreign ports.
There has been a Bankrupt upon the
petition of his ereditors; and
the payment of any debts, and the delivery of any
low trade during the week and Prices are barely
maintained. In order to effect sales of winter
property, belonging to sald Bankrupt, to him, or
to his use, and the transfer of any property by
wheats to any extent concessions would be nee.
A meeting
of the
essary, but holders consider Jrioes on a very low him, are forbidden by law.
basis and are inclined to hold until jobbers have creditors of said Bankrupt, to prove their debts,
rejuced stock. Favorite Patent brands are still and choose one or more assignees of his estate,
scarce and held at extreme rates, but a decline is will be held at a Court of Bankraptey, to be holdhave

{

ander petson shonld fasten in firmly.

rd, of the

for the corresponding week of 1877, and 58,431
bbls in 1870. The exports for the same time have

yal

ing an interest in the benevolent aad re-'

of

Hampshire, in said

and the payment of any

3 beak
abat 1D @ she:: Norther aria 8 1935¢; Toe
"Thi impoieation of the Star fu stimatsie | DeIsing
100 and (enter t15'G 160¥ grid

man 1 the baftels hs fill as Possible sen.
out erowding, and layi ho @é heads, Shick

pile them up so as to

State of New

added to the list

FLOUR.

TO PASTORS.

apples put Into them by hand, carefully
assorted, according to quality. © Let ‘ one

BkFuptey:
A warrant in Bankruptcy has been issued by
said Court against the estate of William A, Baker

United States.” —N, Y.
Dial
:

receipts

Dis=

In the matter of William A. Baker, Bankrupt in

MARKETS.

FLOUR-~The

make

. With the beginning

Books,

District Court of the U. 8.' for the
trict of New Hampshire.

few late made Western old at 9c, but most of the
sales of Western have been at 8 @ 8c # Ib.
Common jualey, afissieib ‘the tot Senther, is

NEWS.

Subséription

of Middleton, of the County

partment of Denominational News that
makes the Star indispensable in every
Freewill Baptist family.
iia]
DENOMINATIONAL

and

ed a Bankrupt upon the-petition of his

would have been

tions of the day, and particularly a de-

will probably be a small portion of the
fruit. which cam not be reached by’ the
hand; this must be shaken down after the

actually in the'work. This was not’ surprisin :
Already
a new interestis being awikene .;| and stons.
We hear of it’ from every section. And the: your farm,
this time to opty

social, educational,

personal and religious information, book
notices, a department of missions devoted
especially to the interests of our own
benevolent work, a Sunday-school department embracing hints on the International lessons and notes on general Sunday-

hands free. Let your pickers understand
that it is a fixed law that every apple,
small or large, is to be picked by hand.
Every basketas it js filled must be carefully emptied at the appointed place, by
being laid on its side and slowly turned
that no apple may be bruised.
It facilitates this labor and insures greater care in

make eggs taste.—Journal of Horticulture,

but in ‘he

subscriber

contributed articles on topics of interest

When the fruit is ready for picking,
carry ladders of different lengths into the

straw.

her, In

missed;

OFFER.

only a fraction over four cents. This
reading matter embraces correspondence
from the principal countries of the world,

but it is not all protected in this way, and
if frozen, however slightly, it is likely to
decay very rapidly.
Apples when ripe
readily come off in the hand if gently turned round, and should be left on the tree
until they will do so, unless the near
approach of winter
renders immediate

orchard,

WE

reading matter, that costs the

the trees protect the fruit against the frost

:

of religious

For £2.20—the twenty cents being for
postage and incidentals that must be prepaid at this office—we offer an eight-page
paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper
containing an average of forty columns of

enough heads and hoops.
When all is
ready begin to gather the fruit as ripe, and
by no means wait until hard frosts set in;
the slightest skim of ice on standing
water should stimulate the greatest exértions.
It is very true that the leaves of

boost?” One thing
t
0% Phe Work of redching
dnd
co Shar y ur family may enjoy good
has passed into proverbial truth, and that is fenchiug their Indiis ers. of ‘Oh caching. his : ards
love. ‘They are sure to make the work ufider-- fruit that you had the foresight and en-

| or are we waiting for the

' that
the harder we ¢limb

WHAT

of barrels, and if the number is deficient
purchase some at once, be sure there are

gathering necessary.

doses

pills.”
We mean that it shall continue to stimulate the growth of all that is true and
good in the daily life.
:

directions are quoted by Dr. Loring, in
his ¢ Farm-Yard Club of Jotham,” which

lady, | your birds be .wholesomely fed on. plain.
and a thorough earnest Christian, always laboring faithfully in the Sabbath-school and | food and your nests be made with clean

** there is no sense’ in boosting “anybody who ABohs
isn't climbing.” Are we climbingall we ean,

her as

Fredericton Junction, where they bade her
a’ final adieu.
The parting from widowed
mother, brothers and es, and ‘other dear
friends, was trying, but
she bore it bravely.

dist brethren elsewhere, but as Dr. Kalloch is call ote wie
tian labor
in his Metropolitan Baptist

contains food, and not

climbing,

A bad flavor in eggs is the result of one
of two causes—either the food on which

deeply interested in the mission work,and that

missionary

a

LT

quite sure that this is an improvenient

much

the lady who was soonito go from their midst
to do service for .God in India, would carry
with her the sympathy and be followed by the

Governor for them, who has to learn his busi-

explosive

too

BAD FLAVORED EGGS.

ness before he can acts

own

nominate

have

“1 consider the ** Morning Star’ the
healthiest religious paper 1 know of. It

too much ladder-shifting, too many handlings of the fruit, ‘and a general lack of
system in the work.
Some
excellent

pceasion,

whole scene was exceedingly touching. = .
On Monday Fouing; a good number’ was
the depot to see Miss H. off. The Pastor, vith
some’ others, including - the brother of the

their

ernor instead of having England

They

and it'was evident that ‘the : congregation was

every one present will

think, entire independence.
There has been a
dead-lock recently
between the Melbourne

Council and. Legislative Assembly,

of the Ghurch

the character of a farewellmeeting.
nee Was large,
and shi
est
in-

terest wis

The Ill. Christian Weekly
bold relief the figure of the

Lhe

t

the mortuary record decreasing, only 23 deaths
oceilfrifg, Sunday. - The opRIie

apples.

Sept. 20, 1878:

Chromos,

:
SATURDAY, Sept. 28.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
%8, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
i
Market, Boston.

tor. Says a member of the faculty of
Amherst College, writing under date of |

B

Al
dress D: L.. GUERNSEY, Pub, and Bookseller, Con.
cord, N. I.
139

BUTTER, CHEESE, AND EGGS.

as a family visitor and religious’ instrue-

days, #iccording to the weather, to cool

ing) from New Orleans shows that there is a

ed Bf grder of the government.

- GATHERING APPLES.

We gave two weeks since our views on
the ethics and the economy of the appleharvest : insisting on careful picking and
honest packing as not only the best, but
in the long run the best-paying , method
with apples designed for winter use.
There are a good many farmers, we
observe in our trips through the country,
who do ndét know
or at least do not
practice—the best way of gathering their

hangd-gatheringis done, piled separately,

cent. below its nominal value, make up all the

The Yellow Fever,
"The latest intelligence (this Monday

|

GOOD

that another grand prize, or at least a gold

of awards to the
Tribune.

In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a
firm conviction of its increased usefulness

fruit is large enough make another. There

a discontented people, a fupgtical priesthood,
a saldiery -

— Intelligencer.
ot

a

WINTER,
on rit id
send for Our Cireunlar of

medal,

THE

es canned goods, 4803 barrels apples, 3300
hales cotton, 1750 packages butter, 200 tons and |
Hindling
to have one person with an
1529 quarters
fresh beef, 230 carcasses sheep,
empty
basket
constantly employed in ex300 live sheep, 146 head horned cattle, 80
changing the full baskets of the pickers
for the empty ones. When one pile of

The Sick Man does not seem to get well,even
afterall the doctoring of the Berlin Confer-

and

The North-west Indiana Confer-

ence has 24,178 members, 1,699 probationers
147 local preachers, 275 churches, and "290
Sunday-schools.
The totals of members and
probationers of the two conferences shown
decrease of $1,470.

800 boxes cheese,
3050 barrels

Turkey.

toriots

comdedi-

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1873.

days will soon pass,

.We will sit round the fireside in winter,
And merrily feast on our store;
Though the storm and the tempest beat loudly,
We'll but value our comforts the more.

EE

Charitable Bequests.

‘

Who se harvest we welcome with joy.
Make haste, then, and fill all your baskets;
There are plenty for lad and for lass;
For the merciless frost will soon nip them,

wanting

NEW MAPS of U, 8. and Canadas, Chae

They repeatedly

visited and tested their instruments, and
made them the standard of excellence by
which all others of their class were judged.
The jury regretted that Estey
& Co.,
who are by far the largest American exporters of Cabinet Organs, were hors
concours, but it is the well known policy
of this house never to compete for prizes.
Had they done so, there can bé little doubt

“The Morning Star”

Far better than peach or banana,
Inasmuch as they never will cloy,
Are the apples, both goldén and rosy,

can not afford to goto. Congress again ; that his

ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY.

Let every one.

for FALL and
COMMISSION,

~

true humility in those who have the public
schools in charge wouldn't be a bad thing.
There is no class in society who so much need
the beneficent influences of a common school

We haven’t seen anything much better

The Swan, of rich hue, amber-tinted,
And Baldwin, with cheek all aflame.

'experts,

ou

accommo-

European

Absolutely

Pure.

“ROYAL?” hasia i
r,sale than all other haking powders combined—because of its unquestioned
Purity, Uniform Kir ongth faith
IthfulnessBS and
Efficacy.
Py
cacy.
Prepared
from GRAPEPE C CREAM. TARTAR, »
4
:
roeived
imported expressly
for
ess powder direct from the
ine district of Franceve, it has iyicians
the indorsement and resommendation of the New
York Board
of Hi
1 of eminent
and scientific
men everywhere. No fam iy Sti piv oath i ony Baking Powder will “ever be
e
+ withont it.
ROY AL hind ‘taken’ the place of Sods, Saleratus and Yenst; more convenient, makes third sore
bread never sours
nor cakes, never put up in paper packages. In tin cans only of Grocers.

~~

more

a little

O Shakespeare! there's much in a name;

of the most celebrated

and of which
Dr. Franz Liszt is the
Hon orary President, wereespecially pleased with the magnificent display of the

depart-

ment in the hands of competent editors.
Even the children are not forgotten, as a
special department for them lgs been reserved,
Published by
W. R. Andrews,
Cincinnati.

And here’s the pale Seek-no-further—

date 1800 inmates, and cost, when completed,
$900,000,

dramatic and social

"edad

will cover over 30 acres of ground,

can they be

Perhaps

useful?

more

made

They are building a work-house on a pretty
large scale in Sheffield, England.
The building

which

question

but the

commonly admitted;

remains to be answered is, How

has a literary,

15

The Christian Intelligencer says: ** That
our public schools do not at present accomplish-the results that are to be desired is now

APPLES.

‘composed of many

pro. 88a

Schools.

GATHERING

Musical Instruments,.

ETT

Public

.

the excellence
attained by
‘“‘Andrews’
Bazar.” Its columns not only give the
latest fashion notes from abroad, but it

Ho, children! come out to the orchard,
The apples lie thick on the ground;
There aré Spitzenberg,Pippins and Greenings,
The finest that ever were found.

GOOD
AGENTS WANTED!

A CORRESPONDENT, - writing
from the
Paris
Exposition,
says: “The Jury on

TE TTaE

CURRENT EVENTS.

No fashion publication has ever reached

PT

Sumamiry.

Hetos

Lural and Domestic,

Captain Eads estimated the loss from the
suspension and disarrangement of business in
the fever-infected sections at upwards of §200,
000,000. * Other well-informed gentlemen from
the Mississippi Valley who are now in Washington estimate it much higher.

